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123 Boston
A Cool 
Counting Book
Puck
Illustrations by
Kevin Somers

Curious children will
count to 10 using some of
Boston’s most cherished
symbols and landmarks—
the USS Constitution, the
Boston Red Sox, the swan boats, and the city’s marathon—in
this board book featuring amusing illustrations, dazzling colors,
and bold, clear design. The final page includes a complete loca-
tion list in both English and Spanish to help parents locate the
symbols and landmarks and plan an entertaining trip to Boston.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS/REGIONAL: NEW ENGLAND
GRADES UP TO PRE-K, AGES UP TO 3, 22 PAGES, 6 X 6
11 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9780982529515

DUO PRESS LLC AVAILABLE

Explore Rocks
and Minerals!
20 Great Projects,
Activities, Experiments
Cynthia Light Brown 
and Nick Brown
Illustrations by Bryan Stone

Highlighting the mysteries
beneath the earth’s surface, this is
the ideal kids’ companion to the
fascinating subject of geology. Through an engaging array of
hands-on activities, this helpful handbook guides children
through testing minerals, creating crystals, sculpting edible mod-
els of the planet, and even baking volcanic meringue cookies.
Exploring the reasons behind the physical changes of the world,
this examination also outlines the rock cycle of igneous, sedi-
mentary, and metamorphic rocks; the process of discovering fos-
sils and what they reveal about the past; and how to start a
collection of natural artifacts. Featuring 20 entertaining experi-
ments with lively illustrations and fun facts, this intriguing guide
also includes educational sidebars detailing significant contribu-
tors to the field of geology.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 2–4, AGES 7–9, 96 PAGES, 8 X 10
50 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 100 LINE DRAWINGS, 25 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781934670613

NOMAD PRESS AUGUST 2010

INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GROUP – FALL 2010 Children’s Selections
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Explore Life
Cycles!
25 Great Projects, 
Activities, Experiments
Kathleen M. Reilly
Illustrations by Bryan Stone

Containing an eye-catching combi-
nation of cartoons, fun facts, and
exciting projects, this hands-on
guide explores how plants and
animals are classified, how environment affects life cycles, and
how all living things are codependent. Filled with information on
fish, birds, insects, amphibians, plants, and fungi, the guide
shows young scientists what happens inside cocoons and how
frogs develop from tadpoles. With projects ranging from edible
life cycles of insects to special butterfly habitats, this interactive
guide brings the mysteries of life into kids’ hands.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 2–4, AGES 7–9, 96 PAGES, 8 X 10
60 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 30 LINE DRAWINGS, 15 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781934670804

NOMAD PRESS MARCH 2011

Healthy Me
A Read-Along Coloring 
& Activity Book
Grace Hawthorne
Illustrations by Eileen C. Blyth

This fun and engaging coloring
book explores the world through
nine updated fairy tales from
diverse cultures, while encouraging
healthy living and fun activities.
Designed to help parents and
teachers familiarize children with habits of healthy eating, these
read-along stories are sure to entertain children as they reinforce
messages about the benefits of being physically active, eating
well, and avoiding tobacco. Also included are challenges such as
mazes, matching, word finds, and connect-the-dots, which pro-
mote healthy living.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY/CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE
GRADES PRE-K–3, AGES 5–8, 144 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $7.95)
ISBN: 9780944235461

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE



Reluctant
Disciplinarian
Advice on Classroom
Management from a Softy
Who Became (Eventually)
a Successful Teacher
Second edition
Gary Rubinstein

Based on the author’s disastrous
first year of teaching—which
began with no classroom-management skills—this humorous
personal account offers clear and specific advice on how to
become an adept classroom manager. Funny and practical, this
new edition also continues the author’s story, sharing what he
has learned since leaving the teaching field for five years and
then returning to the classroom. From discussing why learning to
discipline is so difficult to outlining the tactics that both do and
do not work, this book shows how a “softy” eventually became
the Teacher of the Year over the course of four years and offers
encouragement to teachers who are currently struggling.

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE/EDUCATION
176 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
5 B & W PHOTOS, 30 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781936162154 (REPLACES 9781877673368)

COTTONWOOD PRESS, INC. SEPTEMBER 2010

Empowering Youth
with AD/HD
Your Guide to Coaching
Adolescents and Young
Adults for Coaches, Parents,
and Professionals
Jodi Sleeper-Triplett, MCC, SCAC

Unveiling a powerful and proven
methodology for teens and young
adults with ADHD, this guidebook
offers complete instruction for professionals and parents on what
ADHD coaching for young people is and how it can dramatically
improve the lives of the afflicted. A groundbreaking approach,
this handbook discusses powerful intervention practices to help
youths with ADHD break through barriers and succeed in their
lives. The thorough, hands-on guidance makes for an ideal
resource for all individuals interested in learning more about
coaching young people with ADHD—including life coaches
interested in expanding their practices to a new market; academ-
ic tutors and personal organizers wondering if they would like to
become trained as an ADHD coach; and therapists, psychiatrists,
and pediatricians confused about what ADHD coaches do.

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE/
CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE
225 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $28.95)
ISBN: 9781886941960

SPECIALTY PRESS/A.D.D. WAREHOUSE SEPTEMBER 2010

My Foodie
ABC
A Little 
Gourmet’s Guide
Puck
Illustrations by 
Violet Lemay

A delightful educational tool
that stresses the importance
of having a healthy relation-
ship with food, this board book teaches the letters of the alpha-
bet to tots and other gastronomes in training. Stylish and
dazzling illustrations that highlight terms such as Kobe beef,
pomegranate, ice cream, and farmer’s market pair with fun food-
ie facts to make learning the alphabet easy and enriching. A com-
plete introduction to the alphabet and gastronomical terms, this
unique book also includes a pronunciation guide, making it an
ideal companion for food aficionados.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS/COOKING
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5, 22 PAGES, 7 X 7
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9780982529522

DUO PRESS LLC AVAILABLE

Great Group
Games for Kids
150 Meaningful Activities 
for Any Setting
Susan Ragsdale and Ann Saylor

Building on the popularity of the best-
selling Great Group Games, this new
collection for the younger set shows
teachers and group leaders how to make
even the silliest activity meaningful.
Complete with details on timing, sup-
plies, set up, and suggested group size, this is the perfect grab-and-
go resource for anyone working with elementary school age
children. Far from frivolous, each “play with purpose” game con-
cludes with discussion questions to build positive identity, friend-
ship skills, and a host of other character traits kids need to succeed.

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE/CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY
228 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781574822847

SEARCH INSTITUTE PRESS AVAILABLE
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Artsy-Fartsy
Karla Oceanak
Illustrations by Kendra Spanjer

Aldo Zelnick is not an athlete like his
older brother or a rock collector like
his best friend; he’s just a regular kid
who likes to draw. One summer Aldo’s
grandma, Goosy, gives him a sketch-
book in which to record all of his ideas
and adventures, and Aldo quickly dis-
covers how much fun cartooning is.
From petitioning for a neighborhood pool slide to his passion for
slushies, Aldo illustrates his summer vacation, wacky friends, and
loving family in this charming comic novel that blends text with
illustrations on every page. Engaging and entertaining, the story
and drawings in this book will captivate both enthusiastic and
reluctant young readers. This first installment in an A-to-Z
alphabet series includes a glossary of words to help kids broaden
their vocabulary.

CHILDRENS: FICTION/CHILDRENS: GRAPHIC NOVELS
GRADES 4–6, AGES 9–12, 160 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
150 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781934649046

BAILIWICK PRESS AVAILABLE

Abe in Arms
Pegi Deitz Shea

Portraying the pressures of teens to live
a normal life while facing mental ill-
ness, this suspenseful young adult
novel follows the journey of success-
bound Abe, who struggles with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder. A senior in
high school, with a loving and wealthy
adoptive family, Abe is on track for a
big scholarship and an open future.
Suddenly, horrific flashbacks rip him back to war-torn Africa,
where five years previously he lost his mother, sister, friends, and
almost his own life to torturous violence. During therapy, he
uncovers even darker moments from his past that make him
question how he survived. This action-filled thriller will open the
eyes and hearts of teenagers to the lives of young people who
have been exposed to profound violence around the world.

CHILDRENS: FICTION/CURRENT EVENTS
GRADES 7 & UP, AGES 12 & UP, 172 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $15.00 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604861983

PM PRESS AVAILABLE

INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GROUP – FALL 2010 Children’s Selections
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Sentence CPR
Breathing Life into
Sentences That Might 
as Well Be Pushing 
Up Daisies!
Phyllis Beveridge Nissila

Practical and fun, this dynamic
guide for both student writers and
English teachers dispenses quirky
remedies—with a generous dose of
humor—for sentences suffering
from ailments such as detail deficiency, passive voice fatigue,
weak verbs, and word overdose. Providing teachers with tools to
improve middle and high school student writing, the lessons
show how to write interesting sentences through samples of stel-
lar sentences, practice exercises, and skill-boosting activities. 

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE, 84 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781877673979

COTTONWOOD PRESS, INC. AVAILABLE

The Adventures
of Mali & Keela
A Virtues Book 
for Children
Jonathan Collins
Contribution by Janice Healey
Illustrations by Jenny Cooper

Thirteen adventure stories intro-
duce children to the concept of
virtue and demonstrate how virtu-
ous behavior can make the world a better place. Each tale is built
around four of the 52 virtues that have been identified by The
Virtues Project™, a global grassroots initiative that inspires the
practice of virtues in everyday life. Each tale is followed by clear,
age-appropriate definitions of the virtues for the adult reader and
the young audience to explore. Discussion questions are also pro-
vided to draw the children into a conversation about each story.
These interactive tools foster a more profound understanding of
the virtues, help children put each virtue into context within their
own experiences, and provide a rich environment for learning—
while young and old enjoy the thrill of a well-told yarn.

CHILDRENS: FICTION/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES K–2, AGES 5–7, 144 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
40 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781932181524

PERSONHOOD PRESS AVAILABLE



Doable
Renewables
16 Alternative Energy
Projects for Young Scientists
Mike Rigsby

Kids will learn valuable hands-on les-
sons from this guide by constructing
working models that generate renew-
able, alternative energy. Budding sci-
entists learn how to build their own
Kelvin water-drop generator out of six recycled cans and alliga-
tor-clip jumpers; a solar-powered seesaw from a large dial ther-
mometer and a magnifying glass; and a windmill from eight
yardsticks, PVC pipe, cardboard, and a converter generator.
Children will investigate the energy-generating properties of a
solar cell, a radiometer, a Nitinol heat engine, and a Peltier cell—
there are even plans to build a human-powered desk lamp. Each
project includes a materials and tools list as well as online infor-
mation on where to find specialized components.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY
GRADES 4 & UP, AGES 9 & UP, 224 PAGES, 7 X 10
180 B & W PHOTOS, 15 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781569763438

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS OCTOBER 2010

Mischief in
the Forest
A Yarn Yarn
Derrick Jensen
Illustrations by
Stephanie McMillan

Old Mrs. Johnson lives
alone in the forest and
loves to knit sweaters and mittens for her grandchildren in the
city. One day, when returning from a visit to the city, her solitude
comes to an end when her mischievous forest neighbors reveal
themselves in a delightfully colorful fashion—someone took her
yarn. The colorful mystery is solved when the birds, rabbits,
snakes, trees, and other dwellers of Mrs. Johnson’s neighborhood
are seen playing with the yarn. Suddenly the forest doesn’t seem
so lonely, and the visiting grandkids take great delight getting to
know its inhabitants. This picture book is a lesson for both
young and old to connect with one’s surroundings and embrace
the role of good neighbors with the rest of the natural world,
whether in the city or in the forest.

CHILDRENS: FICTION/CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5, 40 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
40 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604860818

PM PRESS SEPTEMBER 2010

Bogus
Karla Oceanak and Kendra Spanjer

Ten-year-old Aldo Zelnick has decided
it’s fun to be artistic, and when his
grandma Goosy gives him a second
sketchbook, Aldo fills it with more
comic drawings, fun words, and
accounts of his extraordinary adven-
tures in everyday life. When Aldo and
his best friends, Jack and Bee, find a
diamond ring, they can’t decide if it’s
real or fake; but real or not, they can’t seem to hold on to it. As
the trio hunts for the misplaced ring, they also learn about other
countries and cultures. This second installment in an A-to-Z
alphabet series includes a glossary of words to help kids broaden
their vocabulary.

CHILDRENS: FICTION/CHILDRENS: GRAPHIC NOVELS
GRADES 4–6, AGES 9–12, 160 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
150 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781934649060

BAILIWICK PRESS OCTOBER 2010

Amazing Math
Projects You Can
Build Yourself
Laszlo C. Bardos
Illustrations by 
Samuel Carbaugh

From prime numbers to parabo-
loids, this collection of projects
proves that learning mathematics
can still be fun. Introducing chil-
dren to the beauty and wonder of the subject through hands-on
activities, this guide demonstrates how to construct a geodesic
dome big enough for a person to sit in, solve the world’s hardest
two-piece puzzle, pass a straight line through a curved slot, and
amaze others with the mysterious Möbius strip. Emphasizing
how mathematics can be encountered in daily life, this intriguing
reference highlights the hidden patterns in snowflakes, soap bub-
bles, and even the graceful curves of the Golden Gate Bridge.
With a companion website featuring video instructions for sever-
al projects as well as additional activities, this educational explo-
ration turns the art of numbers into an adventure for all.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 4–7, AGES 9–12, 128 PAGES, 8 X 10
60 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 100 LINE DRAWINGS, 30 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781934670576

NOMAD PRESS AUGUST 2010
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Deciduous Forests
Showcasing the diverse woodland of deciduous forests, this
resource reveals how many of its threats come from humans.
Covering topics such as deforestation, acid rain, disease, and
invasive species, this engaging guide shows how, in the compli-
cated web of life in the forest, even natural threats can be made
worse by human activity.

ISBN: 9781934670545

Deserts
Examining this growing biome, this guide shows that the desert
is more than just a giant sandbox. Discussing desertification and
how environmental change—such as ranching, overdevelopment,
and cactus collection—in this area can threaten life outside the
desert, this resource instructs students on the need to treat the
desert with care.

ISBN: 9781934670835

INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GROUP – FALL 2010 Children’s Selections

5

Oceans
Detailing the largest biome, this guide surveys the environmental
threats to the earth’s oceans. Teaching students about coral
reefs—the rainforests of the ocean—this educational resource
explores topics such as the connection between increasing levels
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the bleaching of the
reefs. By comparing the size of an island of floating plastic and
other trash in the middle of the Pacific Ocean to the state of
Texas—and how that floating island impacts ocean life—the
guide shows young environmentalists why consuming less plastic
is important.

ISBN: 9781934670842

Tundra
Evaluating the coldest biome, this resource examines how the liv-
ing things found in the tundra coexist harmoniously with the
harsh landscape. Explaining how environmental change threat-
ens life in this biome, this instructive guide leaves readers with a
greater understanding of the importance of conservation and
preservation efforts.

ISBN: 9781934670569

Endangered Biomes series
Donna Latham

Investigating the planet’s biomes and examining the modern threats to each ecosystem, this interactive series challenges young
readers to look at how their own actions influence the planet’s health. With compare-and-contrast facts and vocabulary-build-
ing sidebars, each engaging guide reveals how environmental threats—both human and natural—affect plants and animals.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 4–7, AGES 9–12, 32 PAGES, 6 X 9

15 COLOR PHOTOS, 10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
5 MAPS, 5 DIAGRAMS

TRADE PAPER, $6.95 (CAN $7.95) EACH

NOMAD PRESS AVAILABLE



George
Washington
25 Great Projects You 
Can Build Yourself
Carla Mooney
Illustrations by 
Samuel Carbaugh

Offering a fascinating look into the
life and times of the first United
States president, this engrossing
exploration chronicles George Washington’s years as a young
Virginia gentleman, his military career, and his political contribu-
tions to a fledgling nation. Using common household items and
requiring minimal supervision, this project book includes 25
hands-on activities for children, providing a clear illustration 
of this legendary figure in American history. With biographical
sidebars, vivid illustrations, and an intriguing variety of historical
facts, this entertaining handbook allows kids to learn about one 
of America’s icons in a fun-filled fashion.

ISBN: 9781934670637 NOVEMBER 2010

Kids’
Container
Gardening
Year-Round Projects
for Inside and Out
Second edition
Cindy Krezel
Photographs by
Bruce Curtis

Enthusiastic young gardeners have the opportunity to develop a
green thumb and experience the joys of gardening in this how-to
guide for kids. Eighteen time-tested, proven projects gleaned
from the author’s experience as director of the Good Earth Kids’
Club teach children how to create a year-round assortment of
container gardens that are simple to create, fun to work on, and
in many instances, make great gifts. Organized by season, the
chapters run the gamut from “Great Big Garden Bowls for
Mom” and “Father’s Day Fountains” to sand art terrariums and
special occasion holiday containers. In addition to providing the
basics on plants and gardening, this helpful guide also includes a
glossary of terms, a listing of plants and resources used in the
book, and numerous photographs to show kids that they’re pro-
ceeding on the right path as they create their containers.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/GARDENING
GRADES 1–6, AGES 6–12, 88 PAGES, 8 X 8
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781883052751 (REPLACES 9781883052430)

BALL PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

Food: 25
Amazing Projects
Investigate the History
and Science of What 
We Eat
Kathleen M. Reilly
Illustrations by 
Samuel Carbaugh

Giving new meaning to the phrase
“food for thought,” this activity
guide summarizes the history, science, and culture of what kids
eat day after day. Presenting an array of projects and activities,
this exploration demonstrates how certain foods evolved as well
as how modern technology plays a part in food production,
packaging, and delivery. From the methods vegetarians use to
balance their diets to why some cultures rose and fell based on a
single food source, this fun-filled investigation also illustrates the
traditional route from farm to table, the impact of eating locally
grown foods, the importance of nutrition, and even the role of
food in ancient times. 

ISBN: 9781934670590 SEPTEMBER 2010

Easy Carving
Projects for Kids
Robin Edward Trudel

This how-to guide provides projects
for children and teens interested in
awakening their creativity and
learning carving and woodworking
skills. The handbook’s 35 carving
projects are organized by increasing
complexity and are divided into
three age ranges. From a simple
xylophone and a baseball award to a double whistle and a wood-
cut scene, there’s a skill-level-appropriate project to suit a wide
range of ages. All of these projects can be crafted from commonly
found pieces of wood.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/WOODWORKING
GRADES K & UP, AGES 4 & UP, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
570 COLOR PHOTOS, 20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 20 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781933502304

LINDEN PUBLISHING AVAILABLE
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Build It Yourself series

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 4–7, AGES 9–12, 128 PAGES, 8 X 10

60 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS,100 LINE DRAWINGS, 30 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95) EACH

NOMAD PRESS



Native
American
History 
for Kids
With 21 Activities
Karen Bush Gibson

A chronicle of American indigenous life, this guide captures the
history of the complex societies that lived in North America
when European explorers first appeared on the continent. Not
only a history of tribal nations, this exploration also includes
profiles of famous Native Americans and their many contribu-
tions—from early leaders to superstar athletes, dancers, astro-
nauts, authors, and actors. Readers will learn about Indian
culture through hands-on activities, such as planting a Three
Sisters Garden, making beef jerky in a low-temperature oven,
weaving a basket out of folded newspaper strips, deciphering a
World War II Navajo Code Talker message, and playing Ball-
and-Triangle. An important look at life before the settlers until
present day, this resource shows that Native American history is
the history of all Americans. 

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION
GRADES 4 & UP, AGES 9 & UP, 144 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
50 B & W PHOTOS, 30 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781569762806

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

Let My
Colors Out
Courtney Filigenzi
Illustrations by 
Shennen Bersani

This comforting book walks
young children of cancer
patients through the range
of emotions they’re likely to
encounter and provides a
message of hope. A young
boy uses color to express a range of emotions as his mother
undergoes cancer treatment. Some days he’s sad, some days he’s
happy, and other days he’s scared or angry. The boy comes to
realize that these ups and downs are perfectly normal for his sit-
uation, and he does not have to feel guilty about his feelings. 

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 2–5, 16 PAGES, 8 X 8
CLOTH, $11.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9781604430110

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GROUP – FALL 2010 Children’s Selections
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Kids’ First
Cookbook
Delicious-Nutritious
Treats to Make Yourself!
American Cancer Society

Inside this beautifully illustrated
cookbook are activities, colorful
recipes, and cooking tips that
helps turn meal preparation into
exciting family fun. From the sim-
plest snacks and drinks to masterful meals, kids create their own
masterpieces using step-by-step illustrations and learn to make
healthy and wholesome food choices that will benefit them for a
lifetime. In addition to the 53 recipes that list the number of
servings, calories, and fat grams in each meal, the book includes
instructions on how to read a food label, kitchen safety, and a
guide to the food pyramid.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION, GRADES PRE-K–7, AGES 5–12
96 PAGES, 8 X 10
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9780944235195

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

Nana, What’s
Cancer?
Beverlye Hyman Fead and
Tessa Mae Hamermesh
Illustrations by 
Shennen Bersani

Tessa is a 10-year-old girl who
wants to understand the confusing
world of cancer and then to be able
to explain it to other children. She
embarks on her quest by asking questions of her Nana, whose
answers are designed to both ease children’s fears and provide them
with factual information.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION, GRADES PRE-K–7, AGES 5–12
64 PAGES, 8 X 10
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604430103

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE



Soccer World:
South Africa
Explore the World
Through Soccer
Demonstrating how the
world’s most popular sport
also serves as a common lan-
guage across all cultures, this
handbook explores the coun-
try of South Africa through
the game of soccer. Documenting the experiences of professional
player Ethan Zohn, this guide follows Ethan and his soccer-play-
ing friend Tawela through the home of the 2010 World Cup, as
they study ancient cave art and wildlife preserves, observe the
migration of whales, and view a professional soccer game at one
of the biggest stadiums in the world. Highlighting a beautiful
corner of the planet, this reference also provides a chance to
choose an actual help project in South Africa, encouraging kids
to share their experiences at the Soccer World website.

ISBN: 9781934670538

The Silk Road
20 Projects Explore the
World’s Most Famous
Trade Route
Kathryn Ceceri

Shedding light on a legendary pas-
sage between the Mediterranean
Sea and China, this overview out-
lines the history, geography, and
people of the Silk Road region.
Spanning from Roman times until
the Age of Exploration, this noteworthy route helped spread dif-
ferent forms of technology, various cultural traditions, and even
academic theories across two continents and beyond. Through
entertaining activities that use everyday materials, this guide
enables children to re-create the clothes and foods of the
nomadic tribes and city dwellers who made their homes along
the historical Silk Road. Illuminating a mysterious and more
obscure part of the world, this narrative celebrates the Silk
Road’s important role in the development of human civilization.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 4–7, AGES 9–12, 128 PAGES, 8 X 10
50 B & W PHOTOS, 50 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
25 DIAGRAMS, 10 MAPS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781934670620

NOMAD PRESS JANUARY 2011

The Paper
Boomerang
Book
Build Them, Throw
Them, and Get Them
to Return Every Time
Mark Latno

A detailed reference on the lat-
est craze in lightweight aeronautics, this manual shows how to
build and throw paper boomerangs. Techniques for mastering
the basics will help beginners, while techniques for impressive
throws—such as the behind-the-back toss; the boomerang juggle;
the under-the-leg catch; and the dreaded double-handed, back-
ward, double-boomerang throw—will thrill even the most
advanced boomeranger. A history of the device and the physics
behind its circuitous flight are also included, making this the
only comprehensive reference on this fascinating toy. 

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/SCIENCE, GRADES 4 & UP, AGES 9 & UP
128 PAGES, 8 X 8
90 B & W PHOTOS, 30 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781569762820

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

Soccer World:
Mexico
Explore the World
Through Soccer
Following professional soccer
player Ethan Zohn on a global
adventure, this entertaining
and educational handbook
explores the cultures and cus-
toms of Mexico. From a walk-
ing tour of Mexico City and visits to the ruins of the country’s
ancient civilizations to a once-in-a-lifetime butterfly migration
sanctuary and colorful Lucha Libre wrestling, this investigation
explores the real Mexico, avoiding the commonplace tourist traps
and border towns. Activities presented in each chapter include
learning Spanish, science and math projects based on Mayan cul-
tures, creative writing and art exercises inspired by Mexican folk
art and celebrations, and even simple traditional recipes. 

ISBN: 9781934670552
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Soccer World series
Ethan Zohn and David Rosenberg
Illustrations by Shawn Braley

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES K–2, AGES 5–7, 48 PAGES, 8 X 8

48 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 5 MAPS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95) EACH

NOMAD PRESS AVAILABLE



Wow! New 
York City
Imagine a City Built
with a Paper Clip . . .
Puck
Illustrations by 
Rey David Rojas

New York City has never been
more whimsical than in this
visual narrative that uses wire-art sculptures to explore the Big
Apple. Everything starts with a paper clip that unfolds to create
some of New York’s most famous symbols, including the Statue of
Liberty, the Brooklyn Bridge, and the Empire State Building. A
lively text accompanies the striking visuals, and six pages of infor-
mation chronicle everything needed to know about the included
attractions and landmarks.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/REGIONAL: MID-ATLANTIC
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5, 32 PAGES, 8.5 X 8.5
22 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9780982529508

DUO PRESS LLC AVAILABLE

Theodore
Roosevelt 
for Kids
His Life and Times,
21 Activities
Kerrie Logan Hollihan

Hands-on activities and
insightful historical information reveal the fascinating life of
Theodore Roosevelt, America’s 26th president, who was also
well known as a writer, a ranchman, a politician, a solider, an
explorer, and a family man. Combining a rich biography, includ-
ing information about his childhood, with relevant and engaging
projects, this book offers a glimpse at Roosevelt’s work and
times—how a sickly, undersized boy grew into a physically fit,
energetic, and courageous man; how his wealth did not shield
him from human tragedy; how as a leader of a young, vigorous
nation, he steered a middle course between big business and
working-class needs; and how his love of nature led him to pro-
tect millions of acres for posterity. The text includes a time line,
online resources, and a reading list for further study—making
this the ultimate reference on a great American president. 

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/HISTORY
GRADES 4 & UP, AGES 9 & UP, 144 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
60 B & W PHOTOS, 30 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 
5 MAPS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781556529559

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE
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The Survivorship
Net
A Parable for the Family,
Friends, and Caregivers 
of People with Cancer
Jim Owens
Illustrations by Bill Cass
Foreword by Lance Armstrong

Colorful and whimsical, this tale
aims to put fears to rest and
emphasize the important role of family, friends, and caregivers in
the life of every cancer patient. On one level, it is a children’s
story that allays anxiety and explains how kids can help their
parents through treatment and recovery. On another level, it is a
parable for all that uses the metaphor of a circus to illustrate
how friends, family, and caregivers—through their actions,
deeds, and support—can add threads to the patient’s and family’s
safety nets as they participate in the high-wire act that is cancer.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/HEALTH
GRADES 2 & UP, AGES 7 & UP, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
22 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604430189

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

Women Heroes 
of World War II
26 Stories of Espionage,
Sabotage, Resistance, 
and Rescue
Kathryn J. Atwood

This historical exploration includes
stories of girls and women from across
Europe and the United States who
risked their lives to perform extremely
dangerous acts against the Nazis during World War II. The 26
profiles bring to life courageous women such as Noor Inayat
Khan, a radio operator who parachuted into occupied France
and transferred crucial messages; Johtje Vos, the Dutch house-
wife who hid Jews in her home and was repeatedly interrogated
by the Gestapo; and Hannie Schaft, a Dutch law student who
became involved in the most dangerous resistance work—sabo-
tage, weapons transference, and assassinations.  

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION
GRADES 7 & UP, AGES 12 & UP, 256 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
40 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781556529610

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS MARCH 2011    



The 1-2-3
Magic
Workbook 
for Christian
Parents
Effective Discipline 
for Children 2–12
Thomas W. Phelan, PhD 
and Chris Webb, MS, MA

This companion workbook to 1-2-3 Magic for Christian Parents
takes parents carefully through the program to immediately
manage troublesome behavior with reason, patience, and
Christian compassion. This successful, straightforward program
has guided parents through the difficult task of raising compe-
tent and happy children for more than 20 years and shows
mothers and fathers how to achieve three crucial parenting
objectives—controlling obnoxious behavior, encouraging good
behavior, and strengthening the parent-child relationship. Special
exercises and biblical references highlight the Christian point of
view, and each workbook chapter contains a summary, questions
about the content, case studies, troubleshooting exercises, and
wrap-up bullets. 

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE/RELIGION & THEOLOGY
216 PAGES, 7.5 X 9
120 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781889140452

PARENTMAGIC, INC. JANUARY 2011

1-2-3 Magic
Effective Discipline 
for Children 2–12
Fourth edition
Thomas W. Phelan, PhD

This revised edition of the award-win-
ning 1-2-3 Magic program addresses
the difficult task of child discipline
with humor, keen insight, and proven
experience. The technique offers a fool-
proof method of disciplining children
ages two through 12 without arguing, yelling, or spanking. By
means of three easy-to-follow steps, parents learn to manage
troublesome behavior, encourage good behavior, and strengthen
the parent-child relationship—avoiding the “Talk-Persuade-
Argue-Yell-Hit” syndrome which frustrates so many parents. Ten
strategies for building a child’s self-esteem and the six types of
testing and manipulation a parent can expect from the child are
discussed, as well as tips on how to prevent homework argu-
ments, make mealtimes more enjoyable, conduct effective family
meetings, and encourage children to start doing their household
chores. New advice about kids and technology and illustrations
bring this essential parenting companion completely up-to-date. 

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9
32 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781889140438 (REPLACES 9781889140162)
PARENTMAGIC, INC. OCTOBER 2010

The Young
Investor
Projects and Activities for
Making Your Money Grow
Second edition
Katherine R. Bateman

Explaining the language of finance
and the skill of investing, this guide
gives kids an early start at making
their money grow. The book explains
the general concept of money and demonstrates how saving
works based on the concepts of simple and compound interest.
Children then learn where Wall Street is located, what stocks and
bonds do, and, with the help of an adult, the right way to buy or
sell a stock, mutual fund, or savings bond. This updated edition
details the current financial environment, including what is meant
by a global economy, economic clues for recovery, and a special
section on what mortgages are and how they work. Updated
resources for further information online are also included.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION
GRADES 4 & UP, AGES 9 & UP, 160 PAGES, 7 X 10
15 B & W PHOTOS, 13 CHARTS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781569765463 (REPLACES 9781556523960)
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS OCTOBER 2010

The 1-2-3
Magic
Workbook
Effective Discipline 
for Children 2–12
Thomas W. Phelan, PhD 
and Tracy M. Lewis, BA

This companion workbook to 1-
2-3 Magic takes parents carefully
through the program in a way
that maximizes understanding, encourages constructive self-eval-
uation, and provides for systematic planning of parenting strate-
gies. The program’s simple steps are explained in great detail,
and each chapter contains a summary, questions about the con-
tent, case studies, troubleshooting exercises, and wrap-up bullets.
This guide also includes curricula and activities for group leaders
and teachers as well as tactics for addressing the challenges that
arise when trainers teach the method in group environments. 

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 216 PAGES, 7.5 X 9
120 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781889140445

PARENTMAGIC, INC. JANUARY 2011
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The
Adventures
of Buddy 
the Beaver
Buddy Explores 
the Pond
Carson Clark 
and Jim Clark

Offering a child’s perspective of the natural world through the
lens of a youth photographer, this story follows Buddy the
beaver around his pond. As Buddy’s experiences unfold, his
friends are introduced—Dawn the Fawn, Cheeks the Chipmunk,
Larry the Land Snail, and Carrots the Rabbit—and each animal’s
relationship to the environment is explained. With vibrant pho-
tography and informative text, the beaver pond and its inhabi-
tants come to life.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/CHILDRENS: FICTION
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5, 48 PAGES, 10 X 8
30 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9780982116258

MOUNTAIN TRAIL PRESS AVAILABLE

Keeping Kids Fit
A Family Plan for Raising
Active, Healthy Children
Len Saunders
Foreword by Shannon Miller

Addressing the childhood obesity crisis
that is facing today’s youth, this simple
and effective guide to exercise and
nutrition provides a comprehensive
plan for encouraging children to live
healthier, more active lifestyles. Not
limited to diet alone, this guide examines the psychology behind
sports and how parents can help to positively encourage their
children to participate. Reducing the use of technology, keeping
healthy sleep patterns, minimizing snacking, and staying hydrat-
ed are topics also addressed in this handbook, which helps par-
ents make healthy lifestyles fun and exciting.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE/FITNESS, 225 PAGES, 6 X 9
60 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781934184264

LACHANCE PUBLISHING LLC AVAILABLE
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Fueling the 
Teen Machine
Second edition
Ellen Shanley and 
Colleen Thompson

Addressing the growing trend of
teenagers whose eating habits keep
fast-food restaurants flourishing but do
little to keep the kids themselves in
shape, this guide presents parents with
the tools to ensure the daily health of their children. Providing
the latest information on a wide range of food topics, this hand-
book covers everything from carbohydrates to eating disorders
and vitamins, discussing each aspect sensitively and suggesting
the ultimate new frontier for busy teens—cooking their meals
themselves. New recipes, tips on creating shopping lists, and
meal-planning ideas are included and vegetarian and vegan
issues for teens are addressed. With sections on weight manage-
ment, sports nutrition, and vital facts on fast food, this is the
ideal companion for parents watching out for their kids’ diets.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE/NUTRITION
256 PAGES, 6 X 9
14 LINE DRAWINGS, 8 CHARTS, 6 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781933503370 (REPLACES 9780923521578)

BULL PUBLISHING COMPANY OCTOBER 2010

Parent, Teacher,
Mentor, Friend
How Every Adult Can Change
Kids’ Lives
Peter L. Benson, PhD

Detailing daily actions that have a lasting
significance on kids, this guide for all
adults shows that positive adult–child
relationships are one of the most impor-
tant factors affecting a young person’s
development. Rather than focusing on teens’ problems, this hand-
book takes a proactiveapproach and highlights hopeful actions
adults can take to have a positive impact on a young person’s life.
For example, adults will learn to use 30-second encounters to
offer compliments and to ask meaningful questions of children
that lead to deeper conversations. This call to action invites every
adult to be an advocate for children and teenagers, promoting
happier, healthier, and more successful youth.

PARENTING & FAMILY CARE/CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
256 PAGES, 4.25 X 7
3 CHARTS, 6 TABLES, 3 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9781574822830

SEARCH INSTITUTE PRESS NOVEMBER 2010



Curious
Creatures
Animal Poems
Barry Louis Polisar
Illustrations by 
David Clark

Filled with humorous and
thought-provoking poems,
this collection introduces
young readers to some of
the world’s oddest animals including the earthworm, the echid-
na, the flying paradise snake of Borneo, and Western Australia’s
quokka. Buttressed with bright, lively illustrations, each poem is
filled with intriguing facts about each animal, including the
strangest of all creatures: man. 

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/ANIMALS
GRADES 2–4, AGES 7–9, 32 PAGES, 10.25 X 9.25
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780938663522

RAINBOW MORNING MUSIC AVAILABLE

Change Is
Okay with
Kacie Shay
A Story About 
a Family
Jolie Carpenter
Illustrations by 
Jolie Carpenter

Growing up in a nice family
that does fun things together, Kacie is sad and confused when
confronted with the announcement of her parents’ separation
and divorce. She discovers, with the help of her mother, that she
is not the only child who is faced with this situation and learns
that talking about her feelings and keeping a positive attitude
can make her feel better. The lighthearted tone of this narrative
makes an otherwise harsh subject more approachable and can
help guide a child through the process of change from an age-
appropriate point of view. Painting a picture of a loving union
and an amicable ending, this tale demonstrates that a sad situa-
tion can still yield a happy ending.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE
GRADES K–2, AGES 5–7, 32 PAGES, 10.5 X 10.5
28 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780979265853

PANACHE PARTNERS LLC/SIGNATURE PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

Benjamin 
and Bumper 
to the Rescue
Molly Coxe
Photographs by Olivier Toppin

A thrilling story of rescue and
adventure featuring fuzzy young
Benjamin Middlemouse and his
wooly friend Bumper the elephant
as the unlikely heroes, each page of
this children’s picture book features a cinematic photo of charm-
ing handmade mice and other creatures that inhabit a richly tex-
tured, three-dimensional world. When Benjamin’s mother does
not return to the antique armoire they call home, Benjamin
recruits his friend Bumper, a stuffed animal who lives on the
nearby bed, to help with the search. Just right for a first adven-
ture story, this magical storybook is an ideal blend of suspense,
bravery, friendship, humor, loyalty, and a happy ending for all.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5
40 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
22 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)

ISBN: 9780981969718

BRAVE MOUSE BOOKS AVAILABLE

The Crabfish
Adapted by 
John M. Feierabend
Illustrations by Vincent Nguyen

Classic folk music and colorful
illustrations tell this funny tale of a
little man who tries to help his sick
wife feel better by granting her
wish to dine on crabfish. Upon
being presented to his wife for her
examination, the wily crustacean
pops up and grabs her by the nose.
Passed down for 400 years through song, this folktale continues
the oral tradition. The new edition includes a link to a free mp3
download featuring two versions of the song, one with a singer
and the other with an accompaniment for singing along.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/MUSIC
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5, 24 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.5
24 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781579997724 (REPLACES 9781579993832)

GIA PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
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The Derby Ram
Adapted by John M. Feierabend
Illustrations by Jackie Roche

Revisiting a folk music classic, this
delightfully illustrated picture book has
inspired laughter from children and adults
alike for hundreds of years. This wonder-
fully tall tale recounts the story of a leg-
endary ram, so big his horns “reach up to
the moon,” whose wool on his belly sold
for 40,000 pounds, and “every foot he
had, sir, took an acre of land.” This latest
telling includes a link to a free mp3 down-
load featuring two versions of the song,
one with a singer and the other with an
accompaniment for singing along.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/
CHILDRENS: FOLKLORE
GRADES PRE-K–K, AGES 3–5
32 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.5
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781579997830

GIA PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

The Long and 
the Short of It
A Tale About Hair
Barbara Meyers and Lydia Criss Mays
Illustrations by Shennen Bersani

With colorful illustrations and a comfort-
ing message, this picture book follows the
parallel stories of two young girls who are
having problems with their hair. One
wants to grow her hair longer, while the
other, who has lost her hair during cancer
treatment, would just like to have it back.
Their friendship leads them to a new
understanding of hair loss and the act of
giving, and teaches them about courage,
generosity, and pride. A helpful reading
and discussion guide for parents and a list
of fun, related learning activities for kids
are also included. 

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/
CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
GRADES 2–4, AGES 7–9, 32 PAGES, 8 X 10
33 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604430172

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY DECEMBER 2010

Mrs. Buttkiss and
the Big Surprise
Eric Rosenfeld
Illustrations by Vicki Gausden

Mrs. Buttkiss has a big secret: she’s been
holding in a fart . . . forever. Terrified of
what will happen when she finally lets it
out, she imagines a number of frightening
scenarios: Will her greatest fears be real-
ized, or could the outcome possibly be
magical? A charming tale with a heart-
warming message, this beautifully illus-
trated story promises to have children
laughing out loud while discovering their
own unique differences.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
GRADES K–2, AGES 5–7, 46 PAGES, 8.5 X 9
23 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9780615312286

BRINSIGHTS, LLC AVAILABLE



No Thanks, but 
I’d Love to Dance
Choosing to Live Smoke Free
Jackie Reimer

Conveying a positive, nonjudgmental mes-
sage to children, this tale provides tech-
niques for empowering them to refuse
offers of tobacco in pursuit of a healthy,
active lifestyle. Belle, an exuberant six-
year-old, and her beloved Grandma Bee
share a great love for dancing. As a result
of tobacco use earlier in her life, Grandma
Bee must now use an oxygen tank to assist
in her breathing. Observant Belle, who
cannot imagine life without dancing, con-
sciously makes the lifelong choice to
dance instead of smoke.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/HEALTH
GRADES 2–4, AGES 7–9, 32 PAGES, 8 X 10
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604430271

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

Pobble’s Way
Simon Van Booy
Illustrations by Wendy Edelson

A perfect bedtime story, this gentle tale
follows Pobble and her father as they
stroll through the snowy woods near their
home one evening and, in Pobble’s imagi-
native and unique way of looking at
things, nature transforms: a winter mush-
room becomes frog umbrella, a floating
leaf turns into a butterfly boat, and a
feather is a tickle stick. In the excitement
of imagining worlds transformed, Pobble
does not notice when her pink mitten falls
from her pocket. Soon the woodland ani-
mals gather and begin to wonder whether
the soft, pink addition to the forest is cot-
ton candy, a mouse house, a wing warmer,
or a fish coat. With luminous paintings
and lyrical language, this picture book cel-
ebrates family, nature’s beauty, and the
power of imaginative thinking.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
GRADES K–2, AGES 5–7, 32 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780979974663

FLASHLIGHT PRESS AVAILABLE
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That Cat Can’t Stay
Thad Krasnesky
Illustrations by David Parkins

Narrated by a cat-loving little girl, this
story is a hysterical romp through a fami-
ly’s pet adoption dilemma. Poor Dad does
not like cats, and he voices his opposition
to the steady stream of stray cats that
always seem to wind up on his doorstep—
thanks to a cat-loving Mom who wants to
save every stray she finds. In an effort to
win Dad over, the little girl hides a tiny
stray kitten in her hood and convinces
Dad to just give it one small squeeze. Dad
manages, with trepidation, to stick out his
pinkie and pet the creature. But now that
five cats have taken over his favorite chair,
he becomes desperate and makes a visit to
the pound. Dad returns happily with a
big, fat puppy—everyone gets something
that they want. With hilarious ink and
watercolor illustrations, this picture book
demonstrates the resourcefulness, love,
and compromises of a pet-loving family.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
GRADES K–2, AGES 5–7, 32 PAGES, 10 X 10
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780979974656

FLASHLIGHT PRESS AVAILABLE



Confessions from
CommonTies.com
Edited by Elizabeth Moore

Featuring short, sweet, sarcastic, and
occasionally sentimental personal con-
fessions, this collection of submissions
to the Common Ties website is as
revealing as it is entertaining. Embracing
brevity, Common Ties asks users to
answer one of 20 questions in 50 words
or less and to submit a related illustra-
tion. Questions posed on the website include What were the
strangest circumstances under which you have been intimate?
What keeps you up at night? What was one of your greatest
epiphanies? What was your most memorable chance encounter?
What is the most bizarre thing you have done? and If you could
go back and do something differently, what would it be?
Encouraging honesty through anonymity, these short confessions
allow readers to address their own private plights through identi-
fication with the answers to Common Ties’ universal questions.

ART/SELF-HELP, 160 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
75 COLOR PHOTOS, 75 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781595800565

SANTA MONICA PRESS FEBRUARY 2011

Eye of the
Hurricane
My Path from 
Darkness to Freedom
Dr. Rubin “Hurricane” Carter,
LL.D. and Ken Klonsky
Foreword by Nelson Mandela

A spiritual as well as a factual autobi-
ography, this is a self-portrait of Rubin
“Hurricane” Carter, a 20th-century
icon and controversial victim of the
U.S. justice system. Exploring Carter’s personal philosophy—
born of the unimaginable duress of wrongful imprisonment and
conceived through his defiance of the brutal institution of prison
and a decade of solitary confinement—this work offers hope for
those who have none and serves as a call to action for those who
abhor injustice. Exposing the inherent flaws in the legal and
penal systems, this autobiography also serves as a prison survival
manual—be it a brick-and-mortar cell or the metaphorical prison
of childhood abuse, racism, and despair. 

AFRICAN AMERICAN/AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 320 PAGES, 6 X 9
CLOTH, $26.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781569765685

LAWRENCE HILL BOOKS JANUARY 2011
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The Almighty
Black P 
Stone Nation
The Rise, Fall, and
Resurgence of an 
American Gang
Natalie Y. Moore 
and Lance Williams

This exposé investigates the evolution
of the Almighty Black P Stone Nation,
a motley group of poverty-stricken teens transformed into a
dominant gang accused of terrorist intentions. Interwoven into
the narrative is the dynamic influence of leader Jeff Fort, who
instilled a rigid structure and discipline that afforded the young
men a refuge and a sense of purpose in an often hopeless com-
munity. Details of how the Nation procured government funding
for gang-related projects and how Fort, in particular, master-
minded a deal for $2.5 million to commit acts of terrorism in the
United States on behalf of Libya are also revealed. In examining
whether the Black P Stone Nation was a group of criminals,
brainwashed terrorists, victims of their circumstances, or cham-
pions of social change, this social history provides an explo-
ration of how and why gangs flourish.

AFRICAN AMERICAN/HISTORY, 272 PAGES, 6 X 9
20 B & W PHOTOS, 2 MAPS
CLOTH, $26.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781556528453

LAWRENCE HILL BOOKS FEBRUARY 2011

Art Models 5
Life Nude Photos 
for the Visual Arts
Maureen Johnson 
and Douglas Johnson 

The latest in the series features 12
new male and female art models in
a collection of poses selected by
readers and visitors to the authors’
website. While the guide includes
individuals and couples with a
wide range of body types in natural, relaxed stances as well as
some inspired by classical works of art, the primary focus is on
dynamic poses—twisting, scrunching, reaching, and even fight-
ing. Poses are precisely lit, revealing every area of the model, and
have been carefully chosen to illustrate important effects such as
foreshortening and perspective changes. The PC- and Mac-com-
patible DVD-ROM included in the book features more than
1,200 high-resolution photos available in a number of viewing
options—on a computer screen, printed out, projected for a
group, or via a high-definition television. 

ART/CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 128 PAGES, 8.25 X 10.5
216 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
INCLUDES 1 DVD-ROM
CLOTH, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9780981624969

LIVE MODEL BOOKS AVAILABLE



Rise and Shine
The Extraordinary Story 
of One Man’s Journey from
Near Death to Full Recovery
Simon Lewis

An impassioned tale of survival and
recovery, this inspirational story
recounts the author’s horrific car acci-
dent, his subsequent coma, and the
more than 15 years of cutting-edge
treatments and therapies endured dur-
ing convalescence. With specific details of the rigorous rehabilita-
tion process that ensued, including numerous breakthrough and
experimental surgeries, the book also provides practical insight
into navigating the treacherous world of insurance and how to
differentiate between the often conflicting medical opinions
offered. In addition to describing the numerous procedures
undergone, the author tells not only of his pain, frustration, and
despair, but also of his childlike wonder at the beauty and mira-
cle of creation. A first-person account of sudden, unexpected
tragedy and life-affirming courage, this remarkable tale of regen-
eration imparts lessons both medical and spiritual.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY/INSPIRATIONAL, 360 PAGES, 6 X 9
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781595800510

SANTA MONICA PRESS AVAILABLE

Signal 01
A Journal of International
Political Graphics
Edited by Alec Dunn 
and Josh MacPhee

Dedicated to documenting the com-
pelling graphics, art projects, and cul-
tural movements of international
resistance and liberation struggles,
this unique resource serves as an
active discussion of the role of art in
revolution. Introducing the artists and cultural workers who
have been at the center of upheavals and revolts, this work
expands beyond graphic arts and includes political posters,
comics, murals, zines, and features works from both present and
past—from political freight train graffiti to subversive photo
montages in 1980s San Francisco.

ART/CURRENT EVENTS, 128 PAGES, 5 X 8
64 COLOR PHOTOS, 64 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604860917

PM PRESS AUGUST 2010

Grillo
Abstract
Expressionism: The
Formative Years
1946–1948
Foreword by 
Susan Landauer

Vivid and stimulating, this
lush monograph focuses on
the watercolors that artist John Grillo created during his three
years in San Francisco and his major—but heretofore unrecog-
nized—contributions to the abstract expressionist movement.
Each of the more than 60 color plates is accompanied by an
artist’s statement that will give readers firsthand insight into the
mind and creations of one of the finest “action painters” in the
postwar West Coast scene. Art students learning about watercol-
or media, art historians studying abstract expressionism, and col-
lectors of abstract expressionist art will be thrilled by this
brilliant new contribution to Grillo scholarship.

ART, 134 PAGES, 11.5 X 10.5
2 B & W PHOTOS, 60 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $50.00 (CAN $55.00)
ISBN: 9780982319666

FIELDS PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

The Bandit 
of Kabul
Counterculture Adventures
Along the Hashish Trail 
and Beyond . . .
Second edition
Jerry Beisler
Foreword by 
Country Joe McDonald

Filled with cutting-edge, global com-
mentary on the last days of the legal Afghanistan-to-Amsterdam
hash-smuggling route, this memoir tells of Jerry Beisler’s adven-
tures around Asia and the United States. Complete with hedo-
nism, high jinks, and humor, the fast-paced narrative also tells of
serial killer Charles Sobaraj, the early days of reggae across the
Caribbean, the genesis of the Emerald Triangle pot plantations,
the Dalai Lama, and Jerry Garcia and other counterculture musi-
cians from the late 1960s and 1970s. Now in its second edition,
this firsthand account contains additional artwork, photographs,
and stories.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY/HISTORY, 288 PAGES, 6 X 9
40 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781936296026 (REPLACES 9781587900945)
TRINE DAY DECEMBER 2010
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Lightnin’ Hopkins
His Life and Blues
Alan Govenar

Based on scores of interviews with the
artist’s relatives, friends, lovers, pro-
ducers, accompanists, managers, and
fans, this biography reveals a man of
many layers and contradictions.
Following the journey of a musician
who left his family’s poor cotton farm
at age eight carrying only a guitar, the
book chronicles his life on the open road playing blues music
and doing odd jobs. It debunks the myths surrounding his meet-
ings with Blind Lemon Jefferson and Texas Alexander, his time
on a chain gang, his relationships with women, and his lifelong
appetite for gambling and drinking. This volume also discusses
his hard-to-read personality; whether playing for black audiences
in Houston’s Third Ward, for white crowds at the Matrix in San
Francisco, or in the concert halls of Europe, Sam Hopkins was a
musician who poured out his feelings in his songs and knew how
to endear himself to his audience—yet it was hard to tell if he
was truly sincere, and he appeared to trust no one.

BIOGRAPHY/MUSIC, 352 PAGES, 6 X 9
51 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $28.95 (CAN $31.95)
ISBN: 9781556529627

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

Buck Owens
The Biography
Eileen Sisk

Retracing the life of Buck Owens, this
biography pays tribute to the man and
his music by revealing his genius, his
warmth, his humor, his vulnerabilities,
and his flaws. It is based on personal
sources, including original and latter-
day Buckaroos, the cohost and the pro-
ducer of Hee Haw, the former
president of Capitol Nashville, and numerous country singers,
relatives, ex-wives, ex-lovers, and ex-employees. The result is a
360-degree profile of a shrewd businessman—the polar opposite
of the aw-shucks image he cultivated on Hee Haw. Owens was
the top-selling country act of the 1960s—with 21 number-one
hits and 35 consecutive top-10 hits from 1962 to 1972, a total
surpassed only by the Beatles. This biography details the rift
Buck had with the Nashville establishment, his reasons for never
becoming a member of the Grand Ole Opry, the number of times
Buck married, the truth about Buck posing in the nude for
Playgirl, and his strained but professional relationship with Hee
Haw cohost Roy Clark.

BIOGRAPHY/MUSIC, 400 PAGES, 6 X 9
49 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781556527685

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE
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The Harvey Milk
Interviews
In His Own Words
Harvey Milk
Edited by Vince Emery

The unrehearsed and unguarded con-
versations in this collection provide an
in-depth portrait of the sense of humor,
outrage, and love of dramatic con-
frontation that defined the inspira-
tional character of Harvey Milk. This
volume contains the texts of nearly 40 interviews Milk did for
newspapers, radio, and television, in which he describes his life,
struggles, strategies, and dreams. In addition, transcripts from
three famous political debates that Milk had with John Briggs are
included, as well as a DVD of The Harvey Milk Interviews Movie,
a feature-length documentary presenting previously unseen televi-
sion interviews. This groundbreaking treasure trove allows
insights into how he viewed the issues—economic, social, sexual,
and political—that shape lives and culture in the United States.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY/GAY STUDIES, 256 PAGES, 6 X 9
25 B & W PHOTOS, INCLUDES DVD
HARDCOVER & DVD, $39.95 (CAN $43.95)
ISBN: 9780972589888

VINCE EMERY PRODUCTIONS OCTOBER 2010

Lady Q
The Rise and Fall 
of a Latin Queen
Reymundo Sanchez 
and Sonia Rodriguez 

Offering a rarely seen female perspec-
tive on gang life, this raw and powerful
memoir tells not only of one woman’s
struggle to survive the streets but also
of her ascent to the top ranks of the
new mafia, where the only people more
dangerous than rival gangs were members of her own. At age 5
Sonia Rodriguez’s stepfather began to abuse her; at 10 she was
molested by her uncle and beaten by her mother when she told
on him; and by 13 her home had become a hangout for the Latin
Kings and Queens. Threatened by rival gang members at school,
Sonia turned away from her education in favor of a world of
drugs and violence. From being shot at by her own gang and
kicked out at age 18 with an infant daughter to rejoining the
gang and distinguishing herself as a leader, her legacy as Lady Q
was cemented both for her willingness to commit violence and
for her role as a drug mule. 
BIOGRAPHY, 288 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781569762851

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE



Cannabis 
and the 
Soma Solution
Chris Bennett

Seeking to identify the plant origins of
the early sacramental beverages Soma
and Haoma, this study draws a con-
nection between the psychoactive
properties of these drinks and the
widespread use of cannabis among
Indo-Europeans during this time. Exploring the role of these
libations as inspiration for the Indian Rig Veda and the Persian
Avestan texts, this examination discusses the spread of cannabis
use across Europe and Asia, the origins of the Soma and Haoma
cults, and the shamanic origins of modern religion.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / HISTORY, 480 PAGES, 6 X 9
20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780984185801

TRINE DAY/KENEH PRESS SEPTEMBER 2010

Unfinished
Revolution
Daniel Ortega and
Nicaragua’s Struggle 
for Liberation
Kenneth E. Morris

The first full-length biography of Daniel
Ortega in any language, this exhaustive
account draws from a wealth of
untapped sources to tell the story of
Nicaragua’s continuing struggle for liberation through the prism of
the Revolution’s most emblematic yet enigmatic hero. It traces
Ortega’s life from his childhood in Nicaragua’s mountainous min-
ing region, where his parents instilled in him a hatred of Yankee
imperialism, through a current presidential administration that has
many of the earmarks of the authoritarianism he opposed in oth-
ers. In between, it shows him as a teenager caught up in political
agitation, a political prisoner locked in a jail cell for seven years, a
strategist and fighter of the Revolution, a leader in the new repub-
lic, and a behind-the-scenes powerbroker plotting his own return
to power. The portrait that emerges is of a man who wants the best
for his country yet also one prone to making questionable compro-
mises in pursuit of his lofty ambitions.

BIOGRAPHY/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 304 PAGES, 6 X 9
20 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781556528088

LAWRENCE HILL BOOKS AVAILABLE

Little Girl Blue
The Life of Karen Carpenter
Randy L. Schmidt
Foreword by Dionne Warwick

An intimate profile of one of the most
popular American singers of the 20th
century, this first full-length biography
of Karen Carpenter details every aspect
of her life, from her modest Connecticut
upbringing and her rise to stardom in
southern California to the real story of
her tragic, untimely death. This illuminating depiction of a 1970s
icon covers her time as lead singer of the Carpenters and provides
insight into their string of 16 consecutive top-20 hits, including
“Close to You,” “Superstar,” “Top of the World,” and “We’ve
Only Just Begun,” and  as well as a critical review of her aborted
solo career. A behind-the-scenes look into the life of a superstar,
from the prolific recordings and the relentless touring to the
awards, fame, and fortune, this history also chronicles her struggle
with anorexia nervosa and gives important new details from her
autopsy that shed new light on her death.

BIOGRAPHY/MUSIC, 368 PAGES, 6 X 9
30 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $26.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781556529764

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

William Morris
Romantic to Revolutionary
E. P. Thompson
Introduction by Peter Linebaugh

This biographical study is a window into
19th-century British society and the life
of William Morris—the great craftsman,
architect, designer, poet, and writer—
who remains a monumental and influen-
tial figure to this day. This account
chronicles how his concern with artistic
and human values led him to cross what he called the “river of
fire” and become a committed socialist—committed not only to
the theory of socialism but also to the practice of it in the day-to-
day struggle of working women and men in Victorian England.
While both the British Labor Movement and the Marxists have
venerated Morris, this legacy of his life proves that many of his
ideas did not accord with the dominant reforming tendencies,
providing a unique perspective on Morris scholarship.

BIOGRAPHY/HISTORY, 848 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $32.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9781604862430

PM PRESS DECEMBER 2010
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Pagan Religions
A Manual for 
Diversity Training
Kerr Cuhulain

Revised and expanded, this compre-
hensive manual clearly interprets neo-
Pagan religious beliefs and practices
for non-Pagans, such as professionals
in law enforcement, education, social
services, and the media. Educating the
general public by providing a strong
introduction to these alternative spiritual traditions, this updated
reference explains the festivals, symbols, tools, and history of
Wicca, presents new chapters on the practices of Druidism and
Ásatrú, and demonstrates how oppressive religious doctrine has
maligned modern Pagans. Written in an accessible style, this
overview is tailored for believers as well as skeptics, scholars,
and the idly curious. A glossary of neo-Pagan terms and an
extensive bibliography are also included.
BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / RELIGION & THEOLOGY, 180 PAGES, 6 X 9
9 B & W PHOTOS, 26 LINE DRAWINGS, 11 TABLES, 2 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9780971005068

ACORN GUILD PRESS, LLC OCTOBER 2010

Kitchen Witch
A Memoir
Cora Anderson

A personal narrative filled with home-
spun wisdom, this memoir recounts the
life and times of one of the founders
behind the Feri tradition of modern
Neopagan witchcraft. Revealing the
author’s journey through an intriguing
collection of challenging circumstances
and memorable experiences, this
account ranges from an impoverished childhood in rural
Alabama during the Great Depression to her marriage to the
blind poet, shaman, and cofounder of the Feri tradition, Victor
H. Anderson. Warm, intimate, and bittersweet, this glimpse into
the world of a true American “kitchen witch” includes recipes,
personal spells, and poetry, demonstrating an extensive knowl-
edge of a craft held in high regard by healers and folk magicians
of the rural South.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 172 PAGES, 5 X 7.75
5 COLOR PHOTOS, 3 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780971005075 (REPLACES 9780971005013)

ACORN GUILD PRESS, LLC/HARPY BOOKS AVAILABLE
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Hidden Realms,
Lost Civilizations,
and Beings from
Other Worlds
Jerome Clark

Claims of supernatural realms, paral-
lel worlds, and lost civilizations are
put to the test in this well-researched
guide to the unexplained. Firsthand
accounts and historical documents
are explored, and in-depth coverage is provided on the mysteries
of imagination, culture, perception, consciousness, being, and
more. Included in this collection are Richard S. Shaver’s personal
experience of hell—replete with demons and ghouls—modern
and ancient accounts of fairyland, life on Mars, alien worlds,
parallel universes, and mystery airships. Also examined are the
supernatural myths surrounding Mount Shasta, which include
accounts of telepathic Lemurians living on its slopes, as reported
by the Los Angeles Times. More than 40 beliefs, doctrines, expe-
riences, and places are described and explored in this truly com-
prehensive guide to the wacky, weird, and otherworldly.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY
352 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.75
100 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781578591756

VISIBLE INK PRESS AVAILABLE

Living the Spiritual
Principles of
Health and 
Well-Being
John-Roger, DSS 
and Paul Kaye, DSS
Foreword by Philip Barr, MD

Looking at health from a holistic, mul-
tidimensional perspective, this refer-
ence seeks to provide a spiritual
foundation for well-being that supplements traditional medical-
and alternative-healing models. By exploring the concepts of
health and disease from the inside out and breaking down the
process into simple precepts that can be implemented at no cost,
this guide presents techniques and practices that develop a
greater awareness of the factors that impact health. An analysis
of eight spiritual principles that serve as a basis for healthy living
are followed by useful information regarding stress, fasting,
stretching, breathing, laughter, acid and alkali balance, and the
effect of sugar on the body. A 30-day health plan rounds out the
discussion, equipping one with significant and meaningful steps
towards health and well-being that can be maintained for life.
BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / HEALTH, 284 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781935492078

MANDEVILLE PRESS AVAILABLE



Building &
Running a
Successful
Research
Business
A Guide for the
Independent Information
Professional
Second edition
Mary Ellen Bates

The essential handbook for every information entrepreneur, this
is the indispensable guide to launching, managing, and growing
an independent research firm. From beginning to end, this newly
updated study navigates through every stage of the process—
introductory procedures, conducting the company, the ideal mar-
keting methods, and maximizing research. From making key
decisions and closing the sale to maintaining good relationships
with clients and tapping into powerful information sources
beyond the Web, this first-rate collection of tips, tricks, and tech-
niques is the key to building a successful information business.

BUSINESS/COMPUTER: REFERENCE, 512 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25
6 LINE DRAWINGS, 3 CHARTS, 1 TABLE, 1 DIAGRAM
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9780910965859 (REPLACES 9780910965620)

INFORMATION TODAY, INC./CYBERAGE BOOKS AVAILABLE

The Vampire
Book
The Encyclopedia 
of the Undead
Third edition
J. Gordon Melton, PhD

Revised, updated, and enlarged, this
vast reference is an alphabetic tour
of the psychosexual, macabre world
of the blood-sucking undead.
Digging deep into the lore, myths, and reported realities of vam-
pires and vampire legends from across the globe, many facets are
uncovered—historical, literary, mythological, biographical, and
popular. From Vlad the Impaler to Dracula and Lestat, this guide
furnishes more than 500 essays, a vampire chronology, and 60
pages of vampire resources. Complete with detailed illustrations
and photographs, the third edition of this popular authority
includes a wealth of current events, including the Twilight phe-
nomenon; contemporary authors of vampire romance; the growth
and development of genuine, self-identified vampire communities;
and prominent TV shows from Buffy to True Blood. 

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY, 950 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
250 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $32.95)
ISBN: 9781578592814 (REPLACES 9781578590711)

VISIBLE INK PRESS AVAILABLE

Real Zombies,
the Living Dead,
and Creatures of
the Apocalypse
Brad Steiger

Featuring 30 chilling stories of real-
life zombie encounters, this com-
prehensive and unsettling study
draws upon traditions found
throughout the world to dispel
common depictions of zombies as lurching, flesh-eating automa-
tons made popular by countless movies and books. This fascinat-
ing collection includes the stories of the Devil Baby of Bourbon
Street, a monstrous creature complete with horns and tail that still
lurks in the shadows of the Big Easy; Black Mama Courteaux and
the great zombie war, involving hundreds of zombie soldiers; and
the swamp child of Mama Cree, who still roams the bayous of
Louisiana. In addition to the stories, a variety of zombie-related
facts are explored, including ceremonies and initiations, zombies
throughout history, sacred zombie and voodoo-related sites, and
zombies and monsters of the Bible.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT / FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY, 300 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
20 B & W PHOTOS, 80 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781578592968

VISIBLE INK PRESS AVAILABLE

Accounting
Savvy for
Business Owners
A Guide to the 
Bare Essentials
Philip B. Goodman, CPA

Addressing a common problem
for small-business owners, this
accessible handbook is the key to
understanding the ins and outs of
accounting. Demonstrating how to correctly maintain records
and apply bookkeeping rules, this guide demonstrates how to
keep track of all financial matters and monitor the overall health
of any business. Avoiding complex and burdensome accounting
jargon, this clear and concise overview translates the essentials
into practical business language, answering the most frequently
asked questions presented to accountants by small-business own-
ers today. Topics covered include accounting components such as
sales, expenses, assets, liabilities, and owners’ profits.

BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT, 272 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781932925180

CPA911 PUBLISHING AVAILABLE
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DB2 9 System
Administration
for z/OS
Certification Study Guide:
Exam 737
Judy Nall

Written with system administrators
in mind, this reference offers infor-
mation about both DB2 and z/OS
operating systems as well as guid-
ance for preparing for the IBM Certification Test 737. Helpful
and thorough, this technical guide summarizes the new features
of DB2 9 environments and provides essential system adminis-
tration information, such as installation and maintenance proce-
dures. With chapters on troubleshooting, performance and
tuning, and securing and auditing, as well as practice questions,
this reference is a one-stop shop for DB2 system administrators.
COMPUTER: DATABASE MANAGEMENT & DEVELOPMENT/
COMPUTER: CERTIFICATION, 350 PAGES, 7 X 9
10 LINE DRAWINGS, 5 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $59.95 (CAN $64.95)
ISBN: 9781583470961

MC PRESS AVAILABLE

Running
QuickBooks
2011 Premier
Editions
The Only Definitive
Guide to the Premier
Editions
Kathy Ivens

Filled with detailed, easy-to-fol-
low instructions, this guide shows users how to unleash the full
power of QuickBooks Premier Editions. With tips, tricks, short-
cuts, undocumented functions, and work-arounds for special sit-
uations, this book ensures that accounting professionals,
business owners, and bookkeepers get everything they need from
this software.

COMPUTER: APPLICATIONS & SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
608 PAGES, 7.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $36.95 (CAN $40.95)
ISBN: 9781932925258

CPA911 PUBLISHING NOVEMBER 2010

Rev Up to 
Excel 2010
Upgraders Guide 
to Excel 2010
Second edition
Bill Jelen

This updated edition of Excel 2007
Miracles Made Easy features the
amazing new upgrades offered in
Excel 2010 and prepares users to
transition to it. Covering only the revised components in Excel
2010, this manual shows how to navigate the ribbon interface and
leverage the new business-intelligence tools within. With informa-
tion on everything from using pivot tables to calculating Texas
Hold ’Em probabilities, this indispensable reference features
instructions for utilizing all of the new capabilities of Excel 2010.

COMPUTER: APPLICATIONS & SOFTWARE/COMPUTER: GENERAL
234 PAGES, 7 X 9
80 SCREEN SHOTS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781615470013 (REPLACES 9781932802252)

HOLY MACRO! BOOKS AVAILABLE
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Slaying Excel
Dragons
A Beginners Guide 
to Conquering Excel’s
Frustrations and Making
Excel Fun
Mike Girvin and Bill Jelen

This enthusiastic introduction pro-
vides support for Excel beginners
and focuses on using the program
immediately for maximum efficiency. With explicit information
on everything from rows, columns, and cells to subtotaling, sort-
ing, and pivot tables, this guide aims to alleviate the frustrations
that come with using the program for the first time. This manual
offers strategies for avoiding problems and streamlining efficien-
cy and assists readers from start to finish, turning Excel 2010
novices into experts.

COMPUTER: APPLICATIONS & SOFTWARE/BUSINESS, 450 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9781615470006

HOLY MACRO! BOOKS AVAILABLE



101 Internet
Businesses You
Can Start from
Home
How to Choose 
and Build Your Own
Successful e-Business
Fourth edition
Susan Sweeney, CA, CSP, HoF

In a newly revised fourth edition, this invaluable resource takes
an in-depth look into the new American dream—running one’s
own e-business from home. Starting with a guide to defining
what is most important—time with family, a flexible schedule,
financial freedom, and risk levels—this study moves into an
investigation of how online business works, followed by profiles
of 101 proven ideas guaranteed to fuel entrepreneurial thinking.
This e-business handbook also includes invaluable information
on getting started with online and offline promotion and the
included password provides access to the companion website,
which offers the latest internet business news, expanded informa-
tion, and additional online resources.
COMPUTER: E-BUSINESS/BUSINESS, 336 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781931644792 (REPLACES 9781931644679)

MAXIMUM PRESS AVAILABLE

Social Media 
for Business
101 Ways to Grow Your
Business Without Wasting
Your Time
Susan Sweeney, CA, CSP, HoF
Randall Craig, CFA, 
MBA, CMC

Filled with the latest information
on Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube,
and other key social-media sites, this all-purpose guide provides
specific strategies and tactics that focus on building business. In
addition to marketing and PR, this resource addresses recruiting,
risk management, cost, and other key business issues. Marketing,
sales, public relations, and customer-service professionals within
any business will learn how to save time and develop a weekly
checklist of social-media priorities, connect social-media sites
together, attract the right job candidates, and help improve cus-
tomer satisfaction and brand loyalty. Keeping a close eye on
return-on-investment, this clever resource promises to help mar-
ket-savvy businesses outpace their competition.

COMPUTER: E-BUSINESS/BUSINESS, 225 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781931644907

MAXIMUM PRESS AVAILABLE

MDM for
Customer Data
Optimizing Customer
Centric Management
of Your Business
Kelvin K. A. Looi

Practical and informal, this manu-
al clearly defines Master Data
Management (MDM), a set of
processes and tools that consis-
tently define and manage the nontransactional data entities of an
organization. Demonstrating how to implement MDM and how
to make it complement other IT solutions, this handbook proves
that MDM is a fascinating and up-and-coming approach that
allows organizations to run customer-centric business opera-
tions. With chapters on data governance, MDM data domains,
and customer-data case studies, this reference will appeal to pro-
grammers, chief information officers, and information technolo-
gy architects and managers.

COMPUTER: DATABASE MANAGEMENT & DEVELOPMENT/
COMPUTER: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, 100 PAGES, 6 X 9
10 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781583473504

MC PRESS AVAILABLE

101 Ways to
Promote Your
Web Site
Eighth edition
Susan Sweeney, CA, CSP, HoF

With hundreds of proven tips,
tools, and techniques, this freshly
updated edition explains how to
make the most of the latest Web
2.0 trends and techniques such as
RSS, blogs, podcasting, and mobile marketing for online success.
Entrepreneurs, corporate marketing managers, small business
owners, consultants, webmasters, individuals, new media profes-
sionals, and website designers will find this guidebook invaluable
for developing online strategies. A companion website provides
up-to-the-minute internet marketing news and expanded infor-
mation. From optimizing websites for search engines and incor-
porating dynamic public relations strategies to offline promotion
and ensuring customer satisfaction, this handbook is unbeatable
for helpful online promotional resources.
COMPUTER: E-BUSINESS/COMPUTER: INTERNET, 392 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781931644785 (REPLACES 9781931644655) 

MAXIMUM PRESS AVAILABLE
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Subfiles in 
RPG IV
Rules, Examples,
Techniques
Second edition
Kevin Vandever

A comprehensive resource that can
be used by RPG programmers as
they advance from basic subfile
usage to more advanced program-
ming, this manual offers concepts, explanations, and practical
examples that reflect current trends. With downloadable tem-
plates that include both the DDS and RPG IV code, this resource
provides the techniques and styles—from basic single-page dis-
plays to powerful methods such as recursion, data queues, and
embedded SQL—that enable RPG programmers to become sub-
file masters. With updated code that shows modern methods,
such as ILE strategies and free-format RPG, this reference offers
a bounty of practical examples and advanced techniques. 

COMPUTER: PROGRAMMING & SOFTWARE ENGINEE, 300 PAGES, 7 X 9
10 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $79.95 (CAN $87.95)
ISBN: 9781583470947 (REPLACES 9781583470039)

MC PRESS JANUARY 2011

The Extreme
Searcher’s
Internet
Handbook
A Guide for the 
Serious Searcher
Third edition
Randolph Hock

An essential guide for anyone who
conducts research on the internet, this handbook details what
users must know to take full advantage of internet search tools
and resources. From the latest online tools to the new and
enhanced services offered by standbys Google and Yahoo!, the
major search engines and their myriad of possibilities are thor-
oughly discussed. This revamped edition also features chapters
on popular social networking sites such as Twitter, YouTube,
Facebook, and LinkedIn as well as a collection of up-to-date
screenshots for visual reference. For those with little to moderate
searching experience, friendly, easy-to-follow guidelines to the
world of Web research are provided, while experienced searchers
will discover new perspectives on content and techniques. 

COMPUTER: INTERNET/COMPUTER: REFERENCE, 360 PAGES, 7 X 9.25
3 TABLES, 67 SCREEN SHOTS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780910965842 (REPLACES 9780910965767)
INFORMATION TODAY, INC./CYBERAGE BOOKS AVAILABLE
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Driving the
Power of AIX
Performance Tuning 
on IBM Power
Ken Milberg

A concise reference for IT profes-
sionals, this book goes beyond the
rules and contains the best prac-
tices and strategies for solid tuning
methodology. Tips based on years
of experience from an AIX tuning
master show specific steps for monitoring and tuning CPU, virtu-
al memory, disk I/O, and network components. Also offering
techniques for tuning Oracle and Linux structures that run on an
IBM power system—as well as for the new AIX 6.1—this manu-
al discusses what tools are available, how to best use them to
collect historical data, and when to analyze trends and results.
The only comprehensive, up-to-date guide on AIX tuning, this is
a must-have for administrators, systems engineers and architects,
and other capacity planners. 

COMPUTER: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY/COMPUTER: GENERAL
256 PAGES, 7 X 9
10 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $54.95 (CAN $59.95)
ISBN: 9781583470985

MC PRESS AVAILABLE

Advanced
Integrated RPG
Thomas Snyder

Written for experienced RPG pro-
grammers who want to take
advantage of the latest technolo-
gies—such as Excel spreadsheets,
Adobe files, and e-mail—from
within their existing applications
without buying costly software,
this manual illustrates how to inte-
grate RPG and Java in easy-to-understand code and with cost-
effective options. Currently, there exists a very distinct line of
expertise between IBM I programmers and Windows and
Internet programmers, and this reference breaks through those
obstacles to show common development tools for sharing infor-
mation and building more compatible interfaces. An essential
reference, this guide covers hard-to-find yet crucial information
and introduces RPG programmers to modern environments. 

COMPUTER: PROGRAMMING & SOFTWARE ENGINEE, 400 PAGES, 7 X 9
22 LINE DRAWINGS, 20 TABLES, 10 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $79.95 (CAN $87.95)
ISBN: 9781583470954

MC PRESS AVAILABLE



Celebrate!
Healthy Entertaining 
for Any Occasion
American Cancer Society

Celebrate in style without taking a
break from healthy eating or delicious
food with this cookbook that pairs 20
festive, fun-themed menus with easy
recipes that don’t sacrifice taste. Each
menu offers a combination of approx-
imately eight manageable recipes, including appetizers, main
dishes, side dishes, desserts, and even beverages. And the creative
activities and decorating ideas in each section will make enter-
taining a breeze.

COOKING, 272 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9780944235188

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

Bottoms Up
A People’s Guide to Beer
Benjamin Dangl and 
Christopher Mark O’Brien

An entertaining and informative look
into the millions of beer activists fighting
corporate power and environmental
destruction, this field guide details how
to create solutions as delicious and suc-
cessful as they are radical and unexpect-
ed. Tracing the path of how beer
activists have become a powerful force in shaping beer-drinking
culture and the cotemporary beer industry, this book chronicles
the history of workers in the beer industry, explores how home-
brewers and microbrewers are building community and prevent-
ing climate change, and explains how “farmer brewers” are
modeling sustainable agriculture. In an era when a handful of
top-down global corporations sell most of the world’s beer, this
resource provides information on the homebrewing process,
forming homebrewing clubs, and opening small-scale breweries
and neighborhood brewpubs, as well as finding the best local,
sustainable, worker-friendly beers.

COOKING/ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, 176 PAGES, 5 X 8
30 B & W PHOTOS, 30 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $15.00 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604863017

PM PRESS FEBRUARY 2011

You Want to Do
What with PHP?
Kevin Schroeder

A creative look at the fundamentals of
PHP programming, this manual
shows practical but atypical examples
of PHP code. Theories, considera-
tions, and varying options—such as
binary protocols, sharing data,
extending PHP with Java, and scaling
PHP applications with messaging—are presented as new
approaches to solving problems. Taking into consideration oper-
ating system level options, this programming reference goes
beyond the basics to offer more advanced and innovative options
for building PHP applications. 

COMPUTER: WEB SITE DESIGN & PROGRAMMING/
COMPUTER: OPERATING SYSTEMS, 400 PAGES, 7 X 9
20 LINE DRAWINGS, 25 TABLES, 5 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $49.95 (CAN $54.95)
ISBN: 9781583470992

MC PRESS OCTOBER 2010

The American
Cancer Society’s
Healthy Eating
Cookbook
A Celebration 
of Food, Friendship, 
and Healthy Living
Third edition
American Cancer Society

In the new edition of this popular cookbook, aspiring chefs and
amateur cooks alike will discover more than 300 simple and
delicious recipes that will turn healthy eating into a celebration
of good food, including recipes from some of their favorite inter-
national celebrities. Reflecting the latest research and updated
recommendations for healthy eating, this cookbook makes it fun
to eat right and contains tips for smart shopping, quick tricks for
judging portion sizes, and delicious substitutions.

COOKING, 272 PAGES, 8 X 10
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780944235577

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE
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What to Eat
During Cancer
Treatment
100 Great-Tasting,
Family-Friendly Recipes 
to Help You Cope
Jeanne Besser, Kristina Ratley,
Sheri Knecht, and 
Michele Szafranski

This cookbook contains 100 fast,
flavorful recipes to help both patient and caregiver prepare satis-
fying meals to combat some of the side effects of treatment.
Recipes are organized by side effects and include Brie and Apple
Grilled Cheese to deal with nausea, Lemon Egg-Drop Soup for
diarrhea, Blueberry-Peach Crisp for constipation, a Sherbet Shake
for sore mouth, and Honey-Teriyaki Salmon for taste alterations. 

COOKING/HEALTH, 158 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781604430059 (REPLACES 9780944235515)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

My Kid’s
Allergic to
Everything
Dessert
Cookbook
More Than 100
Recipes for Sweets 
& Treats the Whole
Family Will Enjoy
Second edition
Mary Harris and Wilma Selzer Nachsin

Created with the idea that a child’s diet should be healthy and
fun, this inviting and easy-to-use cookbook features more than
100 delicious allergy-free dessert recipes that exclude common
allergens such as corn, cow’s milk, egg, peanuts, and wheat.
From birthday cakes and cupcakes to chocolate-chip cookies and
banana cream pie, these recipes expertly substitute rye flour,
carob, almond milk, and other ingredients for foods children
may be allergic to. This second edition includes updated substitu-
tion charts enabling any cook to convert family favorite recipes
into allergen-free delights, and a buying guide shows where to
find special ingredients. Helpful tips cover how to avoid allergic
foods while traveling, great snacks to take along for the ride, and
how to create an allergy-free home.

COOKING/HEALTH, 224 PAGES, 8 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781569765333 (REPLACES 9781556523038)

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS NOVEMBER 2010
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My Italian
Kitchen
Home-Style Recipes Made
Lighter & Healthier
Janet Zappala

Presenting a fantastic selection of
authentic recipes, this cookbook
captures the robust flavors of real
Italian cooking. Inspired by the
expertise of the author’s family,
this compilation offers such
favorites as Panzanella (Italian Bread Salad), Mama Mia Ziti,
and Blue Crab Linguine in Marinara Sauce. Featuring traditional
sweets such as Save-the-Day Sour-Cream Coffee Cake, Tiramisu,
and Dad’s Favorite Pignoli Cookies, this tempting array of
mouthwatering masterpieces also provides tips on how to make
these classic dishes more healthful without sacrificing flavor.

COOKING/NUTRITION, 170 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.5
40 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781886039025

ADDICUS BOOKS AVAILABLE

New American
Vegan
Vincent J. Guihan

Weaving together personal stories
with 120 appetizing recipes, this
friendly cookbook delivers authenti-
cally American and vegan cuisine
that has to be tasted to be believed.
Midwestern-inspired recipes range
from very basic to the modestly
complicated, but always with an eye
on creating something beautiful and delicious in its simplicity.
Clear text provides step-by-step instructions and helps new
cooks find their feet in a vegan kitchen, with a whole chapter
devoted to terms, tools, and techniques. With an eye towards
improvisation, the cookbook provides a detailed basic recipe
that is good as-is, while providing additional notes that explain
how to take each recipe further—to increase flavor, to add
drama to the presentation, or just to add extra flourish.

COOKING, 224 PAGES, 7.5 X 10
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781604860795

PM PRESS OCTOBER 2010



Circular Knitting
Redefined: Leave
Those Straight
Needles Behind
Edited by Kara Gott Warner

Appropriate for both novice and
seasoned knitters, this knitting
resource not only teaches the basics
of circular knitting but also intro-
duces exciting new techniques and
twists familiar methods. The basics of each method are thor-
oughly explained with text, illustrations, charts, and photos.
Subsequent chapters introduce new bottom-up, top-down, and
cuff-to-cuff methods for knitters to experiment with and enjoy.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 176 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
120 COLOR PHOTOS, 40 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
35 CHARTS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781592172733

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

Bed Runners
Using Precut
Fabrics
Kathy Brown

Teaching how to sew decorative
and functional bedrunners, this
quilter’s resource is specifically
designed for projects using pre-cut
fabrics, such as fat quarters, charm
squares, Layer Cakes™, Jelly
Rolls™, and Turnovers™. This guide takes first-time bedrunner
makers through the steps of measuring, creating, and personaliz-
ing a bedrunner. Featuring 10 projects, the patterns in this collec-
tion can be tailored to fit any bed size.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 32 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
15 COLOR PHOTOS, 60 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9781592172931

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

5-10-15+ Fat
Quarters
Edited by Jeanne Stauffer 
and Elisa Sims Albury

A wide variety of fat-quarter proj-
ects are explored in this unique
instructional guide. Drawing from
techniques commonly used in quilt-
ing, this handbook features more
than 40 fun, simple projects to cre-
ate for the home or for gifts.
Helping to bring each craft to life, the instructions are accompa-
nied by full-color photographs. With projects that include purses,
totes, table runners, placemats, bibs, aprons, puppets, and games
for kids, this exceptional guide offers quilters a plethora of
options for selecting and using fat-quarter bundles.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 176 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
96 COLOR PHOTOS, 150 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781592172993

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

Card Making
with Cricut
Edited by Tanya Fox

Demonstrating the endless assort-
ment of shapes and styles that can
be made using the Cricut from
Provo Craft, this guide helps
crafters create unique and sensa-
tional greeting cards with ease.
With simple instructions, imagina-
tive sample projects for occasions
such as baby showers and birthdays, and unlimited design
options, this helpful reference explains how to impress friends,
coworkers, and family with personalized homemade cards.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
45 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781596352827

DRG/ANNIES ATTIC AVAILABLE
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Four Seasons 
of Beading
Barb Switzer

With this easy-to-follow collection
of beading projects, crafters can
create fun, fashionable, beaded
jewelry to complement any outfit
in any season. Starting with basic
instructions on techniques and
material and featuring instruction-
al photos and a helpful glossary of
terms to help even the most novice of beading crafters, this
resource will be sure to inspire beading all year long with season-
al project themes such as Indian Summer and Fruit Punch. With
projects that can be completed in less than two hours, this is an
ideal guide for beginner- and intermediate-level beaders.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
130 COLOR PHOTOS, 12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781596352674

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

Crochet Coats!
Jill Hanratty

Each of the four coat designs fea-
tured in this book is designed to
flatter the body with special atten-
tion given to gentle shaping, fluidi-
ty, and drape. “Swinging Single” is
a classic A-line that is crocheted
from the top down using simple
half-double and slip stitches to cre-
ate texture, “Textured Topper” is
crocheted side-to-side with
attached sleeves and slash pockets, “Chill Chaser” uses a variety
of extended single crochet stitches and front-and-back loop
stitches, and “Cable Car” is crocheted from the bottom up using
easy treble crochet cables adorning an extended single crochet
background. Every project is worked in medium worsted-weight
yarn, and directions are given for a full range of sizes, including
plus sizes to 3X.
CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
8 COLOR PHOTOS, 4 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
4 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781596353152

DRG/ANNIES ATTIC AVAILABLE
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Create Your 
Dream Wedding
Beautiful Paper Crafts 
for Your Special Day
Edited by Tanya Fox

Showcasing techniques and sugges-
tions for personalized, homemade
touches for weddings, this paper-
craft resource contains ideas for
invitations, table cards, attendant
favors, decorations, bouquets, and
more. With six color-themed wedding collections, this guide fea-
tures inspiring color photographs and instuctions for using die
cutting tools and other paper craft accessories. This wedding
craft compendium will keep crafters busy preparing for their 
special day.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES/FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
48 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781596352834

DRG/ANNIES ATTIC AVAILABLE

Dress-Up
Fashions for 
18” Dolls
Frances Hughes
and Sue Childress

With themed designs for making a
new doll wardrobe, this pattern
collection includes six outfits and
various matching accessories per-
fectly suited for 18” dolls. Using
light, medium, bulky, or sport-weight yarns, these easy-to-cro-
chet projects include the themes Dress-Up, School Days, Party
Time, Winter Fun, Daisy Girl, and Sweet Dreams. Beginning and
intermediate crocheters alike can make these whimsical, simple
designs that include accessories such as hats, hair bows, book
bags, and more.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 24 PAGES, 8 X 10.75
12 COLOR PHOTOS, 2 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
SADDLE-STITCHED, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781596353183

DRG/ANNIES ATTIC AVAILABLE



Knit 1, Purl 2 
in Crochet
Designed by 
Bendy Carter

Explaining an innovative, new cro-
chet technique from designer
Bendy Carter, this manual shows
how to use crochet materials to
achieve knitted results. By combin-
ing knit and purl stitches in cro-
chet, crafters can create wonderful,
knit-like fabrics with textural patterns, ribbing, and cables. With
full-color photographs for 12 unique projects, from crocheting a
cabled sweater and a herringbone pillow to a basketweave bag
and a two-tone scarf, crafters will be inspired to crochet in a
whole new way.  

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 64 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
70 COLOR PHOTOS, 10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781596352865

DRG/ANNIES ATTIC AVAILABLE

Itty Bitty Knitties
Sue Childress
Concept by Frances Hughes

Ideal for novice knitters, the doll
clothes patterns in this collection are
simple to stitch, fun to make, and var-
ied enough to keep crafters busy all
year long. Featuring 11 patterns for
five-inch dolls, this resource has color
photographs and detailed instructions
that accompany each dress-up set. Sets include Here Comes the
Bride, What a Handsome Groom, Moses Blanket & Layette, and
Christening Set. All patterns use crochet cotton yarn and a size-
two needle.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 32 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
18 COLOR PHOTOS, 2 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
SADDLE-STITCHED, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781592173204

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES OCTOBER 2010

Fun-to-Knit 
Doll Clothes
Jeanne Stauffer

With complete instructions for
knitting an entire wardrobe for an
18-inch doll, this guidebook for
creating miniature garments will
delight knitters young and old.
Quick and fun, these patterns sim-
plify the previously tedious and
time consuming aspects of making
doll clothes, such as stitching on closure snaps or hook-and-eye
closures. The garment patterns include a skirt, long pants, shorts,
hats, sweaters, and more. Copiously illustrated and featuring
detailed color photographs, this reference is an ideal resource for
creating clothes for a beloved doll.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
37 COLOR PHOTOS, 41 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
27 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 4 CHARTS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9781592172771

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

Keepsake Baby
Quilts from
Scraps
9 Baby Quilts to Lovingly
Stitch for Your Baby 
or Grandbaby
Julie Higgins

Based on the time-honored tradi-
tion of creating heirloom quilts
from scraps of fabric, this compi-
lation of nine quilting designs was created with softness and last-
ing beauty in mind. In addition to their aesthetics, delightful
projects such as “Nana’s Garden for Baby,” “Butterfly
Hoedown,” and “Monkey in the Middle” will appeal to modern
quilters for their eco-friendliness. Offering novice quilters an
opportunity to master new techniques and designs such as scal-
loped or pieced borders, hexagon flowers, 45-degree diamonds,
and scrappy Dresden plates, several of the quilts can also be cre-
ated from ready-made charm squares or jelly roll strips if they
are short on fabric or time.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
18 COLOR PHOTOS, 56 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781592172870

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE
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Love to Dress Up
18” Doll Clothes
Lorine Mason

Doll and sewing enthusiasts alike
will enjoy this pattern collection
that is full of cute, coordinated
miniature outfits. This copiously
illustrated manual gives crafters
step-by-step instructions on how
to use fabric from store-bought,
pre-bundled fabric to create
unique clothes and adorable accessories. From a fun pair of
bunny pajamas to a bubble sundress, this collection will inspire
even beginning crafters to join in on the sewing fun.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
24 COLOR PHOTOS, 25 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
75 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781592172825

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE
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Learn to Do
Hand Quilting 
in Just One Day
Revised edition
Nancy Daniel

Helping quilters master the deli-
cate art of hand quilting, this
updated reference features five
new practice pieces and three of
the most popular designs from the
original book. Essential in a quilter’s library, this reference will
help beginners and more experienced quilters alike to master
quilting stitches, manipulate fabric, and enhance the beauty,
intricacy, or simplicity of a quilt design. This highly illustrated
volume will inspire quilters with designs and techniques that will
ensure each quilt is not only a treasured heirloom but also a tes-
tament to developing skills.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
18 COLOR PHOTOS, 67 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9781590122303 (REPLACES 9780881957839)

DRG/AMERICAN SCHOOL OF NEEDLEWORK AVAILABLE

Patchwork
Minus the
Mathwork
A Quilter’s Guide to
Planning and Buying
Fabrics without a Degree
in Mathmatics!
Edited by Jeanne Stauffer

This helpful guide does the math
work for quilters planning a quilt
and determining yardage for fabric. With detailed illustrations
and handy charts, this reference will help diminish the time spent
planning so the quilt sewing can begin sooner. A list of popular
projects are also suggested for different precut fabric bundles
available in craft stores.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
2 COLOR PHOTOS, 42 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
73 CHARTS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9781592172801

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

The Perfect
Finish
A No-Nonsense Guide to
Finishing Techniques for
Knitters of Every Level
Edited by Kara Gott Warner

Packed with a wealth of informa-
tion, this invaluable knitting
resource systematically presents
each step for finishing a project.
Presented in a lively, conversational style, the basics of every
technique are thoroughly explained and accompanied by photo-
graphs. Ideal for beginners for its easy-to-follow approach and
essential for seasoned knitters as a quick reference, this hand-
book is a necessary addition to any knitter’s library.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 176 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
90 COLOR PHOTOS, 15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
15 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 3 CHARTS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781592172856

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE



Rib It Up
Designed by Sue Childress
and Frances Huges

Detailed instructions for knitting ribbed
patterns of every sort will tempt knitters of
any skill level to try their hand at unusual
ribbed designs. Diamond ribs, chevron
ribs, cable ribs, bobble ribs, and many
other variations are employed in a variety
of projects for every room in the house,
including decorative and practical acces-
sories such as afghans, pillows, kitchen and
bath towels, place mats, a table runner, a
tea cozy, and a tablecloth. Each design
results in a useful item for the home or
makes a thoughtful handcrafted gift.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
45 COLOR PHOTOS, 5 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
5 CHARTS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9781592172764

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

Scrapbooking 
with Cricut
Edited by Tanya Fox

Licensed by the makers of Cricut and
organized chronologically by month, this
crafters companion contains 36 creative
and colorful scrapbooking ideas for the
most popular holidays and occasions
throughout the year. With detailed step-
by-step instructions, beginning and experi-
enced scrapbookers will find plentiful
inspiration for using Cricut to help cap-
ture memories—traditional holidays, a
first birthday, a special sports moment, or
a dream vacation—on paper. With a vari-
ety of themes to help crafters create keep-
sakes that can be treasured for years to
come, this resource also includes a buyer’s
guide and a list of designers.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 64 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
41 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781596353237

DRG/ANNIES ATTIC AVAILABLE
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Scrubs & More
Designed by Lorine Mason

Revealing how to make customized, stylish
changes to a pair of scrubs, this creative
guide provides nine patterns for scrubs—
both ready-made and from scratch—to
reflect individual tastes. Instructions are
included for decorative altering and over-
cast stitching, transferring patters, using
fabric pens, and adding plackets to side
seams, among numerous other techniques.
With the casual and comfortable nature of
scrubs being enjoyed by more than just
medical personnel, these unique, standout
designs are perfect for creating distinct
loungewear for home, spas, retreats, and
clinics of all types.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
22 COLOR PHOTOS, 4 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9781592172832

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE



Pirate State
Inside Somalia’s Terrorism 
at Sea
Peter Eichstaedt

Providing a timely and never-before-
seen perspective on the ever-increasing
menace of Somali pirates, this account
shows how the cargo ship and oil
tanker hijackings and ransoms in the
Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean
have turned one of the world’s busiest
shipping lanes into one of the most dangerous. By way of one-
on-one interviews with pirates, their associates, their victims, and
those who police them, the book reveals piracy’s origins, tactics,
and increasing links to terrorists in Somalia, East Africa, and the
Middle East, including Yemen, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. These
sources point to a scenario in which Somali pirates might not
just be out for themselves; they may be a part of a larger, more
sinister infrastructure of global financiers and Islamic extremists
that—if not dealt with soon—could greatly destabilize the region
and perhaps threaten United States national security.

CURRENT EVENTS/HISTORY, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9
45 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781569763117

LAWRENCE HILL BOOKS OCTOBER 2010

Start with Scraps
23 Scrappy Designs
Designs by Carol Loessel

Using the fun and simple scrap-
piecing techniques described in this
guide, crafty quilters will turn
scrap piles into beautiful creations.
The easy, economical designs in
this collection include place mats,
tote bags, and more. Lavishly illus-
trated, the 23 projects featured are
accompanied by techniques, strategies, and ideas for working
with color and style.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
40 COLOR PHOTOS, 80 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781592172863

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE
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Simple Serger
Sewing
Edited by Julie Johnson

Focusing on beginning serger users,
this dynamic guide offers instruc-
tions for learning about sewing
sergers. Beginning with explanations
on stitches, tension settings, the
importance of thread, and the ease
of serger hems, seams, corners, and
curves, this fun pattern book con-
tains more than 50 easy-to-make projects. Chapters cover a wide
range of projects, including clothes for babies and adults, decora-
tions for around the house, and unique gift ideas.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 176 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
220 COLOR PHOTOS, 220 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781592172689

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE

Yo-Yo Quilting
Showcase Your Creativity
with Quick to Stitch
Projects for Every
Occasion
Edited by Elisa Sims Albury
and Jeanne Stauffer

The popular technique of yo-yo
quilting—sewing together circular
rosettes of fabric to form a quilt—
is explored in this illustrated craft
guide. A great way to be frugal and use fabric scraps, yo-yo
quilting does not require any special tools, and the projects fea-
tured in the book make wonderful gifts for any holiday or spe-
cial occasion. Types of projects vary—from comfy quilts and
throws such as the “Flannel Yo-Yo Throw” to stuffed animals
such as the “Yo-Yo Black Cat” and household decorations such
as the “Yo-Yo Snowman Placemat”—and are designed for a
range of skill levels. Color photos of each project are also includ-
ed to provide inspiration and guidance.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES, 48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
25 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9781592172917

DRG/HOUSE OF WHITE BIRCHES AVAILABLE



Introduction to
Modern Dance
Techniques
Joshua Legg

Bringing together all of the major modern
dance techniques from the last 80 years,
this engaging account is the first of its
kind. The informative discussion starts by
mapping the historical development of
modern dance: in the late 19th century, a
new dance emerged—not yet known as
modern dance—that rejected social stric-
tures and ballet as well. With insight into
the personalities and purposes of modern
dance’s vanguard—including Martha
Graham, Lester Horton, José Limón, and
Merce Cunningham—this compilation
provides a comparative approach that will
enable students to discern which tech-
nique best suits them and dispel the idea
that there is a single, universal modern
dance technique. There are also ideas for
experimentation so that students can
begin developing an aesthetic sense for not
only what is pleasing to their artistic eye,
but also for what technical ideas are excit-
ing while their own body is in motion.
Sample syllabi are included for teachers to
incorporate the text into courses.

DANCE, 200 PAGES, 6 X 9
39 B & W PHOTOS, 71 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9780871273253

PRINCETON BOOK COMPANY
NOVEMBER 2010

What Would It
Mean to Win?
Turbulence Collective
Foreword by John Holloway

Connecting some of the more remarkable
events of the last decade—including the
rioting in Oaxaca and in the outskirts of
Paris and the modern crises of neoliberal-
ism—this critical analysis suggests new
strategies for the progressive Left and that
forward-moving change is possible. It
examines the concept that movements
generally develop at times of acceleration
and expansion, but ultimately naturally
slow down without consideration of their
actual effects—stifling new developments,
suppressing the emergence of new forms
of politics, or failing to see other possible
directions. Global in scope and including
writings from Leftist struggles, victories,
and defeats, this collection of essays pon-
ders the possibility of a winning move-
ment with lasting change and presents
opportunities in all corners of the world.

CURRENT EVENTS/POLITICAL SCIENCE
128 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604861105

PM PRESS AVAILABLE

The Art and Design
of Contemporary
Wine Labels
Tanya Scholes
Foreword by Michael Mondavi

Featuring outstanding wine-label designs
from more than 250 international vint-
ners, this illustrated survey highlights
leading designers who have elevated the
design of wine labels to an art form.
Tracing the history of wine-label design
from its early use as a simple utilitarian
way of cellaring wine to its contemporary
role as the visual voice of the winemaker,
this guide features full-color wine labels
that have been praised for their bold
graphics, unique illustrations, beautiful
typography, captivating photography, and
powerful words. Interviews with the wine-
makers and designers reveal fascinating
stories about the designs, such as the curi-
ous images hidden in the steam of an iron
on the Dirty Laundry wine label; how the
pairing of a donkey and a goat represent a
shared philosophy and approach to the
craft for a husband and wife winemaking
duo; and the true meaning behind Bonny
Doon’s illustrative Il Fiasco label.
Showcasing originality and creativity,
these labels offer intrigue and entertain-
ment, adding another layer of conversa-
tion to the experience of drinking a fine
bottle of wine.

DESIGN/COOKING, 240 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
250 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $45.00 (CAN $50.00)
ISBN: 9781595800466

SANTA MONICA PRESS OCTOBER 2010
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Anarchism 
and Education
A Philosophical Perspective
Second edition
Judith Suissa

Arguing that the central role of educa-
tional practice in anarchist theory and
activism has been overlooked by many
theorists, this examination of contempo-
rary educational philosophy counters
the assertion that anarchism reflects a naïve or overly optimistic
view of human nature. By articulating the philosophical under-
pinnings of anarchist thought on issues of human nature, free-
dom, authority, and social change, the case is made that the
anarchist tradition can be a rich source of insights into perennial
philosophical questions about education. This theoretical explo-
ration is then bolstered with a historical account of anarchist
education, focusing on key defining features of anarchist schools,
their ideological underpinnings, and their pedagogical approach-
es. Finally, a clear explanation of how anarchist education is dis-
tinct from libertarian, progressive, Marxist, and liberal models
defines the role of anarchist education in furthering and sustain-
ing a just and equal society.
EDUCATION/PHILOSOPHY, 176 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781604861143 (REPLACES 9780415371940)

PM PRESS AVAILABLE

Soka Education
For the Happiness 
of the Individual
Second edition
Daisaku Ikeda
Foreword by Victor Kazanjian

“Soka” is from the Japanese word
meaning “to create value,” and this
book presents a fresh perspective on
the question of the ultimate purpose of
education. Mixing American pragma-
tism and the Buddhist philosophy of respect for all life, the goal
of Soka education is the lifelong happiness of the learner. Rather
than offering practical classroom techniques, this book speaks to
the emotional heart of both the teacher and the student. With
input from philosophers and activists from several cultures, it
advances the conviction that the true purpose of education is to
create a peaceful world and to develop the individual character
of each student in order to achieve that goal. This revised edition
contains four new chapters that further elaborate how to
empower the learner to make a difference in their communities.
EDUCATION, 256 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9780977924554 (REPLACES 9780967469744)

MIDDLEWAY PRESS AVAILABLE

The ADHD Effect 
on Marriage
Understand and Rebuild Your
Relationship in Six Steps
Melissa C. Orlov

An invaluable resource for couples in
which one of the partners suffers from
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), this authoritative
book guides troubled marriages
towards an understanding and appre-
ciation for the struggles and triumphs of a relationship affected
by it, and to look at the disorder in a more positive and less dis-
ruptive way. Going beyond traditional marriage counseling
which can often discount the influence of ADHD, this discus-
sion offers advice from the author’s personal experience and
years of research and identifies patterns of behavior that can
hurt marriages—such as nagging, intimacy problems, sudden
anger, and memory issues—through the use of vignettes and
descriptions of actual couples and their ADHD struggles and
solutions. This resource encourages both spouses to become
active partners in improving their relationship and healing the
fissures that ADHD can cause. Also included are worksheets
and various methods for difficult conversations so that couples
can find a technique that fits their unique relationship and
improve their communication skills.
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/SELF-HELP, 225 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781886941977

SPECIALTY PRESS/A.D.D. WAREHOUSE AVAILABLE

Low Bite
Second edition
Sin Soracco

A tough-as-nails underground classic,
this prison novel is narrated by
Morgan—a 26-year-old woman con-
victed of breaking and entering—who
works in the prison’s law library,
offering shoddy legal counsel to other
inmates. Morgan however, has plenty
of enemies, like Johnson, the lesbian-
hating warden; Alex, a lawyer who doesn’t appreciate the jail’s
free legal advice; China, a Latina convicted of conspiracy to
commit murder; and Rosalie and Birdeye, serious rustlers whose
loyalty lasts about as long as their cigarettes hold out. Gritty and
filled with a wide spectrum of vivid characters, this novel is a riv-
eting account of life inside a female prison.
FICTION/GENDER STUDIES, 160 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604862263 (REPLACES 9780452271449)

PM PRESS AVAILABLE



Pike
Benjamin Whitmer

• Part of the Switchblade series

Douglas Pike is no longer the murderous
hustler he was in his youth, but reforming
hasn’t made him much kinder. He’s just
living out his life in his Appalachian
hometown, working odd jobs with his
partner, Rory, hemming in his demons the
best he can. And his best seems just good
enough until his estranged daughter over-
doses, and he takes in his 12-year-old
granddaughter, Wendy. Just as the two are
beginning to forge a relationship, Derrick
Kreiger, a dirty Cincinnati cop, starts to
take an unhealthy interest in the girl. Pike
and Rory head to Cincinnati to learn
what they can about Derrick and the
death of Pike’s daughter, and the three
men circle, evenly matched predators in a
human wilderness of junkie squats, road-
house bars, and homeless Vietnam vet
encampments.
FICTION, 224 PAGES, 5.5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781604860894

PM PRESS AVAILABLE

The Spawning
Book Two of The Hive Series
Tim Curran

• Part of The Hive series

Bringing unimaginable ancient horrors to
light, this supernatural novel weaves sev-
eral terrifying discoveries into one disqui-
eting tale. At an isolated research station
in Antarctica, a cosmologist experiences a
singular, horrifying encounter. In the grip
of an unforgiving snowstorm, the mem-
bers stationed at Mount Hobb confront a
terror that will change the world. Amidst
threats of national security, conspiracies,
and cover-ups, a new group of scientists at
Polar Clime Base attempt to unravel an
eldritch mystery that has remained locked
away for billions of years. Hidden away in
the shadows of glacial caves, a malevolent
intelligence that not only threatens the
lives of those who discover it but also the
future of the human race, lies waiting.
Despite the dire warnings from the
researchers at Polar Clime, the National
Science Foundation refuses to intervene,
leaving the inhabitants alone in preventing
a final war for the very existence of
humanity. In this riveting science fiction
thriller, the unforgiving landscape of the
Antarctic is explored, revealing the dark-
est place on Earth and the unknown men-
ace that dwells beneath its ice.
FICTION/HORROR, 384 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781934501191

ELDER SIGNS PRESS AVAILABLE
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Steampunk Prime
A Vintage Steampunk Reader
Edited by Mike Ashley

Discover original steampunk tales in this
anthology of stories written before there
were actual rocketships, atomic power,
digital computers, or readily available
electricity. The modern day steampunk
genre is a reinventing of the past through
the eyes of its inventors and adventures,
but this collection is from real Victorians
and Edwardians who saw the future
potential of science and its daring possi-
bilities. Steam-powered automobiles, 
submarines, and robots are featured
alongside great airships and spaceships in
these bold and creative stories of hope,
triumph, and disaster.
FICTION/SCIENCE FICTION, 240 PAGES, 6 X 9
16 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781933065182

NONSTOP PRESS AVAILABLE
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MGM
Hollywood’s
Greatest Backlot
Steven Bingen, 
Stephen X. Sylvester, 
and Michael Troyan

Going behind the scenes at
one of Hollywood’s great-
est movie studios, this extraordinary history reveals the untold
story of the soundstages and outdoor sets where many of the
world’s greatest films were produced. Featuring candid, previously
unpublished photographs from the studio’s archives and exclusive
interviews with actors and staff, this detailed exploration of
MGM’s backlot—the setting for more than a fifth of the films pro-
duced prior to 1980—takes film buffs back to Hollywood’s golden
age, offering an insider’s look at the movie business and celebrat-
ing many of its best films and the leading actors of the studio sys-
tem. Today, when a film set can be anywhere at anytime, this
treasure trove of information reveals the creativity and ingenuity
of a bygone era when the studio system, coping with the limita-
tions of space and technology, produced screen gems such as The
Wizard of Oz, Gone with the Wind, and the Our Gang shorts.
FILM, 304 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
300 B & W PHOTOS, 24 MAPS
CLOTH, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781595800558

SANTA MONICA PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

Silent Visions
Discovering Early
Hollywood and 
New York Through
the Films of 
Harold Lloyd
John Bengtson
Foreword by 
Kevin Brownlow

Highlighting visions of a bygone age preserved in the back-
ground of Harold Lloyd’s films, this history explores the urban
landscapes of Hollywood, Los Angeles, and New York—popular
settings for his films—through archival photographs, vintage
maps, and scores of then-and-now photographs. From Coney
Island to Catalina Island and from Brooklyn to Beverly Hills,
Lloyd’s timeless movies reflect visions of early 20th-century
America unequalled on the silver screen and exemplified in the
historical settings found in such classics as Safety Last, Girl Shy,
The Freshman, and Speedy. Tracing Lloyd’s career from his early
work to owning and operating his own studio, this account thor-
oughly illuminates Lloyd’s mastery of his oeuvre. 
FILM, 304 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
1500 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9781595800572

SANTA MONICA PRESS MARCH 2011

Point, Click, 
and Save
Mashup Mom’s Guide 
to Saving and Making
Money Online
Rachel Singer Gordon

Filled with up-to-date information on
the newest technologies—texting,
mobile applications, and social net-
works—this guide shows money-con-
scious web users how to make money and save big during a
recession. Providing savvy advice and innovative ideas, this man-
ual instructs how to locate hundreds of money-saving coupons
and deals online, comparison shop like the pros, save for retire-
ment or college, develop multiple legitimate money-making
channels online, and involve the whole family by making it fun.
An excellent resource for stay-at-home and work-at-home moms
and dads, this comprehensive guide offers unique ways to save
money, build a career, and bring income into the family.
FINANCE/COMPUTER: INTERNET, 220 PAGES, 6 X 8
53 SCREEN SHOTS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9780910965866

INFORMATION TODAY, INC./CYBERAGE BOOKS AVAILABLE

Real Monsters,
Gruesome
Critters, and
Beasts from 
the Darkside
Brad Steiger

Spotlighting news articles, historical
accounts, and first-person inter-
views, this chronicle of human
interactions with monsters will convince even the most hardened
skeptic of the existence of the bogeyman, bigfoot, werewolves,
and swamp creatures. Offering an array of wild reports—from
the police officer who begrudgingly responded to a call about a
long-haired woman flying over a suburban neighborhood only to
find himself calling for backup when she attacked his patrol car
to the motorist whose headlights illuminated a seven-foot tall,
wolf-like creature that stood on its hind legs—this historical
record highlights scary and unbelievable narratives. From slight-
ly demented humans to spine-tingling paranormal encounters,
each outlandish occurrence is detailed with thorough research
and recounted with a storyteller’s crafted voice.
FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY, 350 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
15 B & W PHOTOS, 85 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781578592203

VISIBLE INK PRESS AVAILABLE



Bet the House
How I Gambled Over a Grand
a Day for 30 Days on Sports,
Poker, and Games of Chance
Richard Roeper

During the course of 30 days in early
2009, Richard Roeper risked more than
a quarter million dollars on practically
every method of gambling currently
available in America. Chronicling his
wild ride in a breezy, humorous manner,
this entertaining exploration both celebrates and details the
many pitfalls and lures through Roeper’s stories about his life-
long affair with gambling. With insight and aplomb, the narra-
tive answers the questions What is it like to bet money you don’t
have, knowing that if you lose, you’re in serious trouble? What is
it like to play in a poker tournament alongside celebrities and
world champions? and What are the 10 best gambling movies of
all time? This delightful dalliance proves that the true national
pastimes aren’t baseball, basketball, or football, but instead fan-
tasy football, March Madness, poker, slots, the lottery, craps,
blackjack, church raffles, and bingo.
GAMES/AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 272 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
15 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781569762479

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

American Cancer
Society Complete
Guide to Family
Caregiving
The Essential Guide to
Cancer Caregiving at Home
Second edition
American Cancer Society

Updated to provide the latest infor-
mation, techniques, resources, and insights into caregiving, this
practical guide offers manageable solutions to the many condi-
tions and situations caregivers may face. From physical and emo-
tional conditions, to dealing with health care providers and
insurance carriers this resource helps teach caregivers to take
care of their own needs as well as those of the person with can-
cer. Offering thorough, concise checklists, questions to ask the
doctor, signs and symptoms to note, and where and when to turn
for more help, this reference includes a comprehensive list of spe-
cific resources, as well as a large glossary of terms.
HEALTH/FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 304 PAGES, 7 X 9
1 B & W ILLUSTRATION, 9 LINE DRAWINGS, 6 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780944235003 (REPLACES 9780944235454)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY FEBRUARY 2011

By Any Greens
Necessary
A Revolutionary Guide for
Black Women Who Want to
Eat Great, Get Healthy, Lose
Weight, and Look Phat
Tracye Lynn McQuirter, MPH

With attitude and inspiration, this
lifestyle guide shows black women how
they can be healthy, hippy, and happy
by eating plenty of fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and
legumes as part of an active lifestyle. Encouraging readers to
think about the foods they choose and what their choices mean to
overall health, the manual shows that a diet of meat, fish, fowl,
dairy, and refined grains is hazardous not only to human bodies
but also to the planet and animals. With its much-needed nutri-
tional analysis, the book also offers practical advice about how to
transition to vegan foods; delicious and nutritious recipes; a com-
prehensive grocery shopping list for restocking the fridge and
pantry; and recommended resources.
HEALTH/NUTRITION, 240 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
20 B & W PHOTOS, 3 CHARTS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781556529986

LAWRENCE HILL BOOKS AVAILABLE

American Cancer
Society Complete
Guide to
Nutrition for
Cancer Survivors
Eating Well, Staying Well
During and After Cancer
Second edition
Edited by Barbara Grant, MS,
RD, CSO, LD; Abby S. Bloch, PhD, RD; Kathryn K.
Hamilton, MA, RD, CDN, CSO; and Cynthia A. 
Thomson, PhD, RD

Written for consumers, patients, and families seeking reliable
information about nutritional support for people with cancer, this
comprehensive guide offers the latest information about using
nutrition to optimal advantage during the cancer journey. Also
discussed is the role of sound nutritional choices before, during,
and after cancer therapy and how they can help bolster energy
levels, strengthen the immune system, fight off infection, and min-
imize the side effects of treatment. 
HEALTH/NUTRITION, 284 PAGES, 7 X 9, 40 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780944235782 (REPLACES 9780944235515)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE
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Cancer in 
Our Family
Helping Children Cope
with a Parent’s Illness
Second edition
Sue P. Heiney, PhD, RN, 
and Joan F. Hermann, MSW,
LSW

A parent’s cancer diagnosis can be
extremely stressful for children,
whether they’re toddlers or teenagers, and this helpful, calming
guide teaches parents how to talk to children and help allay their
fears. With expert advice on the latest psychosocial approaches
to helping children cope, this guide helps parents teach children
about the diagosis, treatment, potential recurrences of the illness,
and terminal illness. It offers a chapter on understanding psy-
chosocial support services and how to use them. An illustrated
activity section is also included and helps even the youngest chil-
dren record their thoughts and feelings so they can learn how to
navigate through this emotional time.
HEALTH/FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 218 PAGES, 7 X 9
6 B & W PHOTOS, 20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 
2 TABLES, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9780944235959 (REPLACES 9780944235348)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY MARCH 2011

Couples 
Confronting
Cancer
Keeping Your 
Relationship Strong
Joy Fincannon 
and Katherine Bruss

Cancer can be a disruptive and
stressful element in a relationship,
and this guide provides informa-
tion about the illness, suggesting ways to work through conflict
to create intimacy and to deal with it more successfully. It shows
couples how to solve or avert problems, allowing partners to
become closer and communicate more easily and truthfully with
one another both during and beyond the cancer experience.
HEALTH/FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 288 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9780944235256

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE
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Generation V
The Complete Guide to
Going, Being, and Staying
Vegan as a Teenager
Claire Askew

Covering the ins and outs of becoming
a vegan during the teen years, this refer-
ence shows young people how to make
smart decisions about changing their
diet and lifestyle while dealing with
varying reactions from family, friends,
and people at school. Curious teens will find answers for issues
such as buying groceries with their families and sticking with the
vegan mentality and diet, as well as important nutrition facts,
delicious recipes, and inspirational stories. While some may find
the switch to veganism daunting, this delightful handbook makes
the transition simple, explaining ethical arguments and encour-
aging dedication and tolerance.
HEALTH/PHILOSOPHY, 160 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781604863383

PM PRESS MARCH 2011

Kicking Butts
Quit Smoking and Take
Charge of Your Health
Second edition
American Cancer Society

Offering straightforward and highly
effective techniques for those commit-
ted to quit smoking, this book explains
how to get it done and provides reli-
able solutions to a life-changing choice.
Leading the reader through a program
to say goodbye to smoking forever—providing tips, suggestions,
and solid support when it’s most needed—this updated new edi-
tion presents the latest information about over-the-counter and
prescription smoking-cessation products and methods, including
how they work, what the benefits are, and possible side effects.
Each chapter contains checklists for making a plan to quit, iden-
tifying and avoiding smoking triggers, and handling cravings,
while practical methods for dealing with stress, depression, and
concerns about weight gain are also included.
HEALTH/SELF-HELP, 120 PAGES, 4.75 X 7
10 CHARTS, 5 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781604430066 (REPLACES 9780944235423)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE



More Health, 
Less Care
How to Take Charge of Your
Medical Care and Write Your
Own Personal Prescription for
Lifelong Health
Peter J. Weiss, MD

Tackling the problems plaguing the U.S.
health-care system, this accessible guide
explores the pitfalls of contemporary
medicine and medical treatments, concentrating on diseases
linked to poor lifestyle choices, such as obesity and diabetes.
While much of the health-care industry is centered on a blanket
approach that addresses a general disease instead of the person
affected by it, this guide suggests that personalization is the key
to good health. It asserts that patients who make physical, emo-
tional, and spiritual lifestyle changes to improve their diets, exer-
cise regimens, and stress levels can help alleviate problems
caused by lifestyle illnesses.
HEALTH/FITNESS, 175 PAGES, 6 X 9
20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781934184240

LACHANCE PUBLISHING LLC AVAILABLE

Overcoming
Infertility
A Woman’s Guide 
to Getting Pregnant
Gerard M Honoré, MD, PhD, 
and Jay Nemiro, MD

Confronting a problem that affects
one out of 10 American couples, this
all-inclusive, question-and-answer
guide offers insight and encourage-
ment in the face of infertility. Addressing the deep disappoint-
ment and emotional distress that accompany a diagnosis, this
resource emphasizes that there is still hope regarding this daunt-
ing condition. Penned by a reputable endocrinologist who has
treated thousands of couples, this helpful reference provides a
way to navigate through a confusing time, clearly illustrating
the most suitable treatment options. Topics covered include the
causes of both female and male infertility, how to cope emotion-
ally with a diagnosis, and utilizing the new Assisted Reproduc-
tive Technologies (ART). From choosing a fertility specialist to
taking advantage of the most recent developments, this exhaus-
tive study provides practical guidance for couples facing this
overwhelming syndrome.
HEALTH/MEDICAL, 170 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
4 B & W PHOTOS, 8 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781886039162

ADDICUS BOOKS AVAILABLE

Straight Talk About
Breast Cancer
From Diagnosis to Recovery
Fourth edition
Suzanne W. Braddock, MD, Jane M.
Kercher, MD, John J. Edney, MD,
and Melanie Morrissey Clark

This medical handbook serves as an
accessible resource for answering the
questions of women with breast cancer
as well as easing the concerns of their spouses and family mem-
bers. Drawing on the personal experiences of a breast-cancer
survivor and the professional expertise of breast-cancer special-
ists, this guide outlines the various treatment options for cancer
patients—including lumpectomy and mastectomy surgeries, radi-
ation treatment, and chemotherapy—both in terms of how they
work and the toll they take on a patient’s life. Photographs on
breast reconstruction are included as is a complete list of
resources and an open discussion of hereditary and reoccurrence
risks. The latest information on diagnostics and treatment is pro-
vided, making this an essential resource for those affected by
breast cancer.
HEALTH, 170 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
10 B & W PHOTOS, 20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781886039971 (REPLACES 9781886039766)

ADDICUS BOOKS AVAILABLE

The Stroke
Recovery Book
A Guide for Patients 
and Families
Second edition
Kip Burkman, MD

Penned by a rehabilitation physician
who has worked with thousands of
stroke patients and families, this refer-
ence provides simple answers to the
many questions that surround strokes and stroke rehabilitation.
Free of technical medical jargon, this resource addresses topics
such as the anatomy of a stroke, impairments and complications
associated with strokes, and preventing and reducing the risk of
them. A gallery of photographs that show and explain the latest
methodologies in rehabilitation equipment is also included.
HEALTH, 152 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
12 B & W PHOTOS, 3 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781886039988 (REPLACES 9781886039308)

ADDICUS BOOKS OCTOBER 2010
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The Type 2 
Diabetes Handbook
Six Rules for Staying Healthy
with Type 2 Diabetes
Rod Colvin, MS
Edited by James T. Lane, MD

Based on the most recent research on
Type 2 diabetes, this invaluable and 
practical health reference focuses on 
balancing diet, medication, and exercise
to achieve optimal health. A host of potential complications of
diabetes are discussed in detail, including eye-, kidney-, heart-,
nerve-, and foot-related problems. Emotional aspects of being
diabetic are also discussed. Filled with illustrations, charts,
tables, and worksheets, this is a proven, user-friendly guide for
living with and managing diabetes. 
HEALTH/SELF-HELP, 150 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
5 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 2 CHARTS, 2 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781886039643

ADDICUS BOOKS NOVEMBER 2010

America’s Nazi
Secret
Second edition
John Loftus

Fully revised and expanded, this stir-
ring account reveals how the U.S. gov-
ernment permitted the illegal entry of
Nazis into North America in the years
following World War II. This extraor-
dinary investigation exposes the secret
section of the State Department that
began, starting in 1948 and unbeknownst to Congress and the
public until recently, to hire members of the puppet wartime gov-
ernment of Byelorussia—a region of the Soviet Union occupied
by Nazi Germany. A former Justice Department investigator
uncovered this stunning story in the files of several government
agencies, and it is now available with a chapter previously
banned from release by authorities and a foreword and after-
word with recently declassified materials.
HISTORY/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 240 PAGES, 6 X 9
10 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781936296040 (REPLACES 9781557781383)

TRINE DAY AVAILABLE

Disconnecting 
the Dots
How 9/11 Was Allowed 
to Happen
Kevin Fenton

Questioning actions taken by American
intelligence agencies prior to 9/11, this
investigation charges that the CIA and
NSA repeatedly and deliberately with-
held information from the FBI, thereby
allowing hijackers to attack the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon. Pinpointing a CIA deputy unit
chief, Tom Wilshire, and his manager, Richard Blee, as being pri-
marily responsible for many of the intelligence failures, this
account analyzes the circumstances in which critical intelligence
information was kept from FBI investigators in the wider context
of the CIA’s operations against al-Qaeda, concluding that the
information was intentionally omitted in order to allow an al-
Qaeda attack to go forward against the United States. The book
also looks at the findings of the four main 9/11 investigations,
claiming they omitted key facts and were blind to the purpose-
fulness of the wrongdoing they investigated. 
HISTORY/TRUE CRIME, 480 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780984185856

TRINE DAY NOVEMBER 2010

Seeking
Armageddon
The Four-Year Effort to
Murder Martin Luther King Jr.
Larry Joe Hancock 
and Stuart Wexler

Including information from new oral
histories, recent cold-case prosecutions,
and previously unrevealed sources, this
account charges that Dr. King was not
murdered by yet another “lone nut” but was at risk from a series
of elaborate plots and bounty offers extending for more than
four years. Revealing the network of individuals plotting to mur-
der Dr. King simply because he was the symbol of the nonviolent
civil rights movement, this book describes the personal relation-
ships between its members, their plots, and their sophisticated
terror tactics. Including a thorough search of the original FBI
investigation and the House Select Committee on Assassinations
inquiry, this analysis also details the actual nature of the conspir-
acy that used James Earl Ray as its assassin.
HISTORY/TRUE CRIME, 480 PAGES, 6 X 9
10 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781936296019

TRINE DAY MARCH 2011



Boardwalk Empire
The Birth, High Times, and
Corruption of Atlantic City
TV Tie-in Edition
Nelson Johnson
Foreword by Terence Winter

Providing the inspiration and source mate-
rial for the upcoming HBO series pro-
duced by Academy Award–winning
director Martin Scorsese and Emmy
Award–winning screenwriter Terence
Winter, this riveting and wide-reaching
history explores the sordid past of Atlantic
City—forever a freewheeling town long-
dedicated to the fast buck—from the city’s
heyday as a Prohibition-era mecca of law-
lessness to its rebirth as a legitimate casino
resort in the modern era. A colorful cast
of powerful characters, led by
“Commodore” Kuehnle and “Nucky”
Johnson, populates this stranger-than-fic-
tion account of corrupt politics and the
toxic power structure that grew out of
guile, finesse, and extortion. Atlantic
City’s shadowy past—through its rise, fall,
and rebirth—is given new light in this
revealing, and often appalling, study of
legislative abuse and organized crime.
HISTORY/TRUE CRIME, 312 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
33 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9780966674866
(REPLACES 9780966674859)

PLEXUS PUBLISHING, INC./MEDFORD PRESS
AVAILABLE

A Rattling of Bones
C. J. Henderson

When weapon designer Raymond Du
Raire hears whispers that his father has
risen from the dead, he returns to his
native Haiti to deal with what he believes
are nothing more than vulgar rumors.
Within a day of his arrival, however, he
discovers that the dead are indeed walking
the Earth. Moreover, he finds that this is
not the work of voodoo tricksters, but a
plague loosed upon the world by the dis-
covery of an ancient crystal. Before he can
begin to comprehend what has happened,
Raymond finds himself in a swirling storm
of corporate deceit and government cover-
ups as a nightmare of zombie madness
begins to stretch across the entire world.
HORROR/FICTION, 280 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781934501221

ELDER SIGNS PRESS FEBRUARY 2011
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The Ravening
Stewart Sternberg

In the aftermath of an apocalyptic war
that has destroyed society and incarnated
an army of zombies, the remaining
humans in a small town in Illinois are
fighting for resources and even turning to
cannibalism in order to survive. Out of
this turmoil comes a man attempting to
take control, by gathering and organizing
both humans and zombies into a large and
corrupt religious cult—and appointing
himself their leader. When this hideous
cult begins kidnapping unwitting humans,
one father must try to protect his family,
both from the dead that are now walking
the earth and the ruthless man that claims
to be a refuge from them. Gripping and
original, this horror novel illustrates one
man’s struggle to save humanity as it is on
the verge of being eliminated forever. 
HORROR/FICTION, 280 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781934501214

ELDER SIGNS PRESS NOVEMBER 2010
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What to Do When
You Meet Cthulhu
A Guide to Surviving the
Cthulhu Mythos
Rachel Gray
Edited by William Jones

Providing insight into the famed 
Cthulhu mythos of H. P. Lovecraft as
well as the countless mythical threats
that creep among Earth’s population, 
this comprehensive handbook explores the transdimensional
beings, subterranean creatures, and fantastical beasts that lurk in
the corners of time. From encounters with Barnabas Marsh and
Wilbur Whateley to dangerous seaside communities, this witty
exploration covers the multitude of imaginary dangers, escape
options, and chances of survival when confronting these horrors.
Shoggoths, Nightgaunts, ghouls, and Cthulhu all have ventured
into popular culture in the form of cuddly toys, but as this enter-
taining overview proves, these monsters are not so warm and
fuzzy when met face-to-face, face-to-muzzle, or face-to-tentacles.
Authoritative and hilarious, this “survival guide” sheds light on
the mysterious and often unimaginable world of Cthulhu.
HORROR/FICTION, 256 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781934501184

ELDER SIGNS PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

So Now You’re 
a Zombie
A Handbook 
for the Newly Undead
John Austin

All aspects of the zombie lifestyle are
surveyed in this satirical take on an
orientation manual for the newly
undead. From how one became a zom-
bie in the first place and the stages of
zombification to survival mechanisms, this handbook offers spe-
cific advice on everything a fresh zombie needs to know about
“life” expectancy, hunting techniques, hitching a ride, hand-to-
mouth combat, and feeding etiquette. Instructions for extracting
the living from boarded up farmhouses and broken down vehi-
cles are included along with dozens of helpful diagrams outlining
attack strategies such as the Ghoul Reach, the Flanking Zak, the
Bite Hold, and the Aerial Fall for securing human prey and their
all-important flesh and brains. 
HUMOR, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9
150 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781569763421

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS OCTOBER 2010

The Zombie 
Code
Keys to Unlocking 
Your Undead Destiny
Mark Raby

Delving into a world where the living
dead really do walk the earth, this
exploration turns the myth of zombies
into a frightening—and hilarious—real-
ity. Whether in an alternate universe or
100 years into the future, this entertain-
ing examination predicts that the invasion of the undead will
indeed happen, putting everyone at risk of either knowing a zom-
bie or becoming one. Instead of creating an apartheid society of
living and undead, this far-out study suggests that the future
human race integrate themselves with zombies, simply accepting
the inevitable loss of life in the long run. Revealing a unique take
on zombie acculturation, this consideration introduces zombie
magazines, zombie yoga poses, and even recipes for brain casse-
role—including the stealthiest ways to get to that elusive human
cranial meat. Concluding with a Zombie IQ test to determine
one’s future as a member of the undead, this is an uproarious
look at what life would be like in a zombie’s shoes.
HUMOR/HORROR, 152 PAGES, 5.5 X 8
20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 5 CHARTS, 5 TABLES, 4 DIAGRAMS
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9781933338781

MARION STREET PRESS AVAILABLE

The Spirit 
of a Woman
Stories to Empower 
and Inspire
Edited by Terry László-Gopadze
Foreword by Angeles Arrien

Combining storytelling and courageous
honesty for those who seek spiritually
optimistic guidance, this compilation of
inspiring stories of female creativity and
compassion demonstrates the art of storytelling at its best.
Consisting of approximately two dozen nonfiction essays—by
authors such as Rev. Lauren Artress, Christina Baldwin, Bobbi
Gibb, Mama Donna Henes, Jyoti, Dr. Gladys McGarey, Suni Paz,
Hagit Ra’anan, Sheri Ritchlin, and Janet Riehl—each unique
story is a celebration of courageous women living spiritual lives
in the face of challenging circumstances. These authors go
beyond the limits of their everyday existence to find that chal-
lenges are really just opportunities to reach into their souls and
find meaning and new strength in life. 
INSPIRATIONAL/SPIRITUALITY, 312 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781595800527

SANTA MONICA PRESS AVAILABLE



The Crime Wave
Collected Nonfiction
Dashiell Hammett
Edited by Vince Emery

Though he is celebrated for his fiction,
Dashiell Hammett was also a nonfiction
writer, and some of those writings are
anthologized for the first time in this
collection. All the pieces that ran in
Hammett’s syndicated newspaper col-
umn “The Crime Wave” are included,
along with additional essays on writing well, politics, good and
bad mysteries, effective advertising, and the World War II Battle
of the Aleutians. Dozens of illustrations, advertisements, and
photographs that have never before appeared in book form are
included, along with an introduction for each selection and notes
that provide insights into Hammett’s craft, the evolution of
detective fiction, and American popular culture of the time.
LITERARY COLLECTIONS/MYSTERY, 360 PAGES, 6 X 9
22 B & W PHOTOS, 25 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 5 MAPS
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $32.95)
ISBN: 9780982565063

VINCE EMERY PRODUCTIONS DECEMBER 2010

The Paul Goodman
Reader
Paul Goodman
Edited by Taylor Stoehr

A one-man think tank, Paul Goodman
wrote more than 30 books, most of
them before his decade of fame as a
social critic in the 1960s. Goodman in
those earlier days thought of himself
mostly as an old-fashioned man of let-
ters, and to do justice to his wide-rang-
ing interests and growing activism, this compendium provides
excerpts that span his entire career, from the bestselling Growing
Up Absurd to landmark books on anarchism, community plan-
ning, education, poetics, and psychotherapy. Goodman’s fiction
and poetry are represented by The Empire City, a comic novel;
prize-winning short stories; and poems that once led America’s
most respected poetry reviewer, Hayden Carruth, to exclaim,
“Not one dull page. It’s almost unbelievable.”
LITERARY COLLECTIONS/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 500 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $28.95 (CAN $31.95)
ISBN: 9781604860580

PM PRESS OCTOBER 2010

Arena Two
Noir Fiction
Edited by Stuart Christie

Tapping into the rich seam of anar-
chist and libertarian currents in noir
fiction, this collection of essays
explores fictional atmospheres that
are dark and sinister—but not with-
out hope. The protagonists of these
works are often profoundly flawed
but have something of the romantic
optimist about them—men and women driven to face moral
challenges and to do battle with the forces of evil or banality.
Among the authors discussed are Stig Dagerman, Andre Helena,
Leo Malet, George Navel, Jean-Marc Raynaud, Leda Rafanelli,
B. Traven, and Simone Weil. Also included are an analysis by
Agustin Guillamon of Miguel Mir’s Entre El Roig I El Negre,
Massimo Ortalli’s discussion of The Regeneration of an
Anarchist, and essays by Simon Watson Taylor and Stephen
Schwartz on the relationship between surrealism and anarchism.
LITERARY CRITICISM/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 160 PAGES, 6 X 9
20 B & W PHOTOS, 20 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $14.00 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9781604862140

PM PRESS OCTOBER 2010

MMA Mastery:
Flow Chain
Drilling and
Integrated O/D
Training
Mark Hatmaker

Emphasizing the “mix” in mixed mar-
tial arts, this manual addresses the
inherent problems in combining differ-
ent fighting styles. Pioneering a unique drilling matrix that
allows the fighter to dissolve the distinctions between separate
arts, this guide allows practitioners to effortlessly blend the dif-
ferent disciplines into one seamless whole. Covering both offen-
sive and defensive aspects, this training handbook is the
definitive reference for executing optimal flow-chain drills.
MARTIAL ARTS/SPORTS, 176 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
750 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781884654381

TRACKS PUBLISHING AVAILABLE
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MMA Mastery:
Ground and Pound
Mark Hatmaker

Offering cohesion and clarification for
what is currently a loose collection of
strategies, this reference delves into the
“ground and pound” fighting method—
winning a fight by striking an opponent
after a takedown. Demonstrating through
fight metrics how just as many matches are
won by strikes as submissions, this manual
addresses the importance of proper
“grounding” and lists an array of riding,
pinning, and transitioning skills. Following
the first element up by introducing an
exhaustive “pounding” vocabulary, this
guide is key to making stand-up strikers all
the more formidable on the floor.
Guaranteed to improve the game of even
the best submission players, this handbook
ensures tighter defense and enhanced
offensive tactics, offering a one-stop solu-
tion for this vital but often overlooked
aspect of the mixed martial arts arena.
MARTIAL ARTS/SPORTS, 176 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
750 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781884654398

TRACKS PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

Journalism Ethics
A Casebook of Professional
Conduct for News Media
Fourth edition
Edited by Fred Brown

Closely organized around the Society of
Professional Journalists’ code of ethics—the
news industry’s widely accepted “gold stan-
dard” of journalism principles—this updat-
ed edition uses real-life case studies to
demonstrate how journalism students and
professionals can identify and reason
through ethical dilemmas. Stressing the
cross-platform viability of basic ethical prin-
ciples, this study features a wide selection of
case studies penned by professional journal-
ists—including several new additions—that
offer examples of thoughtful, powerful, and
principled reporting. Cases where regret-
table decisions have taught important les-
sons are also included, providing a new
template for analyzing moral predicaments.
Examining the similarities and differences
between media law and media ethics, this
revised edition includes chapters such as
“Seek Truth and Report It,” “Minimize
Harm,” “Act Independently,” and “Be
Accountable.” Describing the basic connec-
tion between ethical journalism and excel-
lent journalism, this is a lively, succinct, and
accessible discussion of how this type of
reporting can be morally upheld in the pres-
ent day, regardless of medium or platform.
MEDIA & JOURNALISM/REFERENCE
356 PAGES, 6 X 9
24 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $49.95 (CAN $54.95)
ISBN: 9781933338804 
(REPLACES 9780205285358)

MARION STREET PRESS FEBRUARY 2011

Journalistic Writing
Building the Skills, Honing 
the Craft
Third edition
Robert M. Knight

Aimed at those pursuing careers in creat-
ing public prose, this is the definitive
handbook for aspiring journalists.
Offering budding writers suggestions on
how to improve their skills—even when
faced with a tight deadline—this guide
also reviews many elements essential to
the occupation such as utilizing strong
nouns and verbs, paring down adjectives
and adverbs, describing with concrete
detail, and avoiding clichés and the pas-
sive voice. Going beyond a standard pres-
entation of information, this reference
encourages students to put its methods
into practice, making each and every word
count and maintaining the appropriate
energy level in their content. With expert
analyses of real-world articles, this book
also provides advice on avoiding poor sen-
tence structure that can kill reader interest
and includes perspectives on diversity sen-
sitivity. Accessible, humorous, and engag-
ing, this revised edition offers a practical
approach for those seeking to improve
their communication skills.
MEDIA & JOURNALISM/WRITING
312 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781933338385 
(REPLACES 9780813812083)

MARION STREET PRESS AVAILABLE



American Cancer
Society Complete
Guide to 
Complementary 
& Alternative
Cancer Therapies
Second edition
American Cancer Society
Foreword by David Rosenthal

Written for consumers, patients, and fami-
lies seeking reliable information about
nontraditional therapies, this is a quick
and easy guide to the latest information
about complementary and alternative
methods most commonly available to peo-
ple with cancer. It includes more than 250
entries covering a broad range of topics,
such as herbs, vitamins, minerals,
mind/body/spirit, diet and nutrition, phys-
ical touch, and biological methods. Each
entry provides a synopsis of what the
method involves and what effects can
occur. Current research findings are
explained in brief and understandable lan-
guage, providing fast access to specific
areas of interest.
MEDICAL/HEALTH, 893 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780944235713 
(REPLACES 9780944235294)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

American Cancer
Society’s Complete
Guide to 
Colorectal Cancer
American Cancer Society
Edited by Bernard Levin 
and Terri Ades
Foreword by Katie Couric

Created by a prestigious panel of experts,
this new book offers comprehensive cov-
erage of colorectal cancer, the second most
prevalent form of cancer in the world,
which, with proper screening, is almost
entirely preventable. It provides up-to-
date, essential information about the dis-
ease, including prevention, detection,
diagnosis, treatment options, complemen-
tary and alternative therapies, coping, liv-
ing well with cancer, caregiving, and much
more. Throughout the text real cancer sur-
vivors offer their experience dealing with
this disease, from diagnosis to treatment
and beyond.
MEDICAL/HEALTH, 384 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9780944235553

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE
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American Cancer
Society’s Guide 
to Pain Control
Understanding and Managing
Cancer Pain
Revised edition
American Cancer Society
Foreword by Betty Ferrell

Effective pain management enables people
with cancer to live the lives they want to
lead—to eat, sleep, spend time with loved
ones, work, pursue hobbies—and this
helpful guide explains the many pain-relief
options available, including medicines and
other methods. Readers will discover how
to achieve acceptable pain control and
how to understand the optimal balance
between pain relief and the potential side
effects of pain medications. The book
addresses step-by-step ways to describe
pain and communicate pain-relief needs;
common barriers to pain relief and how to
overcome them; and practical tips and
strategies for coping with side effects of
pain medication.
MEDICAL/HEALTH, 256 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9780944235522 
(REPLACES 9780944235331)

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE
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Cancer in the Family
Helping Children Cope 
with a Parent’s Illness
Sue Heiney, Joan Hermann, Katherine
Bruss, and Joy Fincannon

Outlining valuable steps necessary to help
children understand what happens when a
parent has been diagnosed with cancer,
this guide provides “hands-on-tools” to
help those affected by cancer—as well as
their loved ones—face many of the dilem-
mas that come with the disease. Even
when a parent is sick, families can learn
how to strengthen ties, provide comfort,
and show loving concern for each other.
MEDICAL/HEALTH, 240 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9780944235348

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

Good for You!
Reducing Your Risk 
of Developing Cancer
American Cancer Society
Foreword by Edward Creagan

Although no book can prevent cancer, this
straightforward reference of manageable
tips offers a practical and friendly
approach for reducing the risk of develop-
ing cancer. Promoting simple yet thought-
ful lifestyle choices that can dramatically
lower cancer risk—from eating the right
foods to getting the proper screening
tests—this guide provides research-based
health and prevention recommendations
as well as fun facts, quotes, tips, and
quizzes that encourage healthy habits for
better living.
MEDICAL/HEALTH, 448 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9780944235386

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE

When the Focus 
Is on Care
Palliative Care and Cancer
Edited by Kathleen Foley
Foreword by John Seffrin

Explaining how cancer patients can bene-
fit from palliative care—care that address-
es the psychological, social, and spiritual
needs of the seriously ill patient—this
book provides the information, support,
and tools needed to cope and live well
with cancer, even when the disease is not
responsive to treatment. Written in a sen-
sitive and conversational fashion, this
book addresses questions about progres-
sive illness, making informed decisions
and getting good medical care, accessing
supportive care resources, and managing
symptoms and side effects. It discusses
issues such as coping strategies, perform-
ing a life review and leaving a legacy, talk-
ing to loved ones about cancer and dying,
and coming to terms with your mortality.
MEDICAL/HEALTH, 368 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9780944235539

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AVAILABLE



QuickFACTS™

Breast Cancer
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
Covering everything from breast cancer
risk factors to living well after treatment,
this pocket-sized reference provides criti-
cal questions to ask a health-care team;
presents the latest guidelines for diagno-
sis, staging, and treatment; and details
what to expect after treatment. This com-
prehensive yet concise guide is the fastest
way to get evidence based content on the
disease and includes an advanced dictionary of breast cancer-
related terms. It educates and empowers both patients and their
caregivers to combat breast cancer from the start.
160 PAGES
6 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
$8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781604430318

DECEMBER 2010

QuickFACTS™

Advanced Cancer
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
Although advanced cancer is not likely to
be cured, it can frequently be controlled,
and this book emphasizes that all
patients should be well-informed deci-
sion-makers in planning their own treat-
ment. Covering everything from risk
factors to living well after cancer treat-
ment, this pocket-sized reference provides critical questions to
ask your healthcare team, is updated with the latest patient treat-
ment guidelines, and includes an advanced dictionary of cancer-
related terms.
107 PAGES
$8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9780944235683

AVAILABLE

QuickFACTS™

Bone Metastasis
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
Approximately half of all cancer cases
metastasize, contributing to the leading
cause of cancer pain, and this book
emphasizes that all patients should be
well-informed decision-makers in plan-
ning their own treatment. Covering
everything from risk factors to living well
after cancer treatment, this pocket-sized reference provides criti-
cal questions to ask your healthcare team, is updated with the
latest patient treatment guidelines, and includes an advanced dic-
tionary of cancer-related terms.
86 PAGES
$7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9780944235812

AVAILABLE

QuickFACTS™

Colorectal Cancer
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
Second edition
Colorectal cancer is the second most
prevalent form of cancer in the world,
and this book emphasizes that all
patients should be well-informed deci-
sion-makers in planning their own treatment. Covering every-
thing from risk factors to living well after cancer treatment,
this pocket-sized reference provides critical questions to ask
your healthcare team, is updated with the latest patient treat-
ment guidelines, and includes an advanced dictionary of 
cancer-related terms.
205 PAGES
$8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781604430073

AVAILABLE
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TRADE PAPER
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QuickFACTS™

Lung Cancer
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
More than 1.3 million people worldwide
will be diagnosed with lung cancer this
year, and this book emphasizes that all
patients should be well-informed decision-
makers in planning their own treatment.
Covering everything from risk factors to
living well after cancer treatment, this
pocket-sized reference provides critical
questions to ask your healthcare team, is
updated with the latest patient treatment
guidelines, and includes an advanced dic-
tionary of cancer-related terms.
224 PAGES
$7.95 (CAN $8.95)
ISBN: 9780944235690

AVAILABLE

QuickFACTS™

Prostate Cancer
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
Second edition
With greater public awareness, early
detection of prostate cancer is on the rise
and mortality rates are declining, and
this book emphasizes that all patients
should be well-informed decision makers
in planning their own treatment. Cover-
ing everything from risk factors to living
well after treatment, this pocket-sized
reference provides critical questions to
ask your health care team, is updated
with the latest patient treatment guide-
lines, and includes an advanced diction-
ary of cancer-related terms.
152 PAGES
2 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
$8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781604430080 
(REPLACES 9780944235669)

DECEMBER 2010

QuickFACTS™

Thyroid Cancer
What You Need 
to Know—NOW
More than 200,000 men worldwide will
contract thyroid cancer this year, and this
book emphasizes that all patients should
be well-informed decision-makers in plan-
ning their own treatment. Covering every-
thing from risk factors to living well after
cancer treatment, this pocket-sized refer-
ence provides critical questions to ask
your healthcare team, is updated with the
latest patient treatment guidelines, and
includes an advanced dictionary of cancer-
related terms.
131 PAGES
$8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9780944235829

AVAILABLE

MEDICAL/HEALTH, 4 X 7
TRADE PAPER

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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Acoustic 
& Digital 
Piano Buyer
Supplement to 
The Piano Book
Fall 2010
Edited by Larry Fine
and Alden Skinner

The latest supplement to the
pianist’s must-have reference The Piano Book, this comprehen-
sive guide provides list prices for more than 4,000 currently
manufactured acoustic and digital piano brands and models.
Summarizing the essentials of The Piano Book, this new resource
goes beyond the basics to offer extensive details on digital pianos
and reveal all the information necessary to differentiate between
a good deal and a great deal when buying a piano. Updated
twice a year with the most accurate information, the manual
fully covers piano manufacturers, instrument models, prices, and
current trends and conditions in the piano market.
MUSIC/REFERENCE, 296 PAGES, 8.25 X 11
75 COLOR PHOTOS, 70 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
6 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 2 LINE DRAWINGS, 8 CHARTS, 
72 TABLES, 1 GRAPH, 1 DIAGRAM, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781929145355 (REPLACES 9781929145300)

BROOKSIDE PRESS AVAILABLE

Coltrane 
on Coltrane
The John Coltrane Interviews
Edited by Chris DeVito

Spanning a body of work that stands
with the greatest of the 20th century,
this autobiographical perspective of
John Coltrane reveals the quiet man
behind the fiery music through inter-
views, liner notes, personal correspon-
dence, and more. As complete a record
as possible, this book includes every known Coltrane inter-
view—many in new and more accurate transcriptions and sever-
al previously unpublished—as well as articles, reminiscences,
liner notes, and personal correspondence with fans and journal-
ists. A truly intimate portrait of a dedicated musician, this com-
pilation of his wise words on improvisation, music, and life show
why the man and his music continue to inspire devotion, adora-
tion, and joy nearly 50 years after his death.
MUSIC, 416 PAGES, 6 X 9
16 B & W PHOTOS, 1 B & W ILLUSTRATION
CLOTH, $26.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9781569762875

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

Grunge Seattle
Justin Henderson

Detailing the intertwined lives of mem-
bers of core grunge bands, this thor-
oughly researched account reveals the
origins and inspirations of the grunge
music movement. Illustrating the dra-
matic and emotional tensions that arose
between the various players, it describes
the collisions between personalities and
egos, artists and corporations, suburbs
and cities, obscurity and fame. It is also
a unique guide to the key locations in the grunge story, exploring
the cafes, apartments, and studios where members of bands such
as Nirvana, Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, Mudhoney, and Alice in
Chains practiced and played.
MUSIC/TRAVEL, 128 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
12 B & W PHOTOS, 3 MAPS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780984316502

ROARING FORTIES PRESS AVAILABLE

Jimi Hendrix:
London
William Saunders

Describing how the city of London
helped transform a little-known musi-
cian named Jimmy James into rock leg-
end Jimi Hendrix, this revealing volume
details how Hendrix helped transform
London into a dynamo of popular
music and social rebellion. The book
examines Hendrix’s impact on London’s
leading musicians—including the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, and
Eric Clapton—and follows Hendrix as he acquires a savvy man-
ager, a tight band, and a forgiving girlfriend and launches himself
into a breakneck career that whisked him from dingy clubs to
Woodstock and recording and television studios. Each chapter
introduces unforgettable characters and takes readers on a trip
through the psychedelic era, concluding with Hendrix’s tragic
death in a London apartment. It explores the public as well as
the private man, capturing the contrast between the wild show-
man on stage and the unassuming guy behind the scenes.
MUSIC/TRAVEL, 160 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
19 B & W PHOTOS, 3 MAPS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780984316519

ROARING FORTIES PRESS OCTOBER 2010
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That Old 
Black Magic
Louis Prima, Keely Smith, 
and the Golden Age of Las Vegas
Tom Clavin

Both a love story and a tribute to the
entertainment mecca, this exploration
shines a spotlight on one of the hottest
acts in Las Vegas in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. The illuminating depiction
showcases the unlikely duo—a grizzled,
veteran trumpeter and vocalist molded by
Louis Armstrong and a meek singer in the
church choir—who went on to invent
“The Wildest.” Bringing together broad
comedy and finger-snapping, foot-stomp-
ing music that included early forays into
rock and roll, Prima and Smith’s act
became wildly popular and attracted all
kinds of star-studded attention. In addi-
tion to chronicling their relationships with
Ed Sullivan, Frank Sinatra, Robert
Mitchum, and other well-known enter-
tainers of the day—and their performance
of “That Old Black Magic” at President
John F. Kennedy’s inauguration—the nar-
rative also examines the couple’s ongoing
influence in the entertainment world.
Running concurrent with their personal
tale is their role in transforming Las Vegas
from a small resort town in the desert to a
booming city where the biggest stars were
paid tons of money to become even bigger
stars on stage and television.
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9
50 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781556528217

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

Sherlock Holmes’
Guide to Life
Lessons from the World’s
Smartest Detective
Arthur Conan Doyle
Edited by Vince Emery

Categorized by topic for easy reference,
quotations from the revered Sherlock
Holmes are gathered in this delightful
compendium. Sherlock Holmes cherished
logic, friendship, honor, and effectiveness
in life and work, and his useful insights on
these topics are accompanied by illustra-
tions of the many incarnations of Holmes
from the page, stage, and screen. Holmes’
fans and those seeking practical wisdom
will find a true gem in this collection of
treasured quotations.
MYSTERY/SELF-HELP, 128 PAGES, 4.25 X 6.75
21 COLOR PHOTOS, 3 B & W PHOTOS, 
2 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
4 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 
3 LINE DRAWINGS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9780982565070

VINCE EMERY PRODUCTIONS
NOVEMBER 2010

Toward Center
The Art of Being for Musicians,
Actors, Dancers, and Teachers
James Jordan and Nova Thomas
Foreword by James Conlon

Practical ideas and an introduction to the
philosophy of being “centered” in life are
at the core of this helpful exploration.
Detailing how the power of Center can
ground performance, teaching, and learn-
ing and offering first-hand examples of
how the philosophy is used to prepare for
life on the stage, this account reveals the
importance of Centering in day-to-day liv-
ing. Featuring a succinct definition of
Center and breathing exercises to help
access this unique sense of focus, this tool
is a beautifully illustrated and invaluable
resource for performers, actors, conduc-
tors, and teachers alike.
PERFORMING ARTS/SELF-HELP
220 PAGES, 6 X 9
6 B & W PHOTOS, 40 LINE DRAWINGS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781579997694

GIA PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE



Liberating Society
from the State and
Other Writings
A Political Reader
Erich Mühsam
Translated by Gabriel Kuhn

Featuring a riveting collection of
anarcho-communist poetry, essays,
articles, and diary entries, this trans-
lation of Erich Mühsam’s legendary
writings introduces the German rev-
olutionary’s ideas to English speakers for the first time. Uniting a
burning desire for individual liberation with radical, left-wing
convictions and bohemian strains with syndicalist tendencies,
this diverse body of work not only includes his main political
pamphlet and one of the key texts in the history of German
anarchism but also some of his best-known poems, unbending
defenses of political prisoners, passionate calls for solidarity
among the proletariat, recollections of the utopian community of
Monte Verità, debates on the rights of homosexuals and women,
and the role of intellectuals in the class struggle.
PHILOSOPHY/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 240 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $22.00)
ISBN: 9781604860559

PM PRESS MARCH 2011

500 Poses for
Photographing
Men
A Visual Sourcebook
for Digital Portrait
Photographers
Michelle Perkins

Offering a variety of options
for refining poses and spicing
up portrait sessions, this visual
sourcebook addresses the prob-
lems that photographers often run into when taking portraits of
men, whether the pictures are for male fashion shoots, weddings,
family shots, or individual portraits. For ease of use, this refer-
ence groups sample images according to how much of the sub-
ject is included in the frame—from head-and-shoulders shots to
full-length portraits. Containing contemporary images from lead-
ing professionals, this indispensable manual explains posing fun-
damentals as well as how to offset the fears, concerns, and
insecurities that men can bring to a portrait session.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
500 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952700

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. MARCH 2011

Advanced
Wedding
Photojournalism
Professional Techniques
for Digital Photographers
Tracy Dorr

Aiming to produce more vibrant,
emotional, and compelling
images, this guide instructs how
to instinctively capture the most
important moments at a wed-
ding. By emphasizing a deeper understanding of the client and
the importance of practicing technical skills, this in-depth refer-
ence explores the roles of preparation and patience in capturing
memorable photographs. Since being in the right place at the
right time is imperative, instruction is also provided on how to
evaluate body language and subtle clues during the event. In
addition, this manual, designed specifically for the professional
wedding photographer, demonstrates how postproduction,
album design, and photographer–client communication can max-
imize sales and customer satisfaction.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
200 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289944

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

The Art 
of Posing
Techniques for Digital
Portrait Photographers
Lou Jacobs Jr.

From facial expression and
body angles to camera optics
and ideal lighting, this invalu-
able photography reference dis-
cusses all the facets of posing.
Featuring 10 acclaimed photog-
raphers and their exceptional
images, this detailed guidebook illustrates how each artist
approaches the practice of posing and offers his/her advice on
how to achieve more successful and visually appealing portraits.
Business-related concerns are also addressed, ensuring that the
professional photographer remains relevant and marketable in
terms of composition and style.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
200 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289913

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE
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Brett Florens’
Guide to
Photographing
Weddings
Brett Florens

With fashion-inspired images
and discussions on the tech-
niques used to create them, this
sensational handbook guides
both serious amateurs and pro-
fessional photographers
through the rigors of running a successful wedding-photography
business. From acquiring the fundamental tools of the trade and
scouting out shots to album design and postproduction tasks
such as image editing, enlargement, mounting, and closing the
sale, this guide offers the inspiration needed to grow profits, earn
recognition, and continue to develop as an artist.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952748

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. NOVEMBER 2010

Children’s
Portrait
Photography
Handbook
Techniques for Digital
Photographers
Second edition
Bill Hurter

Packed with practical tech-
niques that both inform and
inspire, this professional
guidebook to photographing children of all ages—from infants
to teenagers—presents new strategies to maximize client cooper-
ation and ensure smooth sessions. The entire child-based photo-
graphic process is addressed, including proper equipment
selection, physical and behavioral controls for young subjects,
working with black-and-white exposures, and using light to cap-
ture fast-moving subjects. Updated to include new software tech-
niques—such as Photoshop CS4—newly released hardware, and
innovations in marketing and social networking, this collection
of essential guidance and stunning images helps any photogra-
pher capture extraordinary, memorable portraits of children. 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289968 (REPLACES 9781584282037)

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

Chris Grey’s
Lighting
Techniques for
Beauty and
Glamour
Photography
A Guide for Digital
Photographers
Christopher Grey

Incorporating several categories of beauty photography—mater-
nity, fitness, boudoir, Maxim style, Goth glamour, and fetish
glamour—this guide describes the artistic and technical nuances
of each genre while teaching posing and compositional tech-
niques. Explaining how to choose popular lights and modifiers,
the guide helps novice and professional photographers create
stunning portraits with mood and personality that highlight the
most desirable aspects of the subject. A series of case studies
from portrait sessions and detailed diagrams for recreating the
shots are also included.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
170 COLOR PHOTOS, 30 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952342

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. OCTOBER 2010

Christopher
Grey’s
Advanced
Lighting
Techniques
Tricks of the Trade for
Digital Photographers
Christopher Grey

Illustrating various lighting tech-
niques employed by professional
photographers, this unique guidebook demonstrates how to create
more visually complex effects. Each chapter explains the concept
of a different lighting method, sets up the shot step–by–step, and
reveals the easily obtained, yet sophisticated, results. Appealing to
professionals as well as intermediate and advanced students of
photography, this eye-catching manual offers a technical approach
to lighting that will produce amazing pictures.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
200 COLOR PHOTOS, 20 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289982

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE



Corrective
Lighting, Posing
& Retouching for
Digital Portrait
Photographers
Third edition
Jeff Smith

With techniques for achieving a
flawless portrait, this manual shows
how to create stunning, professional images in any setting. Tips on
how to delicately discuss and evaluate a subject’s appearance and
his or her specific concerns combine with examples on how subtle
changes in lighting and posing can flatter subjects—by slimming
the waist and hips, enhancing the bust, narrowing the nose, reduc-
ing a double chin, and concealing baldness—helping portrait pho-
tographers sensitively downplay perceived flaws. Also illustrating
how the latest in digital imaging technology can fix problems, this
up-to-date resource shows how to digitally eliminate acne, whiten
teeth, remove braces, and fix unnoticed clothing problems.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
180 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289951 (REPLACES 9781584281573)

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

The Digital
Photographer’s
Guide to Light
Modifiers
Techniques for Sculpting
With Light™
Allison Earnest

Focusing exclusively on light modi-
fiers and making the most of the
least equipment, this in-depth handbook is ideal for use by profes-
sional photographers and advanced amateurs. Including diagrams
to facilitate learning and adapting technique, step-by-step critiques
of several portrait sessions, and an extensive review of tools of
manipulation—from barn doors and snoots to gels, umbrellas, and
strip boxes—this invaluable tool reveals the precise steps for
obtaining dimension and realism in any type of portrait. This
resource is a must-have for seasoned photographers looking to dis-
cover a treasure trove of fresh, creative lighting inspiration.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
190 COLOR PHOTOS, 30 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952229

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

Doug Box’s Flash
Photography
On- and Off- Camera
Techniques for Digital
Photographers
Doug Box

Offering an in-depth look at the
camera controls that come into
play when using an off-camera
flash—including radio slave, opti-
cal triggers, wired flash communication, and more—this photog-
raphy resource gives step-by-step instructions for producing
expertly lit portraits and wedding photographs in every imagina-
ble lighting scenario. Using succinct, simple language in tandem
with lighting diagrams and case studies, this guide offers discus-
sions on creating expert lighting patterns for individuals and
groups, on location, outdoors, in a client’s home, or in the stu-
dio. Professionals and advanced amateurs will grow in terms of
technique and artistry with the help of this user-friendly manual.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
180 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952588

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. FEBRUARY 2011

How to Create 
a High-Profit
Photography
Business in Any
Market
Second edition
James Williams

Updated to include timely tips for
navigating popular social network-
ing sites and other internet marketing opportunities, this guide to
running a successful portrait studio goes beyond the initial com-
ponents of a photography business and focuses on successful
customer service, networking, diversification, and business man-
agement strategies. Smart managerial decisions regarding por-
trait-pricing strategies, employee training, telephone skills,
positive relationships with suppliers, and responsible delegation
of duties are complemented by practical advice on networking
within a community, creating demand for high-quality portrai-
ture, and diversifying clientele by catering to the unique needs of
each client subset.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952663 (REPLACES 9781584281825)

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. MARCH 2011
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Jeff Smith’s
Studio Flash
Photography
Techniques for Digital
Portrait Photographers
Jeff Smith

With a practical approach to the
art and business of professional
photography, this handbook shows
how to use lighting more effective-
ly, efficiently, and economically. Beginning with a discussion of
lighting sources and moving into an outline of light modifiers,
this guide demonstrates how a few light sources can be infinitely
modified to create precision lighting effects that are customized
for each subject. Every aspect of designing a flattering lighting
setup is covered in detail, with techniques from head-and-shoul-
ders business portraits to full-length glamour images. Including
before-and-after shots and ample setup shots to show lighting
from both the photographer’s and subject’s point of view, this
invaluable resource is a must-have for photographers looking to
improve their studio lighting skills.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952465

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. DECEMBER 2010

Joe Farace’s
Glamour
Photography
The Digital Photographer’s
Guide to Getting Great
Results with Minimal
Equipment
Joe Farace

Using minimal equipment and max-
imizing opportunities, this informa-
tive reference demonstrates how to shoot glamour portraits in any
available light situation. Working with both professional models as
well as amateurs and using no more equipment than the basics,
this guide provides instruction for creating easy-to-build modifiers,
addressing a model’s figure and appearance concerns, harnessing
natural light, and adapting to any location or backdrop. Beginning
and established shutterbugs looking to diversify their work and
professional photographers seeking fresh ideas and techniques will
find an abundance of information in this guide.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
180 COLOR PHOTOS, 20 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952267

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE
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Just One Flash
A Practical Approach to
Lighting for Digital
Photography
Rod Deutschmann
and Robin Deutschmann

Filled with tips for producing para-
mount effects using a single flash,
this guide shows amateur and pro-
fessional photographers how to
lighten their gear load and free up
their budget. With an in-depth look at equipment and special
features, this manual covers essential topics such as shooting in
RAW format, manual versus automatic, selecting the right ISO
setting, the effect of aperture, using the flash’s zoom feature,
changing the angle of the flash, and wireless triggering. Also
including creativity-enhancing exercises and approaches, this
guide gives examples of creative lighting applications for still life,
editorial images, wedding shots, and landscape photos.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
180 COLOR PHOTOS, 30 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952502

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. JANUARY 2011

Multiple Flash
Photography
Off-Camera Flash
Techniques for Digital
Photographers
Rod Deutschmann
and Robin Deutschmann

Photographers of all experience
levels can now avoid time-consum-
ing postproduction image editing
with the multiflash techniques pro-
vided in this guide. Packed with information, the manual shows
photographers how to select a quality new or used flash and
how to mount and use up to five flashes to sculpt and define
every aspect of an image. Also included is a discussion on per-
spective, lens selection, filter use, and white balance selection as
well as information on flash-triggering systems and supporting
equipment. A wide assortment of images with captions detailing
the methods used to create each look completes this clever guide.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
180 COLOR PHOTOS, 30 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952304

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE



Off-Camera
Flash
Creative Techniques for
Digital Photographers
Rod Deutschmann 
and Robin Deutschmann

Using a technique known as off-
camera flash, digital photographers
discover how to alter a viewer’s
perception through the use of
shadows to mask certain details or
to draw attention to a specific feature with a simple beam of
light. From a survey of the gear required to create these effects
and a detailed description of how the basic techniques are exe-
cuted to more challenging instruction such as close-up tech-
niques, on-location portraiture, black-and-white photography,
and capturing motion, this handbook offers digital photogra-
phers step-by-step directions for picking up the tips and tricks to
set their work apart. 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
269 COLOR PHOTOS, 41 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289920

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

Photographic
Lighting
Equipment
A Comprehensive Guide
for Digital Photographers
Kirk Tuck

From flashlights and top-of-the-
line studio electronic flashes to
light stands and battery/inverter
packs, this all-encompassing survey
evaluates the vast array of lighting and equipment options avail-
able to professional photographers. Beginning with a basic histo-
ry of the role of lighting equipment and the interplay between
advances in capture and lighting technologies, the emphasis then
shifts to advances made within the past five years that have
enabled photographers to consider more low-powered and cost
effective options than ever before. In addition to identifying the
wide range of gear currently on the market—as well as those
photographers may devise on their own—this reference examines
the pros and cons of the various technologies and provides sug-
gestions for their most practical use.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
350 COLOR PHOTOS, 20 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289937

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

Rolando Gomez’s
Lighting for
Glamour
Photography
Techniques for Digital
Photographers
Rolando Gomez

Through a creative and controlled
approach to lighting techniques,
this informative reference on glamour photography demonstrates
how to optimize the subject’s beauty. From simple sunlight to
professional studio lighting systems, this manual presents practi-
cal examples of lighting sources and shows how to develop,
refine, and execute such lighting in a variety of settings. Studio
photography, indoor location shots, and outdoor shoots are
explained in detail, including how each lighting method func-
tions to enhance the overall visual appeal of the image. 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289999

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

Understanding
and Controlling
Strobe Lighting
A Guide for Digital
Photographers
John Siskin

By simplifying the process of
designing effective strobe-lighting
setups for portraits, architecture,
still-life images, and more, this
thorough guide gives photographers the opportunity to be cre-
ative and dramatic in their choice of lighting techniques. In order
to help photographers avoid being intimidated and overwhelmed
by strobe lighting, this book lays out a process and lists the tools
needed to control this light source. Topics such as obtaining the
right exposure, determining the correct camera settings, creating
one-light images, and achieving a balance between multiple light
sources are covered, as is Ansel Adams’ theory of previsualiza-
tion. Exploring the quality, quantity, value, versatility, and ease
of use of a variety of modifiers, this indispensable handbook
includes helpful hints as to how to photograph specific subjects. 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, 20 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952427

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. NOVEMBER 2010
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Unleashing the
Raw Power of
Adobe® Camera
Raw®

Master Techniques for
Professional Digital
Photographers
Mark Chen

Giving photographers the opportu-
nity to more freely experiment with their images, this detailed
guidebook demonstrates how to utilize RAW files and Adobe®

Camera Raw®, a utility that comes with every copy of Adobe®

Photoshop®. With handy tricks for salvaging a disastrous image
or enhancing a good image, this manual also includes an online
component where readers can use the sample image files provid-
ed on the publisher’s website to follow along, step by step, with
the author as he discusses the enhancements being made to the
images files.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
100 COLOR PHOTOS, 100 DIAGRAMS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952380

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. DECEMBER 2010

Wedding
Photographer’s
Handbook
A Comprehensive Guide
for Digital Photographers
Second edition
Bill Hurter

Every step of the wedding photog-
raphy process—from mastery of
different types of coverage and per-
forming under pressure to working in an extremely limited time
frame—is examined in-depth in this manual written for profes-
sionals by a professional. From selecting equipment, attracting
clients, and framing shots to the final creation of the wedding
album and the revolutionary changes made possible by digital
photography, this updated handbook provides news on ground-
breaking imaging programs, novel artistic approaches, and
emerging industry talents. All of the events of a wedding ceremo-
ny and reception are covered, with handy advice on getting the
best shot for each one.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952625 (REPLACES 9781584281924)

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. FEBRUARY 2011

Wedding
Photography
Advanced Techniques for
Digital Photographers
Bill Hurter

Drawing on the images and expert-
ise of dozens of industry-leading
photographers, this manual on
wedding photography provides
critical insights into the techniques
that set the best in the business
apart from rest. Covering both the technical aspects of the pro-
fession as well as delving into more subtle aspects of the craft—
including preparation and planning, interpersonal skills, a keen
eye, good timing, a cool-under-pressure mindset, posing and
lighting skills, and artistic talent—this detailed handbook also
offers strategies for streamlining postproduction efforts from
running digital filters and retouching images to saving and
archiving files. With instructions on how to replicate stunning
wedding images, this guide will interest amateur and professional
photographers alike.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
150 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584289906 (REPLACES 9781584281924)

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. AVAILABLE

Wes Kroninger’s
Lighting
Design Techniques for
Digital Photographers
Wes Kroninger

Presenting strategies to assist pho-
tographers in bringing out the
beauty in their subjects, this manu-
al shows how the previously
unique lighting techniques required
within diverse areas of photography have evolved and condensed
into a combined skill set. Presented in a portfolio style and using
images from real sessions with actual clients, this guide covers
the necessary tools, the process of job preparation, and the fun-
damental techniques used to achieve success in beauty lighting.
Whether creating commercial, editorial, or fine-art portraiture
photography, this reference is an essential tool in developing a
strong understanding of lighting principles and in creating
images that resonate with viewers.
PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
80 COLOR PHOTOS, 60 DIAGRAMS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781608952540

AMHERST MEDIA, INC. JANUARY 2011



From
Unincorporated
Territory [Saina]
Craig Santos Perez

Using a replica of the native
Chamorros’ outrigger boats as his
figurative vessel, these poems
explore the personal, historical, cul-
tural, and natural elements of the
poet’s native Guam. Combining and
contrasting the fragmentary myths
of the author’s island ancestors,
intimate childhood stories of growing up on Guam, and the his-
tory of his family’s immigration to the United States—with pri-
mary histories and texts of the colonial domination and abuse
brought on by Spain, Japan, and the United States—these poems
give voice to the anguish of the oppressed as well as their hopes
for the future. Referring to both the island nation of Guam and
the uncharted expanses of one’s own soul, the “unincorporated
territory” title reflects the author’s attempts to express concepts
that go beyond the current reaches of any language.
POETRY/CULTURAL STUDIES, 136 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781890650469

OMNIDAWN PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

Present Tense
Anna Rabinowitz

Divided into four acts, this innova-
tive book-length poem assesses cul-
ture at large and exposes the
constellating force of historical, bib-
lical, and social influences on the
human community. Sharp and intel-
ligent, this tour de force incorpo-
rates dialogues, reports, Biblical
references, interviews, famous
speeches, and infamous cultural and
historical events. Dramatizing vari-
ous socio-religious-political ecosystems, the poem studies the
echoes of those systems on the psyches and thoughts of the uni-
versal human community. Showing humanity in all its darkness
and brilliance, the hybrid poem will appeal to those interested in
poetry and cultural studies.
POETRY, 96 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781890650452

OMNIDAWN PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

Capital and Its
Discontents
Conversations with
Radical Thinkers 
in a Time of Tumult
Edited by Sasha Lilley

Unraveling the complicated details
surrounding the world’s present eco-
nomic and political climate, this col-
lection of interviews addresses the
faulty underpinnings of capitalism
and discusses why the future must be
economically founded otherwise. Probing into the roots of the
global economic crisis, the role that debt and privatization play in
dampening social revolt, and the ramifications of post-colonial
mentality in the Global South, this collection provides the tools for
reconsidering capitalism and solutions for surviving current crisis
by learning from past mistakes. This collection includes conversa-
tions with some of the most noted thinkers and political econo-
mists on the Left, including Noam Chomsky, Tariq Ali, Mike
Davis, David Harvey, Ellen Meiksins Wood, and Doug Henwood.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ECONOMICS, 320 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (NCR)
ISBN: 9781604863345

PM PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

The CNT 
in the Spanish
Revolution
Volume 1
José Peirats
Edited by Chris Ealham

A careful chronicle of political
change and hope in 1930s Spain,
this staggering work examines how
the Confederación Nacional del
Trabajo (CNT), rose up against the
oppressive structures of Spanish society. Documenting a history
of revolution that failed at the hands of its enemies on both the
reformist left and reactionary right, this intelligent account cov-
ers all areas of the anarchist experience—from the spontaneous
militias and the revolutionary collectives to the moral dilemmas
occasioned by the clash of revolutionary ideals and the stark
reality of the war effort. Passionately written and carefully
indexed, this edition is the only in-depth English-language text
available and converts the work into a usable tool for historians
and anarchists alike.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/HISTORY, 324 PAGES, 6 X 9
40 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $28.00 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9781604862072 (REPLACES 9781901172058)

PM PRESS DECEMBER 2010
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Damned Fools 
in Utopia
And Other Writings on
Anarchism and War
Resistance
Nicolas Walter
Edited by David Goodway

A hefty collection of noted anar-
chist Nicolas Walter’s writings, this
history recounts the anarchist and
peace movements in the United
Kingdom alongside the author’s
adventures through activism. Inspired by the Suez and
Hungarian Revolutions and his participation in the New Left,
Walter became an anarchist and proponent of the freethought
movement. Recounting his personal history in two autobio-
graphical pieces, the author reflects on his militant involvement
in the British nuclear disarmament movement, his experience as
one of the Spies of Peace, and his connection to the Solidarity
group. As an activist, Walter concurrently analyzed history, polit-
ical theory, and activist practices, which he combined to form the
backbone upon which he built his beliefs.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/HISTORY, 304 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9781604862225

PM PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

Don’t Mourn,
Balkanize!
Essays After Yugoslavia
Andrej Grubacic
Foreword by 
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz

Presenting a radical leftist perspective
on the recent history of the Balkan
region, this collection of essays, com-
mentaries, and interviews argues that
the dismantling of Yugoslavia is just
another milestone in the long history
of colonialism, conquest, and interventionism. Written between
2002 and 2010, this volume addresses significant happenings
such as the trial of Slobodan Milosevic, the assassination of Prime
Minister Djindjic, the supervised “independence” of Kosovo, and
the occupation of Bosnia. In addition to this contemporary look,
this exploration reveals the politically progressive traditions of
the Balkan peoples as evidenced by their anti-Ottoman, anticru-
sade, and antifascist actions in addition to their embracing of
socialism, feminism, and new social experiments.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/HISTORY, 272 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $22.00)
ISBN: 9781604863024

PM PRESS OCTOBER 2010

From Here 
to There
The Staughton Lynd
Reader
Edited by Andrej Grubacic
Staughton Lynd

This collection of unpublished talks
and hard-to-find essays from leg-
endary activist-historian Staughton
Lynd blends themes that encourage
the rejection of capitalist imperial-
ism, while also seeking a transition
to a newly organized world. The dynamic collection provides
reminiscence and analysis of the 1960s and a vision of how histo-
rians might immerse themselves in popular movements while
maintaining their obligation to tell the truth. A final group of pre-
sentations, entitled “Possibilities,” explores nonviolence, resist-
ance to empire as a way of life, and what a working-class
self-activity might mean in the 21st century.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/HISTORY, 304 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $22.00 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9781604862157

PM PRESS AVAILABLE

Global Slump
The Economics and Politics
of Crisis and Resistance
David McNally

Investigating the global financial melt-
down as the first systemic crisis of the
neoliberal stage of capitalism, this
analysis argues that—far from having
ended—the crisis has ushered in a
period of worldwide economic and
political turbulence. In developing an
account of the crisis as rooted in fun-
damental features of capitalism, this
study challenges the view that capitalism’s source lies in financial
deregulation, and highlights the emergence of new patterns of
world inequality and new centers of accumulation, particularly in
East Asia, and the profound economic instabilities these have pro-
duced. This original account of the “financialization” of the
world economy during this period explores the intricate connec-
tions between international financial markets and new forms of
debt and dispossession.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ECONOMICS, 176 PAGES, 5 X 8
10 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (NCR)
ISBN: 9781604863321

PM PRESS OCTOBER 2010



In and Out 
of Crisis
The Global Financial
Meltdown and 
Left Alternatives
Greg Albo, Sam Gindin
and Leo Panitch

In this groundbreaking study of the
financial meltdown, renowned radical
political economists lay bare the roots
of the crisis in the inner logic of capi-
talism itself. Objective and detailed,
this account provocatively challenges the call for a return to a
largely mythical golden age of economic regulation as a check on
finance capital. In addition, it deftly illuminates how the era of
neoliberal free markets has been, in practice, under-girded by
state intervention on a massive scale.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/ECONOMICS, 144 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (NCR)
ISBN: 9781604862126

PM PRESS AVAILABLE

The Revolution 
of Everyday Life
Second edition
Raoul Vaneigem
Translated by Donald
Nicholson-Smith

One of the most important expo-
nents of Situationist ideas presents
an impassioned critique of modern
capitalism in this cornerstone of
modern radical thought. Originally
published in early 1968, it both kin-
dled and colored the May 1968 upheavals in France, which cap-
tured the attention of the world. Naming and defining the
alienating features of everyday life in consumer society—survival
rather than living in full, the call to sacrifice, the cultivation of
false needs, the dictatorship of the commodity, subjection to social
roles, and the replacement of God by the economy—the book
argues that the countervailing impulses that exist within deep
alienation—creativity, spontaneity, poetry—present an authentic
alternative to nilhilistic consumerism. This carefully edited new
translation marks the first North American publication of this
important work and includes a new preface by the author. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/PHILOSOPHY, 304 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $22.00)
ISBN: 9781604862133 (REPLACES 9780946061013)

PM PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

Venezuela
Revolution as Spectacle
Rafael Izcategui
Translated by Chaz Bufe

A critical look at the Chavez regime
from a leftist Venezuelan perspec-
tive, this account debunks claims
made by Venezuelan and U.S. right-
ists that the regime is antidemocrat-
ic and dictatorial. Instead, the book
argues that the Chavez government
is one of a long line of Latin
American populist organizations
that have been ultimately subservient to the United States as well
as multinational corporations. Explaining how autonomous
Venezuelan social, labor, and environmental movements have
been systematically disempowered by the Chavez regime, this
analysis contends that these movements are the basis of a truly
democratic, revolutionary alternative.
POLITICAL SCIENCE/HISTORY, 192 PAGES, 6 X 9
20 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781884365775

SEE SHARP PRESS OCTOBER 2010

The Handy
Psychology
Answer Book
Lisa J. Cohen, PhD

Featuring more than 800
answers to questions of how
the human mind and the sci-
ence of psychology really
work, this fascinating discus-
sion gives readers the real facts
of modern psychology in a fun,
approachable way. Avoiding
the entertainment fluff of pop psychology and the mind-numbing
dullness of overly academic works, this exploration gives insight
into the current science of the mind by answering questions
questions such as What makes a marriage last? Why do toddlers
have temper tantrums? and Can we exercise ourselves into hap-
piness? In addition to the question-and-answer section, an
overview looks at the psychology of money, sex, and morality.
PSYCHOLOGY/REFERENCE, 450 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
100 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9781578592234

VISIBLE INK PRESS JANUARY 2011
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The Best Words
Robert Hartwell Fiske

Highlighting the cream of the crop in
the English language, this zany com-
pilation showcases more than 200
exceptional words. Underscoring
select terms for their definitions, pro-
nunciations, or both, this exploration
resurrects a medley of overlooked
examples while also providing
instances of their uses in contempo-
rary speech. Rather than presenting
an array of obscure words that are
too impractical for everyday use, this consideration includes
choice expressions that can actually be used in speaking and
writing. Concluding with 150 challenging quiz questions to test
comprehension, this miscellany also features sidebars with fur-
ther explanation, derivations, and literary asides, making it ideal
for students, writers, grammarians, and word lovers alike.
REFERENCE/WRITING, 264 PAGES, 5.25 X 7.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781933338828

MARION STREET PRESS DECEMBER 2010

The Financial
Writer’s Stylebook
1,100 Business Terms
Defined and Rated
Chris Roush and Bill Cloud

Simplifying the terms and phrases
that make business reporting difficult,
this handbook is an essential tool for
all business journalists. Including a
rating system for various terminology
and suggestions on word usage for
difficult stories, this comprehensive
stylebook offers guidance on business journalism-related legal
and ethical issues on insider trading, disclosure of market-sensi-
tive information, and whether or not a business reporter can
own stock. This thorough guide is an excellent, unique resource
for journalism school students, business communications stu-
dents, and active reporters alike.
REFERENCE/FINANCE, 192 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781933338811

MARION STREET PRESS NOVEMBER 2010

New York
Love Affair
Photographs by 
Barbara E. Cohen
Foreword by 
Michael Cunningham

In this photographic ode
to a world-class city, the
everyday yet oft-remem-
bered sights of the Big
Apple appear through the
lens of manipulated, painted Polaroids. From the Apollo Theater,
Central Park, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and St. Patrick’s
Cathedral to the Hotel Chelsea, Times Square, Zabar’s Deli, cor-
ner hot dog stands, and the seemingly endless stream of taxi
cabs, these intimate vignettes painted with oils to reflect the glow
of the city lights graphically capture the longtime resident’s
delight in the city she and so many others call home. A foreword
by the Pulitzer Prize–winning author and fellow New Yorker
Michael Cunningham is also included.
REGIONAL: MID-ATLANTIC/PHOTOGRAPHY, 48 PAGES, 8 X 8
44 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9780982319642

FIELDS PUBLISHING AVAILABLE

Perspectives 
on Design 
New England
Creative Ideas Shared
by Leading Design
Professionals
Edited by 
Panache Partners, LLC

Present-day tastemakers share
their wisdom, experience, and
talent in these showcases of the finest architects, home builders,
interior design artisans, and craftsmen. Highlighting luxurious
residences with captivating photographs, the regions most notable
industry specialists share the inspirations and motivations behind
their work and explain their projects from initial design decisions
to adding final fixtures and accoutrements. Whether contemplat-
ing the construction of a new home or the redesign of an intimate
space, these guides will inspire and inform. The rich history and
architectural diversity of New England make an ideal setting for
the breathtaking photos and well-researched editorials on the
exquisite luxury homes of the northeast.
REGIONAL: NEW ENGLAND/DESIGN, 272 PAGES, 9.5 X 10.5
325 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $40.00 (CAN $44.00)
ISBN: 9781933415574

PANACHE PARTNERS LLC AVAILABLE



The Handy
Physics Answer
Book
Second edition
Paul W. Zitzewitz, PhD

Eschewing the usual mathe-
matical explanations for
physics phenomena, this
approachable reference
explains complicated scientific
concepts in plain English that
everyone can understand. For
everyone who ever wondered how a light bulb works or how
squirrels avoid electrocution on the power lines, this handbook
supplies answers on the physics of everyday life and examines
the developments in the exploration of subatomic particles. In
addition to the question-and-answer section, an addendum of
facts about physicists explains what the Nobel prize is and who
has won it, and tells the story of the scientist who was incarcer-
ated for agreeing with Copernicus.
SCIENCE/REFERENCE, 450 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
100 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9781578593057 (REPLACES 9781578590582)

VISIBLE INK PRESS FEBRUARY 2011

The Way
Kitchens Work
The Science Behind the
Microwave, Teflon Pan,
Garbage Disposal, 
and More
Ed Sobey

Profiling more than 50 common
appliances and utensils, this hand-
book describes each item’s history,
reveals interesting trivia about the
piece, and discusses the technology
involved. In addition to featuring the original patent blueprints
and photographs of the “guts” of the culinary tools, this guide
recounts quirky side stories such as the role a waffle iron played
in Nike’s inception and the real reason why socialite Josephine
Cochran invented the dishwasher in 1886. Those whose stovetop
skills are still in development will appreciate the information
on the invention and use of the smoke detector and hand-held
fire extinguishers. 
SCIENCE/COOKING, 192 PAGES, 7 X 10
175 B & W PHOTOS, 100 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781569762813

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

The Collected
Stories of Carol
Emshwiller
Carol Emshwiller

Crossing the boundaries between
fabulist literature, science fiction, and
magical realism, the stories in this
collection offer a valuable glimpse
into the evolution of Carol
Emshwiller’s ideas and style during
her more than 50-year career.
Influenced by J. G. Ballard, Steven
Millhauser, Philip K. Dick, and Lydia Davis, Emshwiller has a
range of works that is impressive and demonstrates her refusal to
be labeled or to stick to one genre. This exhilarating new collec-
tion marks the first time many of the early stories have been pub-
lished in book form and is evidence of the genius of Emshwiller,
one of America’s most versatile and imaginative authors.
SCIENCE FICTION/FICTION, 536 PAGES, 6 X 9
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $32.95)
ISBN: 9781933065229

NONSTOP PRESS JANUARY 2011

Healing After 
Job Loss
100 Practical Ideas
Alan D. Wolfelt, PhD,
and Kirby J. Duvall, MD

Full of practical, time-tested counsel,
this handbook offers simple, useful
tips and activities to counter the typ-
ically negative reactions to job loss,
such as loss of self esteem, and
explores thoughts and feelings with
the goal of healing. Whether dis-
cussing situations when companies have been downsized or indi-
viduals have been fired, furloughed, or laid off, this guide
provides a healthy way of dealing with often overwhelming feel-
ings—of anger, anxiety, depression, and hopelessness—in a
healthy, hopeful manner. 
SELF-HELP/BUSINESS, 128 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $12.95)
ISBN: 9781879651692

COMPANION PRESS DECEMBER 2010
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Joy at Work
Work at Joy
Living and Working
Mindfully Every Day
Joan Marques, EdD

Inspiring employees of all
levels, this guide helps lay a
foundation for creating a
positive, uplifting attitude
towards each work day by
making mindful choices to be kind and supportive especially in
collaborative situations. This empowering reference promotes
acceptance, togetherness, interconnectedness, and mutuality as
means to a happy, positive day. Each day of the year is allotted
one page, providing a daily guiding thought, an action to try to
accomplish, and an idea to ponder, sometimes in the form of a
short story. These practical, daily steps help turn a workplace
into a more joyful, gratifying, and productive space.
SELF-HELP/INSPIRATIONAL, 408 PAGES, 6.5 X 6.5
CLOTH, $24.00 (CAN $27.00)
ISBN: 9781932181531

PERSONHOOD PRESS AVAILABLE

Loving a
Depressed Man
Understand the Symptons,
Find the Help He Needs,
and Maintain Your Morale
Douglas Bey Jr., MD

Written for wives, girlfriends, moth-
ers, and friends, this accessible dis-
cussion of clinical depression in men
outlines the causes of the disease
and offers advice on how to help a
male loved one who may have
depression. Using true stories and tested advice from the author’s
experiences as a psychiatrist, this study emphasizes how to prop-
erly care for a depressed man and persuade him to seek profes-
sional aid. Activities to help alleviate the pain of depression,
topics of conversation to focus on and to avoid, and concerns
about medications are also discussed in this invaluable resource.
SELF-HELP/PSYCHOLOGY, 320 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781934184363

LACHANCE PUBLISHING LLC OCTOBER 2010

Many Faces 
of PTSD
Susan Rau Stocker

Person-centered instead of theory-
centered, this resource provides a
basic context for understanding
how post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) affects people and those
around them. Compassionate, first-
hand knowledge of the different
ways in which PTSD manifests itself
are described throughout the 12
case studies examined in this guide. Bringing this mental health
issue to light for sufferers, families, and friends, these stories illu-
minate the confusion that often surrounds the behaviors and
reactions associated with PTSD and can increase understanding,
patience, and awareness. A piece of reflective foil covers the mid-
dle of the front cover of this book, so that readers view them-
selves when looking upon it.
SELF-HELP/PSYCHOLOGY, 124 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781615470020

HOLY MACRO! BOOKS AVAILABLE

The Mourner’s
Book of Hope
Alan D. Wolfelt, PhD

Addressing the inevitable grief
that accompanies the loss of a
loved one, this encouraging
and supportive reference pro-
vides comfort in the midst of
overwhelming sadness.
Preventing mourners from
becoming tangled in a web of
despair, this guide shows how
the smallest amount of hope
can be nurtured into a confident sense of being, lighting the path
towards a future of love, joy, and meaning. Featuring a series of
reflective passages and quotations, this handbook makes it possi-
ble to roll up one’s sleeves and make healing a reality.
SELF-HELP/PSYCHOLOGY, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.25
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781879651654

COMPANION PRESS OCTOBER 2010



The Wilderness
of Suicide Grief
Finding Your Way
Alan D. Wolfelt, PhD

Presenting the idea of wilder-
ness as a sustained metaphor
for grief, this compassionate
guide explores the unique
responses inherent to the grief
felt by those who have experi-
enced the suicide of a loved one
and offers information about
coping with such a profound loss. Likening the death of a loved
one to the experience of being wrenched from normal life and
dropped down in the middle of nowhere, the handbook employs
10 touchstones, or trail markers, that survivors use to begin to
make their way through the new landscape. Each touchstone gen-
tly guides readers through the entire grieving process and includes
topics such as dispelling misconceptions regarding suicide, explor-
ing feelings, and embracing the uniqueness of a loss.
SELF-HELP/PSYCHOLOGY, 128 PAGES, 5.5 X 7
13 B & W PHOTOS, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781879651685

COMPANION PRESS AVAILABLE

Women
Reinvented
True Stories of
Empowerment and Change
Edited by The Healing Project

Offering personal recollections from
dozens of women with diverse back-
grounds, this guide offers advice and
inspiration to women struggling to
redefine their lives by revealing how
others achieved inner peace and
happiness—whether financially,
emotionally, or spiritually. From executives who found their true
calling in motherhood to mothers who discovered new joys in
the business world, to women finding serenity in the garden, this
collection encourages a sense of community amongst women of
all ages and encourages personal redefinition through emotional
and spiritual changes.
SELF-HELP/WOMEN’S STUDIES, 220 PAGES, 6 X 9
22 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781934184257

LACHANCE PUBLISHING LLC AVAILABLE

Hello, It’s Me
Dispatches from a Pop
Culture Junkie
Chris Epting

Celebrating a wide variety of pop
culture touchstones from the past
40 years, this guide celebrates the
music, movies, television, hobbies,
and fads that defined recent genera-
tions. From the 1970s to the present
day, this trip down memory lane
describes the author’s humorous,
ironic, poignant, and inspiring
moments with numerous pop culture icons—including Mick
Jagger, Keith Richards, Jay Leno, Johnny Thunders, Edward
Albee, John Cheever, and Milton Berle—as well as personal
memories of the era’s most famous pop-culture fads, products,
and gimmicks, such as Pet Rocks, lava lamps, mood rings, eight-
track tapes, Zotz, halter tops, and strawberry wine.
SOCIAL SCIENCE/AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 312 PAGES, 6 X 9
50 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781595800534

SANTA MONICA PRESS AVAILABLE

Somebody’s
Daughter
The Hidden Story of
America’s Prostituted
Children and the Battle 
to Save Them
Julian Sher

Shocking and gritty, this collection
contains firsthand accounts of ter-
ror and abuse from prostituted chil-
dren—and the law enforcement
officers and community activists
working to save them. While detailing the necessity for substan-
tive legal and cultural change on the national level in regard to
prostitution, pimps, and children’s rights, this book also provides
encouraging stories of new, pioneering law enforcement initia-
tives and child-recovery strategies reaping positive results in
urban areas inundated with children victimized by sexual
exploitation and violence, such as Las Vegas, Atlantic City, New
York City, Phoenix, and Dallas. A call to awareness and action
for parents, legislators, and educators, this examination exposes
this country’s dirty secret.
SOCIOLOGY/CURRENT EVENTS, 352 PAGES, 6 X 9
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781569765654

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS JANUARY 2011
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Fencer’s Start-Up
A Beginner’s Guide 
to Fencing
Second edition
Doug Werner

Debunking the sport’s rumored repu-
tation of being outdated, this newly
revised edition explores the ancient
yet powerfully rich and entertaining
art of fencing. Covering Olympic-
style foil, epee, and saber methods,
this comprehensive guide also fea-
tures tips on safety, etiquette, and technique. With a brief history
on the sport and an updated resource section, this examination
tackles the fencing experience with humor and style.
SPORTS, 192 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
200 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781884654770 (REPLACES 9781884654084)

TRACKS PUBLISHING OCTOBER 2010

Golfer’s Start-Up
A Beginner’s Guide to Golf
Second edition
Doug Werner

Aimed at those looking for a concise
introduction to the popular game,
this handbook is ideal for beginning
golfers. Emphasizing the fun side of
the sport in both learning and play-
ing, this reference covers getting
started, equipment tips, and official
rules, and concludes with a firsthand
account of learning the game, a his-
torical overview, and a glossary of terms. Illustrating the basics
of the sport with a striking array of photographs, this updated
edition evaluates the ins and outs of golfing with flair.
SPORTS, 160 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
100 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781884654763 (REPLACES 9781884654077)

TRACKS PUBLISHING OCTOBER 2010

The Pittsburgh
Cocaine Seven
How a Ragtag Group of
Fans Took the Fall for
Major League Baseball
Aaron Skirboll

Eerily prescient of times to come,
this exposé examines drug use in
Major League Baseball (MLB) dur-
ing the mid-1980s and one of the
biggest drug trials in baseball histo-
ry. Through a series of exclusive
interviews with FBI agents, U.S. attorneys, defense lawyers, jour-
nalists, former baseball executives, physicians, and the dealers
themselves, the narrative provides a behind-the-scenes look into
how the players managed their habits, the effect of the drugs on
their athletic performance, and the ruses the players concocted to
keep their drug consumption from becoming public knowledge. 
SPORTS/REGIONAL: MID-ATLANTIC, 288 PAGES, 6 X 9
12 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $22.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9781569762882

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

Soccer vs. the State
Tackling Football and
Radical Politics
Gabriel Kuhn

Citing the professionalism and com-
mercialization that dominate the
multibillion-dollar soccer industry,
this fascinating study also describes
the game’s rebellious side—from its
working-class roots and political
protests from fans and players to the
current resurgence within radical
communities. Documenting a com-
plete history of the sport, this perceptive work also reflects on
common criticisms, including the ways that soccer ferments
nationalism, serves right-wing powers, and fosters competitive-
ness. Acknowledging these concerns, alternative perspectives on
the game and practical examples of how to achieve egalitarian
matches are explored. Serving as both as an orientation for the
politically conscious football supporter and as an inspiration for
those who try to pursue the love of the game away from televi-
sion sets and big stadiums, this thoughtful examination reclaims
the notion of soccer as “the people’s game.” 
SPORTS/POLITICAL SCIENCE, 240 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $22.00)
ISBN: 9781604860535

PM PRESS JANUARY 2011



Urban Bikers’
Tricks & Tips
Low-Tech & No-Tech
Ways to Find, Ride, 
& Keep a Bicycle
Third edition
Dave Glowacz

Filled with practical tips that any
adult bike owner can use instantly,
this resource includes advice on
everything from how to ease a sore
butt and avoid helmet hair to choos-
ing accessories and mounting a bike while wearing a miniskirt.
This updated edition contains new and revised information about
bike types, the best locks, bicycle lubricants, and new-fangled
bags and carriers. An updated supplier directory and list of bicy-
cling resources, such as websites and advocacy groups, are also
included. Illustrated with step-by-step instructions on every page,
this reference is an ideal companion for casual and urban riders.
SPORTS/TRANSPORTATION, 256 PAGES, 6 X 9
185 B & W PHOTOS, 550 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
10 CHARTS, 20 TABLES, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9780965172820 (REPLACES 9780965172813)

WORDSPACE PRESS AVAILABLE

The Complete
Guide to High-
End Audio
Fourth edition
Robert Harley

In this newly updated directory,
the latest in cutting-edge audio
equipment is provided, including
how to choose the best audio
equipment on a budget, how to get
the best sound for the money, and
how to set up a system for maxi-
mum performance. Revised and expanded to include all the latest
audio technologies, this book is packed with expert advice how to
make speakers sound up to 50 percent better at no cost, avoid the
most common system set-up mistakes, and how to choose the one
speaker in 50 worth owning. Among the new topics covered are
computer-based music servers, wireless streaming of audio, high-
resolution digital audio, internet downloads, HD radio, Blu-ray
Disc, and the new high-resolution surround-sound formats.
TECHNOLOGY/MUSIC, 532 PAGES, 7 X 10
53 B & W PHOTOS, 5 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 
12 LINE DRAWINGS, 5 CHARTS, 2 TABLES, 28 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9780978649319 (REPLACES 9780964084964)

ACAPELLA PUBLISHING OCTOBER 2010

The Modern
Energy
Matchmaker
Connecting Investors 
with Entrepreneurs
Michele Ashby

Explaining the trends and key words
in the green energy movement, this
book examines the idea of modern
energy—a combination of old and
new energy resources—and the costs
involved in making them operational. Resources that include
wind, solar, nuclear, wave, biofuels, biomass, smart grid tech-
nologies, magnetics, hydropower, oil, gas, and coal all need to be
partnered with entrepreneurs to bring them to life. Fusing intel-
lectual and financial resources can secure a modern energy-
reliant future, and this proposal directs the world’s investors to
begin that partnership.
TECHNOLOGY/ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, 100 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9781886039957

ADDICUS BOOKS AVAILABLE

Chrysler’s
Turbine Car
The Rise and Fall of
Detroit’s Coolest Creation
Steve Lehto
Foreword by Jay Leno

Offering a behind-the-scenes look
into the world of automotive
research and development in the
1960s, this engaging narrative
traces the birth of Chrysler’s alter-
native “jet” car and reveals the story
behind its sudden and mysterious demise. Relying on extensive
research and firsthand accounts from surviving members of the
turbine car program—including the metallurgist who created the
exotic metals for the engine and the test driver who drove it at
Chrysler’s proving grounds—this chronicle documents the bold
development of an automobile with a jet turbine engine. In addi-
tion to running well on virtually any flammable liquid—includ-
ing kerosene, vodka, heating oil, and Chanel N°5 perfume—the
pioneering engines had one fifth the number of moving parts and
required less maintenance than conventional engines. Despite the
fleet’s amazing performance, Chrysler pulled the plug on the
project and crushed almost all of the cars.
TRANSPORTATION/HISTORY, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9
30 B & W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781569765494

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS OCTOBER 2010
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All Aboard
The Complete North American
Train Travel Guide
Third edition
Jim Loomis

Written for both veterans and those con-
sidering their first rail journey, this guide
is an expansive resource for train travel
and the broader world of rail transit.
Bridging the past with the present, the
handbook explores the origins of the rail
systems, the monumental task of building
America’s first trans-continental railroad,
passenger and freight railroad operations,
and the differences between the various
lines. The new edition includes updated
information on ticketing procedures,
routes, Amtrak’s simplified fare structures,
and the explosion of railroad-related data
such as schedules and ticket purchase
options available on the internet. 
TRAVEL, 352 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
35 B & W PHOTOS, 
15 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS, 3 MAPS
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9781569763094 
(REPLACES 9780761510871)

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS FEBRUARY 2011

The Dashiell
Hammett Tour
Thirtieth Anniversary
Guidebook
Fourth edition
Don Herron
Preface by Jo Hammett
Introduction by Charles Willeford

Expanded and revised, this 30th-anniver-
sary edition guides readers over the fog-
shrouded hills stalked by Sam Spade, the
Continental Op, and other legendary char-
acters created by San Francisco’s most
famous mystery writer, Dashiell Hammett.
Detailing locations of interest, including
all of Hammett’s known residences and
the majority of settings from The Maltese
Falcon, this guidebook contains maps,
self-guided tours, and photographs of
Hammett-related locations from both then
and now. A new preface by Jo Hammett,
the detective writer’s daughter and Edgar
Award–nominated writer, is also included.
TRAVEL/MYSTERY, 224 PAGES, 4.5 X 8.5
60 B & W PHOTOS, 2 LINE DRAWINGS, 
1 TABLE, 8 MAPS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780982565087 
(REPLACES 9780872862647) 

VINCE EMERY PRODUCTIONS
DECEMBER 2010

Grand Canyon: 
The Complete Guide
Grand Canyon National Park
Fourth edition
James Kaiser

Featuring a number of beautiful, high-
quality color photographs, this guide is as
browsable as the best coffee-table books
while also offering maps, travel tips, and
extensive listings for lodging, camping,
and sightseeing. This guide divides the
attractions into sections—the North Rim,
South Rim, Colorado River, and Havasu
Falls—with lodging, dining, and camping
information given for each.
TRAVEL/NATURE, 304 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
150 COLOR PHOTOS, 10 B & W PHOTOS, 
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 20 MAPS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9780982517215 
(REPLACES 9780967890425)

DESTINATION PRESS MARCH 2011



eat.shop london
Second edition
Caroline Loncq
192 PAGES
450 COLOR PHOTOS, 12 MAPS
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780982325490 (REPLACES 9780978958817)

NOVEMBER 2010

eat.shop los angeles
Third edition
Anna H. Blessing
192 PAGES
450 COLOR PHOTOS, 12 MAPS
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780982325476 (REPLACES 9780978958800)

AVAILABLE

eat.shop nyc
Second edition
Anna H. Blessing, Jan Faust Dane, Jon Hart, 
and Kaie Wellman
272 PAGES
650 COLOR PHOTOS, 16 MAPS
$16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9780982325469 (REPLACES 9780978958831)

AVAILABLE

eat.shop paris
Second edition
Jon Hart
192 PAGES
450 COLOR PHOTOS, 12 MAPS
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780982325445 (REPLACES 9780976653486)

AVAILABLE

eat.shop san francisco
Third edition
Anna H. Blessing, Jan Faust Dane, Jon Hart
and Kaie Wellman
192 PAGES
450 COLOR PHOTOS, 12 MAPS
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780982325483 (REPLACES 9780978958848)

JULY 2010
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eat.shop series
Sleekly designed and focusing exclusively on locally owned restaurants and stores, these modern city-guides are unique in both form
and content. Each featured business is handpicked by the author to represent the crème de la crème of cities beloved by both locals
and tourists. The overall selection presents a fresh and unexpected look at each city, highlighting an exciting array of neighborhoods.
Establishments range from the sparkling new to deeply patinaed, unexpected to way-off-the-beaten-path, and funky to chic. The con-
venient size is ideal for bags and purses, while the eye-popping layouts of luscious photographs, efficient maps, and brief hotel recom-
mendations will help make planning an excursion almost as fun as eating and shopping.

TRAVEL, 6 X 6
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR

TRADE PAPER

CABAZON BOOKS
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Seoul Book 
of Everything
Everything You Wanted
to Know About Seoul 
and Were Going to 
Ask Anyway
Edited by Tim Lehnert

From the planet’s largest indoor
theme park, Lotte World, and the
mammoth COEX mall to ancient
royal palaces and quaint alley-
ways, this inclusive manual cap-
tures the essence of the always-evolving metropolis of Seoul.
Prominent and influential residents—including the director of
the National Museum, the head of the Seoul Literary Society, a
veteran diplomat, and a renowned restaurant critic—offer an
insider’s take on what makes the city tick and discuss everything
from top books and cultural treasures to Korean food and the
city’s most beautiful mountains. With information on trends, din-
ing, politics, transportation, local celebrations, slang, and more,
this remarkably detailed handbook captures the essence of a
modern and historic city that will engage both experienced trav-
elers and first-time visitors alike.
TRAVEL/REFERENCE, 232 PAGES, 5 X 7
12 B & W PHOTOS, 1 MAP, TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9780981094175

MACINTYREPURCELL PUBLISHING, INC AVAILABLE

Vietnam
Journeys
Charles Fields

The myriad colors, textures,
and rhythms of Vietnam are
captured in this collection of
compelling color images.
Landscapes, cityscapes, fish-
ing villages, customs, cul-
ture, commerce, cuisine, and
the friendly and optimistic people of this vibrant region are por-
trayed in striking detail. Featured sites include the terraced
mountainsides of Sapa, the Phung Hiep floating market, the
World Heritage Sites of Hue and Halong Bay, and the Thien Mu
Pagoda. Lush deltas, pristine forests, bustling markets, serene
temples, and breathtaking sunsets on white sand beaches reveal
the many facets of this complex and captivating nation.
TRAVEL/PHOTOGRAPHY, 224 PAGES, 11.5 X 10.5
400 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $50.00 (CAN $55.00)
ISBN: 9780982319673

FIELDS PUBLISHING DECEMBER 2010

Double Play
The Hidden Passions
Behind the Double
Assassination of George
Moscone and Harvey Milk
Second edition
Mike Weiss

After assassinating San Francisco
Mayor George Moscone and
Supervisor Harvey Milk, killer Dan
White was given only a mild sen-
tence for manslaughter. This true
crime thriller explains why White killed the two politicians, and
how he got away with murder. This new expanded edition
reveals for the first time how after his release from prison White
confessed his true murderous intent and his secret plan to kill
two more politicians. A companion DVD provides unseen televi-
sion interviews and the never-before-available recording of
White’s gut-wrenching confession.
TRUE CRIME/GAY STUDIES, 496 PAGES, 6 X 9
80 B & W PHOTOS, 10 LINE DRAWINGS, 1 DIAGRAM, 1 MAP, 
INCLUDES DVD
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $43.95)
ISBN: 9780982565056 (REPLACES 9780201095951)

VINCE EMERY PRODUCTION NOVEMBER 2010

Family Secrets
The Case That Crippled
the Chicago Mob
Jeff Coen

Painting a vivid picture of the
scenes both inside and outside the
courtroom and re-creating events
from court transcripts, police
records, interviews, and notes taken
day after day as the story unfolded
in court in 2007, this narrative
accurately portrays cold-blooded—
and sometimes incompetent—killers
and their crimes. In 1998 Frank Calabrese Jr. offered to wear a
wire to help the FBI build a case against his father, Frank Sr., and
his uncle Nick. A top Mob boss, a reputed consigliore, and other
high-profile members of the Chicago Outfit were eventually
accused in a total of 18 gangland killings, revealing organized
crime’s ruthless grip on the city throughout the 1960s, 1970s,
and 1980s. The riveting testimony and wide-angle view provide
one of the best accounts on record of the inner workings of the
Chicago syndicate and its control over the city’s streets.
TRUE CRIME/REGIONAL: MIDWEST, 432 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781569765456

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE



The Bride’s 
Thank You Guide
Thank You Writing Made Easy
Second edition
Pamela A. Lach

Answering hundreds of questions about
content, style, and etiquette, this guide will
help newlyweds write thank-you notes
that are both personal and appropriate.
This new edition contains 60 sample let-
ters highlighting the elements that should
be included in each, discusses the appro-
priateness of e-mailed thank-yous, and
features a new section on gift ideas for
attendants. In addition to laying out the
letter-writing “rules,” this guide offers cre-
ative and helpful ideas to make each note
warm and memorable, whether the thank-
you be a special note for parents or an
acknowledgement of a monetary, group,
duplicate, or unusual gift. This invaluable
resource also includes time-saving tips,
stationery suggestions, a handy list of
adjectives and descriptive words, and and
a listing of helpful wedding websites.
WEDDINGS, 96 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $9.95)
ISBN: 9781569762837 
(REPLACES 9781556522000)

CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS AVAILABLE

From Idea to Print
How to Write a Technical Book
or Article and Get It Published
Roger E. Sanders

Written by a prominent author of techni-
cal publications, this reference shows tech-
nical professionals how to take an idea
and turn it into a published article or
book. The comprehensive guide covers the
entire spectrum—developing an outline,
finding a publisher, pitching the idea,
negotiating a contract, developing several
drafts, submitting a manuscript, working
with the different editors, and promoting
the work once it’s in book or magazine
form—taking authors from pre- to post-
publication. With examples of the author’s
own published writing projects, this man-
ual goes beyond the craft of writing and
demonstrates how to get professional,
technical knowledge into print. 
WRITING/CAREER, 350 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $49.95 (CAN $54.95)
ISBN: 9781583470978

MC PRESS DECEMBER 2010
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Reclaiming 
Your Readers
Proven Methods for 
Reader-Focused Writing
Randy Craig

With a new, more impactful, efficient way
of writing, this handbook introduces writ-
ers of all types to the ARC Method—a
technique for reader-focused composition
that ultimately leads to a devoted reader-
ship. Demonstrating how this strategy
incorporates the concepts of Audience,
Relevance, and a readership Continuum to
change the paradigm of writing, this guide
reveals how utilizing this approach
addresses the audience’s true needs.
Enabling writers to produce content for
multiple formats, this examination is guar-
anteed to make writers more effective and
valuable to employers, instructing them on
how to adapt to the current trends of
media proliferation such as blogs and
online social media all while staying true
to traditional outlets. With valuable tips
on combating audience fragmentation,
this study offers writers of all back-
grounds a solid solution to winning a
loyal following across a variety of plat-
forms and styles.
WRITING/BUSINESS, 164 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781933338378

MARION STREET PRESS DECEMBER 2010



International Bestsellers

1-2-3 Magic
Thomas W. Phelan, PhD

CHILDRENS: PARENTING/FAMILY CARE
224 PAGES, 6 X 9
32 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9781889140438
(REPLACES 9781889140162)
PARENTMAGIC, INC

8 Steps to a Pain-Free Back
Esther Gokhale, LAc
Edited by Susan Adams

HEALTH/FITNESS, 244 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780979303609
PENDO PRESS

Art Is Fundamental
Eileen S. Prince

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE 
200 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
8-PAGE COLOR INSERT
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9781569762165
ZEPHYR PRESS  
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How to Handle Difficult Parents
Suzanne C. Tingley

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE 
144 PAGES, 7.5 X 9.25
20 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9781877673726
COTTONWOOD PRESS, INC.

World War II for Kids
Richard Panchyk
Introduction by Senator John McCain

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/
CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
176 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781556524554
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS  

Amazing Kitchen Chemistry
Projects You Can Build Yourself
Cynthia Light Brown

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/
CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
128 PAGES, 8 X 10
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780979226823
NOMAD PRESS

I Always, ALWAYS Get My Way
Thad Krasnesky
Illustrations by David Parkins

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS/
CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE 
32 PAGES, 10 X 10
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780979974649
FLASHLIGHT PRESS  

Absinthe & Flamethrowers
William Gurstelle

SCIENCE, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9
18 B & W PHOTOS, 
26 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781556528224
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS

Leonardo da Vinci for Kids
Janis Herbert

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/
CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE
104 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR,
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9781556522987
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS

Available Light
Don Marr

PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
120 COLOR PHOTOS, 12 DIAGRAMS,
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584282556
AMHERST MEDIA, INC.  

Galileo for Kids
Richard Panchyk
Foreword by Buzz Aldrin

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION/
CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE 
184 PAGES, 11 X 8.5
60 B & W PHOTOS, 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $20.95)
ISBN: 9781556525667
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS  

I Need My Monster
Amanda Noll
Illustrations by Howard McWilliam

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
32 PAGES, 10 X 10
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9780979974625
FLASHLIGHT PRESS  
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Backyard Ballistics
William Gurstelle

SCIENCE, 192 PAGES, 7 X 10
50 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781556523755
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS

Understanding Your Grief
Alan D. Wolfelt, PhD
Foreword by John DeBerry

SELF-HELP, 176 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9781879651357
COMPANION PRESS  

The Handy Anatomy 
Answer Book
James Bobick and Naomi Balaban

SCIENCE, 352 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.75
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9781578591909
VISIBLE INK PRESS  

On-Camera Flash Techniques
for Digital Wedding 
and Portrait Photography
Neil van Niekerk

PHOTOGRAPHY, 128 PAGES, 8.5 X 11
190 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $38.95)
ISBN: 9781584282587
AMHERST MEDIA, INC.  

Turning Numbers 
into Knowledge
Jonathan G. Koomey, PhD
Foreword by John P. Holdren 

BUSINESS, 247 PAGES, 7 X 10
1 B & W PHOTO, 2 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9780970601926
ANALYTICS PRESS  

Card Making with Cricut
Tanya Fox

CRAFTS & HOBBIES
48 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.75
45 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9781596352827
DRG/ANNIE’S ATTIC

Once a King, Always a King
Reymundo Sanchez

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 304 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781556525537
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS

USB Complete
Jan Axelson

COMPUTER: HARDWARE/
COMPUTER: PROGRAMMING 
& SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
506 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $54.95 (CAN $60.95)
ISBN: 9781931448086
(REPLACES 9781931448024)
LAKEVIEW RESEARCH  

Skateboarder’s Start-Up
Doug Werner and Steve Badillo

SPORTS, 192 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
500 B & W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9781884654343 
(REPLACES 9781884654138)
TRACKS PUBLISHING

The Vegetarian Myth
Lierre Kieth

HEALTH/ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
320 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.00 (CAN $22.00)
ISBN: 9781604860801
PM PRESS  

Mini Weapons 
of Mass Destruction
John Austin

SCIENCE, 256 PAGES, 6 X 9
150 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9781556529535
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS  

Real Vampires, Night 
Stalkers and Creatures 
from the Darkside
Brad Steiger

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 320 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25
100 B & W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9781578592555
VISIBLE INK PRESS  




